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The single-action is the logical
type of revolver for the sports
man and RUGER@ builds the
strongest, smoothest and most
reliable single-actions ever made.
SINGLE· SIX® • BLACKHAWK® • SUPER BLACKHAWK® • BEARCAT®

DEERSTALKER CARBINE. STANDARD MODEL AUTOMATIC. MARK I TARGET MODEL

See this outstanding range of guns at your favorite arms dealer

or write for descriptive literature.

Made in America

STURM~ RUGER & COMPANY~ INC.
50 LACEY PLACE, SOUTHPORT, CONNECTICUT, U. S. A.



THE BROWNING SUPERPOSED

To produce this
special kind of shotgun

is a gunmaker's

GREATEST

piano Grade (shown here) '675
,'Grade I models from '295, U.S. or Canada

1" Price, subject to change without notice.,
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is recognized the world over for its superb shooting
qualities, sureness of function and lifetime
service ... and disceming sportsmen appreciate as much

the matchless precision and artistry with which it is crafted.

To produce this special kind of shotgun is a gunmaker's
greatest challenge. SUPERFICIALLY IT MAY BE IMITATED

but true perfection throughout requires careful
design, manufacturing technology and especially
experience - experience that only years of resolute
training of every craftsman can provide.

The acceptance of the Superposed has been gratifying.
For over a decade every production increase has been

met by a greater demand ... the choice of sportsm<m
who expect uncompromising value for their dollars

as well as those sportsmen who want
the finest regardless of cost.

Compare it critically against all other shotguns. Then

let your own goodJudgment guide your decision.

BROWNING
@

WRITE for complete details on the full line of Superposed
Shotguns, 12,20,28 and .410 gauge, 3" Magnum 12
gauge, Trap, New BROADway Trap and Skeet models.

Browning Arms Company, Dept. H4 St. Louis 3, Missouri
In CANADA - Browning of Canada, Dept. H4 P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q
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RELOADING. EQUIPMENT

C-H CASE TRIMMER insures per·
fect uniformity from 17 cal. thru 45 cal.

ONLY $13.50

C-H CHROME PLATE DIES
are available in over 500 calibers.

Your best
insurance for
a successful·
hunt! Of all the things that

insure a successful hunt, nothing is

more important than your ammuni·

tion. When you want real accuracy

and economy, too, smart shooters

reload and recommend C-R Reloading

Equipment. This precision line of

reloading tools is engineered to give

yon the ultimate in reloading pleasure,

accuracy and performance. With

C-R you can choose your own

components and loads, get the type

of accuracy and smashing power

ONLYcustom loaded ammo can deliver.

Shoot more, shoot better •••

reload with C-H! See your sporting

goods dealer or gunsmith for

FREE demonstration.

C-H DIE COMPANY, DEPT. G-12

P.O. Box 3284, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 54, CalifornIa

In Canada: 1310 W. 6th St., Vancouver 9, B.{:.

MAIL COUPON

C-H DIE COMPANY, Dept. G-12

P.O. BOX 3284, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 54, Calif.
Gentlemen: Please Tush me FREE booklet.

NAME _

ADDRESS _

ctTY & STATE _

Name of my sporting goods dealer or gunsmith is:__

---~---------------



Report From Washington

the fact that so many would come so far at their own ex
pense and, in spite of their many divergent interests, dis
cuss these problems so frankly and with such fair-minded
good will.

Pistols by mail order are delivered by "common carrier,"
usually via express. Hence the wording of Section 2 (j) which
is the heart of the proposed Amendment:

"It shall be unlawful for any common carrier knowingly
to ship, transport or deliver, or cause to be shipped, trans
ported or delivered, in interstate or foreign commerce, any
pistol or revolver to any person under eighteen years of
age." (Provisions will be provided requiring the label mark
ing of such shipments, to identify them as firearms for the
information of the common carrier.)

One other clause in the Amendment will sting many of us
in the pocketbook, but not unreasonably in my opinion;
and it may help to prevent existing abuses of the present
law. This is in Secion 3 (a) (2), which places the fee for a
Federal Firearms dealer license at $10.00. (The recipient of
such a license must be twenty-one or over, must not be under
indictment for or ever convicted of violation of the Federal
Firearms Act or any violation of any law relating to narcotics
or marihuana or any law punishable by imprisonment for a
term of more than one year. He must not be a fugitive from
justice. If the licensee becomes a violator of any of the above
after issuance of his license, that license can be revoked.)

This, stripped of its necessary legal verbiage, is the pro
posed Amendment. Granted that many of you, and many
of us who shared in the discussion, would prefer no gun I~g

islation to any gun legislation, this legislation is at least
well-intentioned and well-considered by representatives of
your interests. It will not end juvenile delinquency. It will not
prevent any criminal, juvenile or otherwise, from obtaining
a firearm if he is seriously determined to do so. It will merely
close one easy door through which guns have, provably,
come into such hands.

And the intent of the representatives of the Committee
beyond the wording of the amendment, clearly stated and
promised, should earn a prayer of gratitude from every
shooter in America: "The Committee will recommend that
every community in America instigate and support an active
junior shooting training program." This is a remarkable
advance in the thinking of men concerned with gun legis
lation. It provides a ray of hope for the future of shooting
sports in America.

I
T IS FAIRLY well known by now that this magazine, and this

writer, have little sympathy with legislation to restrict fire
arms sale or ownership. I said exactly that when I received
the invitation to be the only magazine editor to share the

discussions in Washington, D. c., of "A Bill To Amend The
Federal Firearms Act." But having just returned from the sec
ond of those discussions, I have nothing .but praise for the
methods by which, this time, this action is being taken.

Like most things in Washington, this is complicated. The
Senate Judiciary Committee (Senator James O. Eastland,
Mississippi, Chairman) has a Subcommittee to Investigate
Juvenile Delinquincy (Senator Thomas J. Dodd, Connecticut,
Chairman). One of the staff investigations of that Subcom
mittee is to weigh the importance of firearms in the problem
of juvenile delinquency. Carl L. Perian is Staff Director of
the Subcommittee, and the discussions with the firearms
industry have been arranged and guided by Michael J.
Mcinerney, Staff Investigator. Gun-interested people are
fortunate in that Mcinerney is himself a gun enthusiast and
a "friend at court."

The discussion group' consisted of invited representatives
of major domestic gun manufacturers and distributors, major
gun importers and mail order houses, the National Rifle Asso
ciation, the Director of Civilian Marksmanship, the State and
Treasury departments, the Post Office, outstanding law en
forcement chiefs, and this reporter.

No attempt was made by any person or group to inflate
the problem beyond its true importance. There was the
clearly stated awareness that the firearm itself is not the
criminal, that it is onry a factor (and a relatively minor one)
in the overall picture of juvenile delinquency. The Committee
investigators themselves presented evidence of this in the
form of police records of guns confiscated over a given
period: 176 guns, of which only 16 (or less than 10 per cent)
involved persons under 21.

But even one gun in the hands of a teen-age, gang-fight
ing hoodlum is a bad thing; bad for society, bad for the
officer who must arrest him, bad for the gun industry, bad
for you and me .as shooters.

It is the opinion of the Subcommittee that the relatively
cheap mail-order pistols and revolvers are the ones most
often found in the possession of the juvenile gangsters. The
over-the-counter dealer has at least a visual contact with
his customer, and many dealers demand proofs of age and
character whenever a would-be buyer's appearance arouses
doubt or suspicion in the dealer's mind. The mail order seller
has no such contact, and kid gangsters have taken advan
tage of this to obtain guns they could not have purchased
otherwise.

The object of the proposed Bill To Amend the Federal
~irearms Act is, therefore, an attempt to close a loophole
through which guns are obtained by undesirables.

The people directly "hurt" by the proposed Bill are those
who advertise and sell guns by mail order. Yet this group
was well represented .in these discussions and seemed unan
imous in their willingness to accept reasonable restrictions
on their business in order to keep guns out of the wrong
hands. As one spokesman put it, "We don't want to sell to
punks. Show us how to avoid it and we'll go along." I think
they are to be commended for this. As a matter of fact, I
found new reasons to be proud of the firearms industry in

SENATOR DODD
Connecticut
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In years past, hunters have sworn
by soft-nose bullets for just about
any big game hunting. But as good
as they were, bullets of this type
were guilty of high lead loss and
frequent mushroom collapse.

Now, Winchester-Western ballis
tic engineers, after years of research,
have created a new type of big game
soft-point bullet.

The result: Power Point - one of
the greatest bullet designs in the
history of shooting!

The secrets of Power Point's fan
tastic knock-down power and pre
cisely controlled expansion are so

technical in terms of metallurgy
and design engineering that they're
almost impossible to explain.

But there's one "secret" you can
see: the six scientifically placed
notches in the bullet jacket. They
correctly control the all-important
expansion from the moment of im
pact to deep vital organ penetration
at all hunting ranges - from less
than 100 to more than 500 yards!

Like every Winchester-Western
product, Power Points were exhaus
tively field tested. Bullets recovered
from all types of game worked per
fectly. No mushroom collapse...very

slight lead loss ... and better than
double diameter retained· expan-"
sion! As one expert wrote in his
report, "Power Point is the best
medicine I've ever used - as an all
game bullet, I'll bet on it."

Olin
WINCHESTER-WESTERN DIVISION
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size.

See your Deale"
or order direct.,

By R. A. STEINDLER

New Shotgun Sights
Because of the increasing population, more

and more states are specifying the use of
shotguns for deer hunting. Sighting a shot
gun loaded with birdshot and the usual bead
is one thing, but trying to get a decent group
with the same gun loaded with slugs can be
a frustrating experience. Although shotguns
specially pesigned for slug shooting are on

the market and several companies sell slug
barrels for their guns, most hunters have
steered away from the extra expense of new
gun or barrel. This left them with standard
or make-shift sights, none of them wholly
satisfactory.

The new "Fine Line" shotgun sight is
(Continued on page 61)

Flight.Weight Scopes
These new, super-light weight Texan

scopes are some 25 per cent lighter than con
ventional scopes, thanks to the all aluminum
construction. The ten-lens optical system
gives excellent definition, with lenses ce
mented into five back-to-back double sets
which have absolute color and spherical cor
rection, thus eliminating distortion. The
Center-Set reticle is spring mounted to re
sist shock. Texan scopes are guaranteed to
remain centered during windage and eleva·
tion adjustments, and scopes are factory ad
justed for parallax at 100 yards. Joints are
neoprene sealed and thus they are fog-proof,
while the aluminum construction forestalls
rust and corrosion. These scopes are avail·
able in 2%X, 4X, and 6X.

plated and single-selective, and the ejectors
are automatic. The finish is superb, and sev
eral people who had a chance to shoot the
gun went out and placed their orders. Is
there a better recommendation?

11 ~ /? ~ GUNSMITHS and BARRElMAKERS
,. ~eUJe'1 '-fUn. ~O. po oox. ROXBURY, CONNECTICUT

PISTOL PERFECT PRODUCTS by the !.~~ qwe eo.
iliiii-;;=I!!RUGER - "FRONTIER SCOUT'~22

ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER @TBASE PIN
STOP KIT $2.75

QUickly and eas!ly insta!led, LATCH
no gun alterat.on reqUired. NOW! pushbutton cleaning

Fully adjustable for all on your Colt - One-minlte
RUGER Single Action installation puts this new

Handguns. Base Pin Latch on your gun.
Standard Model $2.00 Ppd.

See your Dealer Deluxe Nickel-Plated Finish .
or order dIrect. for Colt "Presentotinn"Models $2.50

Browning's Broadway
The new Browning "Broadway" over-under

created quite a sensation at the Northbrook
Sports Club, gathering place for many skeet
and trap shooters in this area. The North·
brook club has a beautiful layout that is
open to the public, and the club has done
an outstanding job in furthering the shotgun
sports.

The Browning Broadway will get admiring
glances in any group of shotgun addicts. Spe
cifically designed for the trap shooter, its
extra-wide rib-ventilated, of course-is the
result of requests made by trap shooters to
Browning. The barrel is 32 inches long, the
rib is % inch wide, and the Browning people

GUNS DECEMBER 1961

Northbrook shooter admires
Browning's newest trap gun.

claim that the gun is bound to improve trap
scores. Once used to the longer barrel and
wider rib, shooters who tried this test sample
generally agreed with that claim. The upper
barrel is bored full, and it takes a couple of
missed birds to realize that when Browning
says "full," they do mean FULL. The weight
of the gun is placed to give the shooter all of
the benefit of the weight for an easy swing,
and recoil is barely felt, even after shooting
better than 400 rounds in one session.

The Broadway weighs a comfortable 8
pounds; chambers are the standard 2%,
inches; choke is available in full and full,
improved-modified and full, modified and
full, or any desired combination. The stock
has a full pistol grip, length of pull is 14%",
drop at comb is 1%", and drop at heel is
1%,". The semi-beavertail forearm is 10%"
long and 2 inches wide. The trigger is gold

Amazing i'mprovement in
your gun action, trigger
pull & shooting. With
instructions and FREE
Molykote compound
.$2.75 prepaid.

65 bullets for handloading
Send card for list

OI-:.18,d.y
B'ULLETS

A new bullet in a new shape-the most
efficient yet developed for reloading the
.264 Winchester Magnum. Its secant
ogive spire point is 2);. calibers long with
a radius twice the length of the tangent
radius. This is a result of Hornady re
search and ballistics testing to find the
profile which would give maximum re
tained velocity and longest range killing
power. The two diameters assure perfect
fit in any .264 rifle. Many shapes were
turned in solid brass and their velocity
chronographed to achieve this perfect
profile. Try them in your .264.

A few
of many
. shapes

tested in
developing
this bullet

NEWfrorn
HORNADV

NEW
SHAPE

NEW
Efficiency

I

HOIlNADY MFG. CO.• DEPT. G• GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.
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Usee/ in Combat, Guaranteee/ in Gooe/
Cone/ition-Relic 01 Worlcl War"

(without ·drawer but with name plaque)
x 26 x 3'12' $4.95
x 26 x 31/2' , , .•..•......... $5.95
x 26 x 3'/2' , .$7.95

Add 50¢ PI'. & "dig.

Also available
Gun Rack-ll'h
Gun Rack-23'h
Gun Rack-36

Seasonee/ Cherrywooe/-Walnut Finish
4 Place GUN RACK with Drawer ...-.~~~~

YOUR NAME Inscribed on .,~.•"..
Polished Brass Plaque ~-

WEATHERPROOF SUIT $7.95
Complete-Coat & Overall Trousers
This all-weather outdoor suit gives you ·perfect protec
tion in rain, snow, sleet and wind. Heavy ·rubber on
olive drab sheeting. Protection with comfort. Has
roomy, well-cut hood with adjustable draw-string. Full
length zipper, fly front; two large patch pockets for
plenty of carrying space--protecled by flaps. Adjust
able snaps on sleeves; under-arm ventilating eyelets
guarantee comfort always. All seams fully taped and
double-stitched.

Light-Weight Free Action
Overalls are bib-type with snap fly front, have adjust
able waistline snaps; 6 inch elastic on suspenders for
extra comfort. This suit is light enough to assure easy,
free action. Sturdy for any use and guaranteed to pro
vide complete protection and comforl in any weather.
Small, med., Ige. & extra Ige.

2 Place
4 Place
6 Place

This superb kntre-a masterpiece oC old·world craftsmanship.
is made by the famous Puma·Werke oC Soling-en. 'Vest Germany.
They named It "For the White Hunter" because it was designed
for men Who leatl Safaris-whose lives depend on the best equip
ment that man can produce and money can buy! These
men need a hunting- knife that can skin big game_
that slices through toughest hides, through thick bones
or heavy branches-yet is sharp and delicate enough to
slice slippcry green twigs_or skin a tomato! This knife
was designed and carefully fashioned to do every out- ,
door job-with no effort! Nothing- was spared to make Ji..
it the best. NOTE THESE FEATURES: Six inch "
Blade is the best steel made in \Vorld-famous
Solin~en. Curved line of edge has cOl'l"ect contour _,:I
for all Clltlin~, slicing-. skinning- strokes. Blade's 1- ::1
reverse ~ide has short. ed~e, idenl fol' heavy cut· .t-- ,':i
ting- of firewood or hacking- down branches. sera~, - ,f
tions alon~ outer edg-e enables easy cut~ into slip- :-!
pery objects-green twig'S. fish skin, etc. Blade iSt #.:~" ,-1
wei~~hled tflw;.trd tip. At heaviest part, flattened ,i ....i!...~~,,:1

~~~~k c~~~~~~·:n a~a~dl~~mY';;~;! h~~~U~~I~ ~~~('~\~;~ ,:\~i.Y~
under the wetlest. coldest conditions. Shealh .~
is handsome. smm'tly tailored top grain Cow.
hide-solid leather. '\Ie Guaranlee: This to b('
the best hunting knife you ever owned. We
~uaralllee it tH pel'form the best-h. 'be the
best-balanced-the most rugg-ed. lhe most
useful. It usually sells up to ::; I ;:i.00. Our
pl"ice. only $9.95.

PUMA-World's Finest Hunting Knife!
Deve/opee/ for Professional Hunters!

~
Sho\\' the full beaut,)' of :rour guns by displayin~ ~=~liJ"""==;;~~~~=~~~~
them 011 this atlracli"c Empire Gun Hack, )Iadc l~ ~
of select. properly seasoned. guaranteed 11011- e==~~$~~~~~~~~
wan} cherrywood, it is carefully stained and hand ~- ~ IIO'<l
~Tubhcd to a rich \\alnut tone. l\lC3ljUreS 20% x - - V-
26 x 4%. Drawer (or ·shells and accessorie:i has

brass pull knohs plus lock with 2 kC)'!L Hill;': :::I~ii;i;;;i'r~~~~~~~~ni~[:d.S~~I~ll~f~~ef~':it~lll~~r:~~~~lnt i ng. ~hi IlIW\[ ~

~ce Sil::''i~'r:?)Csri~~l O~)l~~~e 1l1:~IC I~~ S12.95 I t:::sG =-= _ -
nlOunlcd 011 racle plus SOc pp. & hdlg.

Combination HEATER-STOVE

"Heat Pal" Keeps Cabins, Camps, Tents
Warm-in Coldest Weather-Cooks Food

Perfectly-Provides Controlled Heat

Waterproof, Windproof, Hand
some and Rugged

Also Available: 2-1>jnt Resene }i'uel Container-$l.OS

HEAT-PAL produces as muclr heat as you want almost
INSTANTLY-doubles as a top·qualily cook stove. By
adjusting the handy outside volume control )'OU get
complete range from low-low to intense high heat.
Control slides out of sight when nOl in use.
HEAT-PAL is a scientifically-designed sturdy steel
and aluminum unil-a product of Swedish precision en
gineering. Guaranlced to give a fuJI lifetime of scnice
with perfect safety. Steel luel container is crammed
full of non-inflammahle ahsorbent that "soaks up"
alcohol, then releases it as de~ircd for heating or cook
ing in a series of "gOis-like" flames.
Steel body has red lacqucred finish with upper portion
m;Hle of heavy-duty SPlm aluminum. Special ,'ents re
lease maximum heat. For rookin~ :\'ou get special steel
griHe adjustable for t,cight and different size pots and
pans.
Uses inexpensive denatured alcohol (or lacquer-thinner).
f':i\'es up to 20 hours of heat with 1% pints of fuel.
("an he u~ed anywhere-e\'en in boats,. ,on $19 95
dry t:tra~s. in tents. cabins. even in chUd's -
bedroom!

~
r;;; A remarkable knife to add to any col.

.. -J lection. Has 7 inch double-edge blade
. - of tough Sheffield steel. Handle is

especially shaped to give positive
. grasp when used as either slashing

knife or dagger. Entire knife is especially treated
and finished in dull black so it will not shine in
moonlight or reflect light. Sheath is solid leather
with metal tip-clip, flexible to assure instant, silent
draw, Unusual souvenir and a lIseful
knife when razor-sharp double edge
is needed. Limited, 2 to a customer $5.95
while supply lasts, only

WINDPROOF-WATER.
PROOF_5MOKELESS_

NON TOXIC-O'OORt.ESS_
ECONOMICAL

JfI;
~"\ ,

•- .. ; f".'.~

.•... '-,: ~l~r.. o~·. ~I"'.~
• '-'0 •

BRITISH COMMANDO KNIFE

Fine quality, rubber-lined poplin ... silent
in the brush , , , resists snags and briars,

. Easily cleaned. Action-free styling. Has tan,
A. genuine-leather shoulder pad. Back has large,

detachable, zippered game pocket and clear

~
1;,..(..;4'o'plastic license holder. Waterproof top-front
~ l' pocket for' cigarettes, matches, etc. Two

lower-front pockets have protective flaps'~-~~and shell holders. Available in O.D., Yellow'$9 95
~. Red, Small, Medium, and Large sizes, •

MONOGRAMMED,
MONEY BELT

Genuine Leather
$3.98

Genuine top-grain
cowhide belt will
add a handsome note to any attire, while
"secret" zippered inner pocket holds cur
rency far from prying eyes. Conservatively
fashioned I v.. " wide belt is clinched with a
gleaming buckle sporting his 2 or 3 initials.
Available in brown top-grain cowhide leather
with gold-plated buckle; black·
teather wilh a silvery rhodium $3 98
buckle. Specify waist sizes 28 to •
44 and color .,' .. , , ••
'Send check or money order. If COD,
$2 deposit required. Money back
guaranteed

ONLY

$2.50
PPD.

Finest sWt.>I! TOpS for precision work In
wnods. olasUc. Iron, aluminum. ctc. In
cludes plastic kit with· marked pocketfor each drill _

•

60 Pc. Set
CHROME VANADIUM
Wire Gauge DRILLS

"op quality German IIl'PQrt high test
ChlOIllC V<}na.llum Oralls deslJ:t'ned
for ~pecd <1111ltng' through toughest
steels, woods. plastiC, lion and
t1luminum. PI'cci!';lon g-round long-
l~slin~ ("uUin::t ed~cs. Guaranteed to

give ye::ars of sallsraction. A ful1 60 pC'.
set Nos. 1 thru 60. A $14.95 Value Now Only

$5.95 p:.IU~ ~~I~.
Only

~J~Ta~ i~l~texa~g~~aili;rai:a~~~_~_i~~_~_u_o: $7.50
Plus 35C pp. and hdlg.

Also available-20.PC. SET
NOS. 61·80 WIRE GAUGE DRILLS

Battlefield Confederate Bayonets
~ Authentic Civil War Relics

We've just located a treasure-origi
nal, authentic Confederate Bayonets!
The proud possessor of these oayo
nets had spent many years searching
for these historical weapons. He tells
us they were actually picked up on
fields of combat and that every l>ne
had actually been used in the War
everyone a .battle souvenir. Outside
of the surface rust, they're in sound
condition. Order at least two and use
them crossed for wall decoration.
A Civil War relic you'll be proud to
show 'and people will ask to see. We
have a good supply but $5 95
they won't last forever. . • •
so hurry! ea, ppd.



Service Armament CO.8 EAST FORT LEE RD. 80GOTA NEW JERSE'

Warning
The Communistic interests in this country

who are trying to hoodwink lawmakers into
disarming the American public must be de
feated. I can not see why responsible law·
makers aIlow themselves to even consider
disarming American citizens. Why are they
not aware of the fact that Germany, during
the Nazi rise to power, used this method of
enslaving the peoples of Europe?

It is only by being strong in our determi·
nation to be free, and vigilant in guarding
every right of our Constitution, that. we can

A.ppeal
We have been advised that Representative

Dingle of Michigan introduced on June I,
1961, House Bill No. 7390 which, if passed,
would make it necessary to include Excise
Tax of 110/0 on all ammunition components.
We suggest that you write to your Senator,
Representative, or anyone else you know in
Washington who can be of assistance, stating
that you are not in favor of this bill. Ask
your friends and neighbors to do likewise.

Please exert all possible means to kill this
section of House Bill No. 7390. It is to our
mutual benefit that it is not passed.

Paul H. Adams
New York, N.Y.

W omen Welcome
I read your magazine every month. I gave

a year's subscription of GUNS to my husband
for Christmas last year and plan to renew
it this year. I am becoming more and more
an enthusiast of your magazine. I love hunt
ing; I got my first deer last year. My shoot
ing has improved since I started reading
Gu ··s. Some of the tips on shooting in some
stories have helped. GUNS may ·be put out for
men, but we women like it too; at least I do.

Mrs. Barbara Eastman
Barnstead, N.H.

ROSSFIRE'

Information, Please
We of the "Single Sixes" Speed Draw Club

of Brunswick, Maine, are all members of a
Navy Patrol Squadron, so our practice time
is limited, and two deployments have hind·
ered us from meeting other clubs and pro·
moting the fast draw sport in New England.
We would like to hear from other fast draw
clubs in New England, with a view to
friendly competition and promotion of the
sport. Also, we would like to hear from other
clubs anywhere on such matters as rules and
types of competition, national championship,
and similar subjects. Please write

Charles D. CampbeIl, ADR2
22 Guadalcanal Drive

Brunswick, Maine

A.dvice To Minutemen
I notice that your articles on survival and

home defense in event of enemy attack have
attracted considerable interest.

What is needed most is for each shooter
to buy extra ammunition, at least one hun
dred rounds for each caliber. You won't last
long in combat with only 20 rounds, which
is all the average hunter has. Nearly everyone
has a gun of some type, but all the ammuni
tion would be gone in a week. Also, four·
shot automatic hunting rifles would empty so
fast, they would be a liability.

~ CENT:';o~'~~~~s~~~:r!u~~ eatalQf1
SHOOTER, SPORTSMAN AND COLLECTOR. t1

Service Armament Co. has dane it again, by
offering you its new enlarged catalog.
This beautiful edition is chock full of all types
of fire arms and accessories from Anti-Tank Guns
to Mini e Balls and is guaranteed to gladden the
heart of even the most blase gun bug. Present
ing the most diversified line of arms found
anywhere including the World's Largest supply

of shooting ammo SEND ONLY $1.00

R. B. Cole
Littleton, N.H.

More Guns, Less Crime
Just read the article, "Today, A Gun Could

Save Your Life," and it is very good. It
should be run in every newspaper in the
country. If more car owners packed guns,
there would less highway crime.

I enjoy your magazine very much.
Frank J. Smith

Climax, Colorado

Want more handloading info?

Send 10¢ for

"Gunbug's Guide."
Box· GM.12

• LOADED AMMUNITION

• PRECISION BULLETS

• UNPRIMED VIRGIN BRASS

Ballistics are impressive: Muzzle
Velocity - 2920/fs; Muzzle Energy
- 2841 Ifp: Norma bullets with ex
clusive Tri·Clad ™ construction pro.
vide deep penetration and excellent
expansion.

And famous Norma "Re" quality
cases insure safe functioning, easy
extraction, and minimum gun wear.

So throwaway that non-reload·
able war surplus ammo. For quality,
economy and performance, insist on
Norma 7.65 mm. ammo-made with
the handloader in mind.

For all your shooting load and
reload with Norma, world's most
advanced line of-

Now you can turn that 7.65 Ar.
gentine Mauser from a wall fixture
to a working deer rifle. Load and
reload with Norma 7.65 cartridges
-top quality, superbly accurate,
Boxer Primedl

.",.",11
p',.e~;sl".

,-A
SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK

Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.
In Canada: Globe Firearms Ltd., Ottawa

George L. McNicol Ltd., Vancouver
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(87-K "Scout" carbine, $-'12.95)

high-speed .22 long .22 long rifle
.22 short

bySangs

New Stevens 87 and 87-K
HANDLE ALL i LENGTHS

OF .22 CARTRIDGE

INTERCHANGEABLY

- WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT

You can depend on the speed and accuracy of this new'
Stevens 87 automatic. You'll be proud of its stream
lined good looks ... glad to know it handles .22 long
rifle, long and high-speed short cartridges. Mix 'em up
any way you want - the 87 pours out up to 22 shots
as fast as you pull the trigger. Converts instantly for
use as a single shot or repeater.

The new Stevens 87-K has the same action in carbine
length, with gold-plated trigger, chromed fittings,
desert tan stock. See your sporting arms dealer. And
write for free catalog of Savage, Stevens, Fox firearms.
Savage Arms, Westfield 92, Mass. Prices subject to
change. Slightly higher in Canada.

Hightailin'for cove,,- ..
stop him 'quick with

the new Stevens 87!

Stevens

87T. H. S. Curry
Ndola, Northern Rhodesia

The Price Goes Up
New York State with its infamous Sullivan

law has done it again. A permit required by
state law (in violation to 2nd amendment)
now costs 5.0o--up 1000 per cent.

If you wanted to use a gun for a crime,
who would apply for a permit?

Any reader who thinks this can not hap
pen in his State, take notice.

If anyone would care to help us, please
send a letter of protest to Att. W. J. Stewart,
9 ¥.i!rket St., Amsterdam, N.Y.

R. G. Roberts
Tribes Hill, N.Y.

remain so. May we never for one moment
forget the Eichman era. We cannot afford Lo
let it happen here. To those who gave their
lives for our freedom, we owe a debt which
can only be repaid by our living for, and
being willing to die for, that freedom. It was
bought with a price which we all must share.

L. H. Gair
Takoma Park, Md.

"Bruce, PleWle
Come Home"

Bruce Crawford
(left) is a 15·year
old Avon Lake,
Ohio, youth who has
been missing from
his home since Sep
tember 23. His main
love and abiding in·
terest is guns. He
has an extensive col-
lection and is a

long·time subscriber to GUNS magazine.
Bruce is 5'9" tall and weighs 135 lbs. He

has brown hair, brown eyes, wears braces on
his lower teeth, and has a hairline scar at
the bridge of his nose.

His distraught parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Crawford, asked that GUNS Magazine
publish this message to their only child:
"Bruce, let us hear from you or please come
home. We love you."

If any reader has any information pertain·
ing to the above, kindly contact our editorial
offices.-Editor.

Worth Every Penny
I "discovered" your magazine last Decem

ber, and ever since then have been a con
firmed addict. Although it is fairly expensive
here, (90 cents), it is worth every penny of it.

I was drawn into the "club" by the picture
of a Luger on the front cover of that issue.
I have a 1917 8" barrel model, and have
found it amazingly accurate and very sweet
to handle. I have carried out the slight modi
fications shown in the article, and it shoots
better th!ln ever. My hat's off to your mag
azine. The recoil, however, is pretty heavy,
far heavier than the previous "Pistole 08"
that I used to have, and I wonder if you
have anything up your sleeve in the way of
a muzzle-brake? I was surprised to read that
the modified .45 Luger had a softer recoil.

Keep up the good work. I shall go on buy
ing even if there aren't any more articles on
the "King of handguns."

GUNS DECEMBER 1961 11



cartridge reloading
with'l!tl" or~
stroke action in one tool

DECEMBER 1961GUNS12

Handgunners have long sworn by Pacific's
little Pistol Powder Measure, and the new
model is even nicer. It has a much needed
clear plastic hopper. Rotors are availablt~

for popular fixed charges. You can buy a
blank rotor and drill a cavity for any de·
sired charge. Best deal is to purchase the
next smaller charge rotor and enlarge the
cavity. Always stamp it with the new charge
to avoid accidents! Fixed charges insure
uniformity and eliminate adjusting a meas
ure, which is quite a convenience.

Pacific's new Bullet Swage Dies .are for
the Super Deluxe tool, but can be used in
the Regular Super with minor modification
and the $9.50 Lead Wire Cutter, that serves
as a brace bar. I set up the $19.50 Semi
Wadcutter Dies in .357 caliber, ~nd they
made good pills. Operation is simple. Yon
won't have any trouble following instruc·
tions. I recommend using the $4.00 Pacific
Level Block. Bullets are perfectly formed
with the handle operated twice up and twice
down. Do not attempt to use any alloy. Use
only pure, soft lead cores. Antimonial or
alloy lead wire causes trouble. Cores and
jackets should weigh about 3 grains more
than the desired weight of the finished bul
lets. It is extremely important to use jackets
of proper dimensions, such as Hornady,
Bahler, Speer, or Harvey. Dies bleed·off at
the side, just above the jacket mouth. Long
jackets cause no end. of trouble, as do bullets
that are too light.

Standard 3·die pistol sets are $13.50, or
$29.50 with a carbide insert in the sizer.
Carbide dies last longer, produce nicer look
ing work easier.

Pacific's new Deluxe Powder Measure is
a nicely made micrometer type with a large,
2" x 10" clear plastic hopper. A. good tip is
to use adhesive or pressure-sensitive tape on
the hopper to record measure settings for
reference. Designed for rifle powders, it
throws up to 100 grains, and works with
pistol powders also.

Pacific Super Tool

Only $18.50*

New From Pacific
Good though they have always been, the

new lines of Pacific dies and tools show many
improvements over those I began using nearly
25 years ago. Pacific's new Super Deluxe tool
for metallic ammo is hardly kissin' kin to
the original; it is much beefed up, has all of
the advantages of the old models plus a good
many new features. For one thing, the toggle
block can be switched quickly from the up
stroke operation (which I prefer)' to operate
on the downstroke, which is preferable if
your bench is not attached to the floor.

The new Pacific Universal Primer Arm has
four removable primer seating punches and
two cups, all for $3.00. This lets you load
large or small, round or flat faced primers.
The primer arm spring cover prevents prim
ers from jamming the arm, and the new plas
tic primer catcher' keeps fired primers off
the floor. It is large and deep, slips on or
off pronto.

Pacific loading dies are chrome plated.

By KENT BELLAH

Simply invert toggle and link, and you
havE;l your choice of the action you
prefer, up or down.
Cast of the highest grade non-porous
cast iron, the only material that holds
to a minimum the springing or elong
ation of the yoke while tool is func
tioning. This keeps the case in perfect
alignment with the die, insuring a
perfect reloading job.

""II1WJH4 100% Down body and
sleeves. Comfortable from mild to 40° below
zero. Sizes: S-M-L-XL. Colors: Dead Grass,
Smoke, Forest Green, Scarlet. Fur collar
(ill.) $42.50, cloth collar $39.50. Add
$1.00 for shipping.

ORDER WITHOUT RISK-COMPARE!
You'll agree ours is far better Quality and value,
or return for full refund, including shipping costs.
PROVENI BAUER Down products are the
choice of major expeditions and sportsmen. They
are the Original and Genuine-made exclusively
in our own factory under U. S. Patents and sold

. direct, only ... never through dealers.

FREE BEFORE YOU BUY any outdoor
clothIng, Insulated underwear or

64- PAGE -.sleepmg bags, GET THE FACTS

CATALOG about 100% PrIme Down. SEND
FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

ACCESSORIES
Super Tool Automatic Primer Feed $ 7.00
Super Tool Primer Catcher 1.75
Universal Primer Arm................................ 3.00
Rifle Die Set... 11.50
Pistol Die Set............................................ 13.50
One piece shell holder.............................. 4.50

II
"Super tool frame with toggle and handle 18.50

See your dealer or write for
literature

ACIFIC GUN SIGHT CO. Dept. G, Lincoln 4, Nebraska



IOW-CCI
MAGNUM
PRIMERS

FOR
SPECIAL
RELOADS

ELMER IMTHURN.
CCI Ballistician reports

A PRIMER FOR USE IN
ANY SIZE CASE WITH
ANY TYPE OF POWDER!

"The major advantage of the
CCI magnum primer is its ability
to ignite deterrent coated powders,
so they burn at proper intensity
especially welcomed by large ca
pacity case shooters. The CCI
magnum primer eliminates sooty
black residue. You also get less
vertical dispersion at the target."

"You get another benefit if you
shoot reduced loads. The powder
charge is superheated even with
abnormal air space in the car
tridge case, resulting in uniform
burning of all powder."

"The CCI magnum primer pro
duces outstanding results in ex
treme cold climates because your
reloads maintain uniform velocity
round after round."

"It all adds up to utmost
dependability and accuracy."

For free ballistics report on the
eel magnum primer write to

Elmer Imthurn, P.O. Box 282, Lewiston, Idaho

CCI
MAGNUM PRIMERS

cascade cartridge. Inc
BOX 282 LEWISTON, IDAHO
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Pacific's familiar $10.90 scales have been
improved and modernized. The faster and
nicer new Micro-Scale at $14.50 will be a
popular number. Both models are "accurate.

Pacific's excellent line of shotshell loaders
were designed by Bob Deitemeyer. My col;
umn in the June, 1960 issue, covered the
DL-I00, a good economy priced tool. Since
then, an automatic primer feed has been
added, unusual on a $59.50 loader. The
DL-300 (Professional) is a fine, fast pro
duction 12 gauge turret machine. One man
can actually thrash out 500 quality reloads
per hour. This means it eats shot at the rate
of over 40 pounds per hour! Following sim
ple directions makes reloads equal or suo
perior to factory fodder.

Controversy
Some writers have complained that .44

Remington Magnum ammunition, as made by
Remington and Winchester-Western, is en·
tirely too hot. In contrast, CoL Askins has
stated that the stuff has been reduced from
the original velocity. This doesn't jibe with
our tests, and I asked both ammo makers
about it.

Remington tells me the original listed
velocity was, and is, correct, but the velocity
was obtained in an unvented pressure barrel,
as no revolver was available for testing when
the cartridge was developed. Pressure and
velocity remain the same. WoW tells me their
ammo is loaded to standard S.A.A.M.I. specs
for pressure and velocity, and always has
been.

I go along with both ammo makers. Cur·
rent lots of both makes chronograph nearly
identical with a few original rounds we saved
for just such a test, well within S.A.A.M.I,
specifications.

Tips From Bench and Field
Firing heavy or excessive loads may in

crease headspace in rifles, best corrected by
a gunsmith. Revolver cylinders may drag on
the barrel. The clearance should be .002",
or no more than .005". You can carefullv
file the barrel breech until a thin crack o'f
light is visible with the cylinder in the for·
ward position. Too much end play in the
cylinder is not good. Lap the barrel throat
entrance to remove burrs. One way to do it
is with a rubber-abrasive rod, such as Bright
Boy in Fine-Tex. Use about %:' of the prop
er diameter. Drill a center hole and insert a
screw to fit your cleaning rod. Insert the

.cleaning rod in the barrel and screw on the
rubber compound lap, that has been tapered.
Turn the rod a couple of dozen times by
hand. You'll find many uses for such rods
around a bench.

• • •
Most handloaders at one time or another

use charges of fast powders that give erratic
groups. This means that, while charges may
be well within the safe pressure limits for
the gun, they are too heavy for accuracy.
Unique is a good example of a good powder
for reduced rifle charges, and it's qu.ite pop
ular for Lo-V with cast pills. A gent told me
he had been loading a 165 grain gas check
pill in his .30-06 with 21 grains Unique, and
went to a site where a new stock pond dam
was' being built to shoot for group. I inquired
if the load shot well. He replied, "Not by
a dam site!" .

Cutting the charge to 18 grains brought

"Flight-Weight"

~®

HUNTING SCOPES
TEXAN-the only all aluminum scope made
-makes light of all sighting conditions! It's
easier to carry and easier to use on the range
and in the field. The TEXAN is as rugged as
ever, yet 18 to 33% lighter than other scopes.
Unconditionally guaranteed for its corrosion
free life.

AT LEADING GUN SHOPS AND DEPARTMENTS IN YOUR AREA
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Correction
In the August issue I stated that Speer's

new 140 grain 6.5 pill worked well in the
.264 Winchester Magnum, which it does.
The error was in saying we used a Weaver
V8 glass in a Buehler mount. It was Weaver's
K8 glass in this excellent mount. The new
Weaver V8 scope proved to be excellent, and
held zero perfectly on a .243 Winchester in
a Weaver Adjustable Mount. The V8 glass
and W-A mount holds zero, even on heavy
recoiling rifles such as a .300 Weatherby.
For the record, Weaver's improved K60B
scopes first hit the market in June, 1956,
and were not announced for nearly a year!
I believe they were the first hunting scopes
with a fixed reticule with internal
adjustments. ~.

Division Lead Co., 7742 West 61st Place,
Summit, Illinois, will send you their free
Bulletin No. 85 on request. It's entitled "For
Your Information." This is good dope on
casting alloys, accuracy, casting technique,
maximum velocity and pressure, lab reports
on scrap lead, and other worthwhile infor
mation. Called "DIVCO," this is the firm
that supplies dealers with the high grade
Illinois Bullet Alloys, chilled shot, Swag-O·
Matic lead wire, and the premium grade
Illinois Long Range Copper Plated Lead
Shot. These give tighter, more even pat·
terns at longer range than any chilled shot
I ever used.

• • •

Finest PROTECTION for Rifles - Pistols
Used by government and industry for protecting
delicate instruments against rust and corrosion.
Now available for hunting rifles and pistols. Con.
sists of strong Dupont Alathon "see through" bag
and volatile corrosion inhibitor. Gives absolute
protection for two years. ORDER NOW - protect
all your guns against rust and corrosion following
this hunting season. lasts for years. Extra in
hibitors, 30~ ea. DEALERS WRITEI

~ GLOBE TRADE COMPANY
~ 209 First Street • Pewaukee, Wisconsin

storage bag
for pistol

the group to a decent size, suitable for cheap
plinking practice. Using 15 grains gave a
still tighter group, and 21 grains is too much
powder to shoot by a dam site, or anywhere
else. Many riflemen do not get enough prac·
tice to be called riflemen. These chaps stick
to full charges with store bought jacketed
bullets. They could have ten tiTAes more fun,
and really master rifle handling, by shooting
a few thousand cheap cast·bullet plinking
loads every year.

A tin can can't tell if it was hit with a
hell-for-leather charge or a cheap plinking
load. Jackrabbits and other varmints make
fine running targets for off-hand plinking.
Misses kick up dirt to teach fast, accurate,
efficient gun handling. Granted, the Hi-X
glass with a tight sling and a bull barrel
has a place of honor. But the gun handlers
who can p'our a stream of lead into running
jacks at long plinking range with a slim,
trim tube, while off balance, are the real
shooters. The only way to learn is to get

.plenty of practice.

with anyone of 4
regular barrels in
various lengths
and chokes. C
LECT-CHOKE and
3" Magnum bar
rels also ava ilable

It's the only 12 gao pump
that puts the safety on top,
right under your thumb.

The only shotgun at near
this price to offer you
a choice of 6 barrels, in
terchangeable easily and
quickly on the same action
... various lengths, chokes,
chamber sizes, induding a
3" Magnum. No trouble;
you change them yourself
in less than a minute with
out tools.

Result: No more nuisance
of sending your gun to the
factory for barrel changes.
And you have one shotgun
for an amazingly wide
variety of game as well as
skeet and trap.

These features alone make
the "500" unique and
great. But look at the
bonus features!

BONUS:
Disconnecting trigger elimi·
nates accidental "doubles."

BONUS:
Light weight (only 6% Ibs.).
Forged receiver of special
high-tensile, light·weight
alloy.

BONUS:
Cushion rubber recoil pad.

•••

6 EXTRA BARRELS:
Regular (4) $19.95 ea.
C-LECT-CHOKE and
3" Magnum, $25.95 ea.

BONUS:
Loads fast and easy-no
annoying obstructions.

BONUS:
Velvet:smooth action with
straight line feed into barrel
-and complete action dis·
assembles quickly without
special tools.

3 companion models-500K with C-LECT·CHOKE, $79.50
-500M for 3" Magnum shells, $79.50-500 COMBINA·
TION, with 2 barrels, 30" F.C. and 26" Imp. Cyl., $88.88

A NATIONALLY KNOWN GUN TESTING ORGANIZATION
REPORTS: "Thousands of rounds without malfunction.
Exceptionally well made. At least as good as any pump
gun we have tested."

Here's the

See the "500" at your Mossberg dealer's.
FREE: New, catalog. Write to factory.

O. F. MOSSBERG & SONS, INC.
18112 St. John St., New Haven S, Conn.

NEW MOSSBERG

A mighty big claim! But read the facts
about the "500" and you'll agree.

WORLD'S BEST
SHOTGUN
VALUE

"American

materials,

American
made"
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Ammunition is carefully doled out before the day's hunt. Author's Mossberg
Model 350K semi-auto with A25 variable scope was good, reliable meat gun.

T HAT GUN TUCKED AWAY in your closet may be the best insurance you own.
Insurance policies, securities, and money in the bank are sound investments in
the peaceful atmosphere we Americans enjoy here at home today. But a gun

can feed you should this country suddenly be gripped by a national catastrophe, such
as an atomic attack. It could be the difference between life or death.

In a disaster, money becomes relatively unimportant. The basic necessities for sur
vival are not readily available on the shelf of some local super-market. I know. For
two weeks, I lived off my wits and woodsman's skills, keeping my family alive on
what I could kill, catch, or find.

Perhaps I could have made it without my dependable gun. But-it sure made things
easier! After the actual test, I am more than ever convinced that the person armed
with a gun stands the best chance of survival should he be forced to flee his home and
hack a new way of life from the woods. .

Civil Defense authorities tell us that the minimum time we ..canexpect to remain
GUNS. •. DECEMBER 1961 17



SURVIVAL

Survival hunting means still hunting to save price
less ammo and collect meat for the family dinner.

Two shots, two squirrels. Dinner-to-be is admired
by author who had to outwit game and kill it with
shots that wasted no ammunition or meat for table.

away from our homes, should an atomic attack come,
would be two weeks. That means surviving somewhere'
for fourteen days, perhaps longer. Operating on this
premise, the three of us-myself, my wife Marjorie,
and our four year old son, Reed-migrated to the woods
to live off the land for two weeks, to study s~rvival

techniques and the impact they have upon our lives in
the turbulent world in which we live today.

One of the perplexing questions which had to be
answered before we started the test was: What gun to
take? To make the test as realistic as possible, we had
to analyze the general American population and its
relationship with guns. Ours, we knew, was not a typical
situation. As an outdoors writer and an inveterate
hunter, I own a small arsenal of guns. But what about
the average American? Probably he has one gun,
perhaps two. What kind of guns? The majority would
own .22 rimfire rifles. Maybe a shotgun, and maybe a
big game rifle.

But from the beginning we visualized the .22 rimfire
rifle, which has become sort of synonymous with shoot
ing and hunting in America, as the basic answer to the
question. This is the gun the average American is most
likely to have around the house.

A Mossberg Model 350K, a semi-automatic in .22
rimfire caliber and equipped with a Mossberg Model
A25 variable scope (21j2X-5X) , was our choice. Never
once did we regret this decision.

Our survival site was in central Texas, on the Pat
Rogers' Ranch where Honey Creek junctions with the
Llano River. This is the so-called hill country of Texas;
a land of gently rolling hills sprinkled predominately
with scrub oaks and mesquite trees. We built our lean-to
on a brushy flat near the spring-fed creek, a flat covered
with elms and live-oaks and thorny briers. It was a
good place for small-game hunting, this ranch near the
small crossroads hamlet of Mason.

We lived primarily on cottontail rabbits and squirrels.
The only part about the test we regretted was that it was
not a true situation as the food supply went. Since
rabbits and squirrels were the only game in season, we
were limited to hunting these species. Several times we
crossed the paths of white tailed deer and wild turkeys,
and I'm confident that either would have been easy prey
for the .22 rifle and the Long Rifle hollow-point car
tridges. (This was a simulated survival situation, reo
member, not a sport outing.)

It was a rough and rugged two weeks. Since..we had
no cooking grease, our game had to be spit-broiled. To
conserve ammunition-I had only two boxes-I hunted
only early and late in the day, times when small game
was most active and consequently more vulnerable to a
hunter's gun. A couple of times I trudged i'n empty
handed, a victim of circumstances and my own failures.
It is a he-man chore, indeed, to face up to your family
and tell them there will be no meat for the next meal.
One thing about a test such as this: a man learns the
true meaning of responsibility.

In all, I used 38 cartridges during the two weeks.
Not once did I gamble on a haphazard shot. I didn't
shoot at any running animals, nor did I shoot at any at
ranges exceeding 50 yards. In such a situation, it
doesn't pay to get careless. The cartridges are too
valuable.

Now that I'm sitting in the (Continued on page 33)
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By CAPT. GEORGE C. NONTE, JR.

Here are the specifications of the mystery gun that has stumped the
experts: Caliber, .30-30 Winchester. Barrel length, 18 '/4" including
chambers. Overall length, 24". Weight, 10'/4 pounds. Operation, hand
crank. Action, non-reciprocating, split chamber. Feed, box magazine.
Firing mechanism, alternate barrels, spring loaded cam-actuated firing
pins. Mounting, unknown, possibly fixed mount for airplane use.

WHAT READER CAN N

SCORES OF EXPERTS HAVE

THIS GUN WITH OUR TITLE 9

THE OLD • THE NEW • THE UNUSUAL

"WHAT THE HECK
IS 'HAT THINO?"

· SOONER OR later, everyone who plays around extensively with guns
will run across a real oddity. To say the very least, the twin

barrelled piece of ordnance shown in the accompanying photos is an
oddity! It is a one-of-its-kind piece so far as we know. It has been
floating around Southern Illinois for some time now, and none who
have seen it, including our august collecting brethren who gathered at
the NRA Convention in St. Louis this year, have been able to shed any
light upon its history. There are no identifying marks whatsoever on
this arm-except that the barrels are Winchester Model 94 carbine
tubes and still have original factory markings. Far from clarifying
anything, this merely adds to the mystery. The gun itself bears no
maker's name, no serial number, no proof marks.

Basically, this is a two-barrelled, hand- (Continued on page 57)
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ONeE THE PISTOL BUG bites you, you can't get
enough practice. You want more because you enjoy

it, and you need more for the sake of your scores.
But many times, for one reason or another, the pistol

man can't get enough range practice, can't shoot at home
for lack of facilities or because the police or neighbors
would raise objections, and so loses interest because his
scores are static. The fact is that he-you--ean improve
those scores without popping a cap, without range facil
ities. You can do it in your kitchen, or in your parlor.

First, check the pistol to be sure it's empty. If you're a
pessimist, fill the chamber or chambers with empty cases
to deaden the impact of the firing pin. (I've fired thou
sands of "dry" shots with my target pistols, and nary a
broken firing pin; but some say you shouldn't.)

You're going to be standing on your two feet, so think
of your shoes. Are they comfortable? You won't make

Fixing sight picture in beginner's mind is vital for
good scores, will show him his holding errors.
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ARE YOU FINDING IT HARD TO GET ENOUGH PISTOL PRACTICE? THEN WHY

NOT TRY PRACTICING AT HOME-NO POWDER SMOKE. NO NOISE

top scores if your mind is on your aching feet. . . • Are
the heels run down? Run-over heels make your stance less
firm.... How about your shirt? Does it pull, cause con
striction, when your arm is up in shooting position? If so
change it. These are little things, but so is the difference
between a nipper ten and a close nine.

Wear a ring? Take it off. It may inter.fere with your
grip on the pistol. Wear a wristwatch on your shooting
arm? Take it off. It may reflect light that interferes with
your sight picture. (Speaking of light, when you do go
out to the range for serious shooting, wear sun glasses or
a shading hat or cap, or both. Light can do weird things
to your sights, and to your scores.)

Got a full-length mirror in your home? Stand facing it.
Assume the position; your position. Your feet, hips, and
shoulders should be about 45 degrees 'off the line of sight
and 45 degrees back of the firing line, but that's an ap
proximation. It's your body; place it the way it's most
comfortable-being sure, however, that when your arm
comes up to aim, there's' no pull on any muscle. (Empty
handed, with both arms at your sides, close your eyes and
swing your shooting arm up to aiming level. Open your
eyes. If you're pointing at the target, your feet are right.
If you're pointing to the left, move your left foot forward
a little; if to the right, move your left foot back. Don't
correct by moving your arm; this is bound to put pressure
on one muscle or another.)

Now take that empty gun and point it. Can't hold it
motionless? Of course you can't. The members of the
2600 club can't, either. But hold it. Hold it for 20 sec
onds; 30; a full minute.... Tired? Sure. You're using
muscles that need training. The reason the 2600 shooters
can hold a gun more nearly motionless than you can is
because they've trained those muscles. Train yours. For
a few minutes every day, stand before that mirror and
hold that gun at aim. Hang a camera or some other weight
on it, to speed the process; or (Continued on page 51)
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It is the results.th~t count. Dry firing practice,
strengthening arm muscles by exercises pays off on
the range when chips are down and points count.
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Author found that he missed
easy shots, made tough ones.
Study disclosed the reasons.

No miss this time, as well aimed charge. blasts a big honker out of his
flight pattern. When misses do occur, study them for underlying causes.

By BYRON W. DALRYMPLE

trotted a few steps, and stood, humped up and sick. I was
disgusted with myself, anguished at making such a blunder
-especially in front of several other hunters, two of them
strangers.

I killed the pronghorn.' But that first shot haunted me.
That was a miss, in the sense that it had gone wide, shame
fully wide, of my intention; worse than a miss in that it .
had caused a fine game animal to suffer. Why had it
happened?

Well, I was shooting a new gun, different in length and
balance from the one I was used to. But I couldn't blame

T HE PRONGHORN BUCK looked like a nice trophy
and I decided to take him. The shot was a routine one,

not really difficult. He was walking, fifth in a group
marching "follow the leader." The range was possibly 125
yards; not more, maybe a bit less. A big Spanish bayonet
was the only obstruction.

I said to myself, "When Mister Five steps past the
bayonet, I'll lay him down." I had no thought of failure.
After all, this was not my first big game trophy.

He cleared the bayonet. I put the sight on his shoulder
and fired. He dropped, all right. But then he got up,
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Flushing pheasants stand still at top of rise, and the
author once went two seasons without misses with this
knowledge. Shooting at steep angles, either up or down
as this hunter does, is common cause for missing a
target unless lesson is learned well and kept in mind.

this one on the gun. It was a tremendously accurate rifle,
as I had proved on targets. It wasn't the scope, either; I
checked that. What had I done wrong?

Seriously troubled, I went back in memory over my
years of big game shooting experience. I focused on the
bad shots, not the good ones-and a pattern began to
emerge.

On the long shots, the hard ones, I had done pretty well.
Even the running shots had been all right. But in alto
gether too many instances (a very few is too many!), the
easy shots, close and standing, were the ones I muffed!

In each case, as in the shot at the antelope, I had simply
thrown up the gun and fired. In each case (including the

antelope), the shot had hit well to the right of my point
of aim.

Given this information, any target shooter would know
the answer: I was jerking the trigger! Once the thought
occurred to me, it was not surprising. Quick shots with a
swiftly mounted rifle are not conducive to good trigger
squeeze; and anyway, since I'm primarily a hunter and
not a target shooter, my basic training in squeeze probably
leaves much to be desired. On the long, hard shots, I was
careful: steady hold, correct sight picture, hold a half-Iet
out breath, and-squeeze. But on the short, "impossible
to-miss" shots, I was tossing my rifle up and yanking it off
like a gol-darned dub! (Continued on page 41)

In hunting ruffed grouse, don't worry about the bird and the trees that seem to get into the way habitually. Just
shoot and let pellets. worry about trees. Over-confidence in "easy" shots never pays off on standing, moving game.
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Waste of taxpayers money is flagrant in the destruction of serviceable small arms which could
and should either be stock piled or sent abroad to friendly governments who need these guns.
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These .45 ACP's are welded ruins; S&W be
low is reduced to junk metal under hammer.

TIME WAS WHEN UNCLE

SAM WAS KNOWN AS A CANNY

TRADER WITH AN EYE FOR PROFIT.

TODAY. HE"S SMASHING SALEABLE

GUNS INTO CHEAP JUNK

GUNS DECEMBER 1961

By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS

THEY'RE CHOPPING UP your guns today on orders
straight from Washington. Tabbed as "surplus property,"

valuable pistols, rifles, carbines, and machine guns are being
bitten in half by big shears, welded into lumps of steel, or
smashed under hammers. And they're your guns; you paid
for them with your tax dollars.

Prime offender in this mass destruction of small arms that
should constitute a valuable stockpile for war reserve is the
Air Force. But other Services are evidently not left out in this
sudden scramble to junk existing small arms, directly in the
face of the fact that our Armed Forces are not supplied by a
procurement system capable of getting enough new guns.

Department of Defense and Air Force policies and proce
dures are contained in DOD Instruction 4160.15 dated 9
August 1960, and Vol. VI of Air Force Manual 67-1. These
citations include methods for demilitarization or destruction
of certain items. Among these certain items are perfectly good
Smith & Wess'on revolvers of the "Revolver, Lightweight, M13"
type, supplied to the U.S. at a procurement cost of $36 each.
This price seems quite reasonable in view of Smith & Wesson
not having to pay the excise tax on them, and the special cyl
inders with which they are fitted.

I obtained one of these guns from trade channels where
they are now sold by gun dealers. The revolver I had was
marked on the backstrap, "Property of the U.S. Air Force,"
and from the condition of the checkering of grips and perfec
tion of blue on the backstrap, I would say it had been very
little used. It bore a crew number "46" stenciled on the handle.
But the whole pistol had been so battered and bent under the
drop hammer as to render every part of it out of line and
therefore useless. (See photos.)

Though I had heard some rumors that the light aluminum
cylinders were "unsafe," I was struck by the fact that each
frame I examined was deeply impressed with the "P" for
proof of the Government Inspector either at Smith & Wesson
or at the receiving depot. The gun was intended for use with
the Cartridge, Cal. .38 Spl. M41, a special light loaded round;
but it apparently had been proof tested. Either as a collector
curiosity or as a gun without a cylinder, I conjectured that
these could have been sold for more than their scrap value,
and so advised Senator Paul H. Douglas of Illinois when I
had the opportunity to speak with him about this. Having
mounted the pistol on a plaque for him to hang in his Wash
ington office, I pushed it forward to him across the table.
"Senator, take a good look at this," I urged, "This revolver
has been smashed up by the Air Force."

Practically jerking the plaque from my hand, he said; "Let
me see that!"

As we talked, the Senator recalled his own years as a hard
fighting Marine in the South Pacific, and I gained the impres
sion inquiries would be made about firearms destruction by
Armed Forces. I hope so.

That this sort of thing has been going on since War Two
is not the important consideration. Important is the fact that
destruction of good small arms which should constitute our
War Reserve is going on right now. Said Senator Douglas as
we parted, he to go hang the battered Smith & Wesson on his
office wall, "Get me a memo on this and I'll take it up on the
floor of the Senate." This article is by way of being that memo.

Right now, at places with names (Continued on page 37)
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By BERT POPOWSKI

THE PROBLEM COMES

DO IT THE HARD WAY

IS NO PROBLEM
W HEN ONE OF THE BOYS attend

ing the North American School of
Conservation on the K Bar Z guest ranch
asked me to give them a talk about guns,
I said I'd be glad to if there was time on
the week's program. "Ask Chet Leich-
ardt," I suggested. "He's making up the
program and if he says okay, you got a
deal. Right now, I'm going out to sight
in this rifle-shotgun combination."

"What d'you mean, sight it in?" one
of the boys asked me. "Didn't they sight it in at the factory?"

I'm not poking fun at this lad; an awful lot of "experienced" hunters think, as he
did, that the sight-in target that comes with a rifle when you buy it is a guarantee
that the piece will make clean one-shot kills on any game at which you point it. It's
a fallacy that has spoiled a lot of hunting trips.

Later that week, I did talk to that group of NASC students. It was a once-over
lightly session, concentrating mostly on rifle accuracy, caliber efficiency, and the selec
tion of rifles for specific game. Naturally after the above question, I emphasized sighting

WHEN YOU DON'T DO IT, OR
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in the rifle, without which even the best rifle can be an
indifferent tool.

Sighting in a rifle is a highly personal business, both
for the gun and the shooter. Very rarely do two shooters,
even using the same rifle and ammo under identical con
ditions, manage to print their bullet groups in the same
relative positions on their targets. They hold the rifle
differently, maybe cant it this way or that, and get dif
ferent sight pictures as they squeeze off their shots.

First, let's slay this myth that bore-sighting any rifle,
especially a new one, is good enough. The fact that you
can see your bullseye dead-centered through the bore of
your rifle doesn't mean that its bullets will puncture the

St~dents of the North American
School of Conservation come from
many states and Canadian Provinces
to learn their future vocations.

Located in fabulous settings of
the Shoshone National Forest in
northwestern Wyoming, the K Bar
Z guest ranch is the annual host
to summer camp students of NASC.
Ranch offers fine fishing, hunting.

lO-ring. At relatively close range, the bullets may hit the
bull-somewhere. But at long ranges, they may miss the
whole target! It's a rare rifle that shoots where bore-sight
ing says it should, whether you're using iron, peep,. or
scope sights for the actual on-target or on-game firing.

When I'm at home I use a Y-shaped valley for most of
my sighting-in shooting. One leg of that valley runs almost
due north-and-south; another lies east-and-west. Thus, in
one or the other, I can usually find a windless 100 yard
stretch where, if there are any horrid bloopers in my
groups, the blame lies squarely on me, the rifle, or both.

I've had a couple of comical experiences at that natural
shooting range. One year, before the deer season opened,

I was zeroing in a new .308, wearing the now-obsolete
Weaver KV scope with Range-Finder reticle. I'd just fired
my last shot of two three-shot groups when I heard ~_ car
throw gravel as it was braked to a stop beyond the low
ridge behind me.

I suppose I may have provided a sort of surreptitious
appearance as I hurried out of my shooting spot and
headed for the creek at the valley's edge. But I got a cor
ner-of-the-eye look at that car-a game warden's-and I
couldn't resist the temptation. Just for the hell of it, I
pretended not to see him. I hustled over to the creek,
looked carefully up stream and down, and then dropped
out of sight behind the cutbank.

About three minutes later, here comes the warden. And
there I sat, innocent as an angel, smoking a cigarette.
After he got through good-naturedly blowing his cork, we
examined my targets, and he did his doggondest to dicker
me out of that .308. It was strictly no dice. That rifle-and
scope combination was a favorite of mine for many years
and harvested over its share of elk, antelope, whitetails,
and muley deer. (Continued on page 54)
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,GOT A PET SIDE.BY·SIDE WITH A BLOWN

JARREL? DON'T DISCARD IT. HERE'S HOW YOU CAN

By GEORGE F. GAUTHIER
Northwest Custom Arms

Pullman, Washington

A close-up picture of the repaired
barrels shows almost elegant lines
of the salvaged Ithaca double gun.

I F YOU SHOULD blow up a few
inches of the muzzle of your single

barrel shot gun, due to an obstruction
in the muzzle, you stand an even
chance of coming out of it with a better
gun than you had when you started.'
In most cases, your gunsmith will cut
off the muzzle at a point behind the
damage, and install one of them there

fancy "store bought" adjustable choke
devices with a recoil brake. Or if the
barrel is only bulged, I have ironed out
such bulges with the same expanding
mandrel I use for smoothing out dents.
Another alternative with the majority
of singlp.s is a new barrel.

But with most doubles, it is a differ
ent story. Some of the finest doubles
still in use are not manufactured any
more. Replacement of barrels by the
factory is impossible, because factory
assembled barrels are no longer obtain
able. Assembling a pair of barrels is a
job beyond the ability of many gun
smiths; and when you find a shop
equipped to do a fine job, in many
cases the value of the gun will not
warrant the cost of the repair.

Such was the case of a 16 gauge
Ithaca recently brought to my shop.
The gun was in excellent condition,
and it was a gun that had cost around
$100. A letter from the factory in
formed me that manufacture of that
model had ceased in the '20's, and all
parts were sold out years ago.

The wall thickness of the tubes
averaged minus .029", being a little
heavier at the choke. The muzzle of
the left tube had blown wide open, due
to some snow getting scooped into it
when the owner fell, just before firing
at some ducks.

It seemed a pity to junk the gun if
repairs were possible and the price of
repairs within reason. There was noth
ing to lose and a lot to gain. The
barrels were 28" and 5lh" had to be
cut off to eliminate the longest frac
ture.

At 5lh" from the muzzle, the tubes
were far enough apart to allow sleeves
of .046" to fit over both barrels and
just fit together between the barrels.

Two new tubes were made, each
one 61,4" long and .092" greater in
diameter than the O.D. of the barrels.
A reamer was made to ream both tubes
to the same J.D. as the barrels and
leave a full (Continued on page 36)
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PERSONNEL IS EXPERIENCED ...

EQUIPMENT IS TOPS ...

TROPHIES ARE GOOD ...

Many shooters, especially the
military, habitually make the
rounds of the matches, can
score without much effort on
targets which are easy for
them, but not for others. Im
proved targets are needed.

scored possibles. For many, this is a tough posItIon.
In the 600 Yard Warm-up Match (20 shots, 600 yards,

prone, slow fire), out of 2399 competitors, 122 (5%)
fired possibles.

In the Pistol Timed Fire Matches (20 shots, 25 yards,
timed fire), out of about 1880 competitors, there were 20
possibles, .22 caliber-3 possibles, center fire-and 1 pos
sible, .45 caliber.

In the 50 Yard Smallbore Rifle Any-Sight Match (40
shots, 50 yards, prone, any sights), out of 553 competi
tors,174 (31%) fired possibles, and in the 50 Yard Any
Sight Match (40 shots, 50 yards, prone, any sights), out

ring, but· lets one shot leak just out of the black for a
close 4. He will lose the match to the man who sprays his
10 shots all over the big 12 inch 5 ring, just barely cut
ting the black. So here's a fine 9-V 49 losing to a no-V 50.
Sure, this is an extreme case; but how many times have
you seen a man lose a match by a point, even though he
considerably out-V'ed or out·X'ed the winner?

Targets too easy? They are for the hot competitors,
even if not for you and me. Let's look at a few results
from the 1960 National Matches.

In the 200 Yard Warm-up Matches (20 shots, 200 yards,
sitting, rapid fire), out of 2395 competitors, 282 (12%)
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RANGES ARE EXCELLENT. • • ••• BUT "TARGETS ARE OUT-DATED

Superior equipment and range facilities make
it possible to fire better scores than ever.

Gen. Pate and TSgt. Pietroforte admire the perfect 250
points, 23 V's scored by the latter during Perry meet.

of 564 competitors, 156 (or over 27%) fired possibles.
Taking a little closer look at that last 50 yard match, we

find that of the 156 possibles, almost 100 of them were
jammed into the narrow bracket of 31 to 39 "X"s. In a
situation like this, you try to break ties by an elaborate
Creedmore system, operating on the theory that a 10 in
the first part of the match isn't such a crime as a 10 later
on. And when you get through working this tie-breaking
procedure as far as you can, you finally have to throw up
your hands in despair, because you still have so many
ties remaining.

I'll grant that the National Match competitors probably
average higher classifications than in the little local shoot.
But the bigger and more important the match, the more
nearly I suspect it approaches the Perry average.

Let's look at the scores required for classification. In
smallbore prone, to get a Master card you must average
99 or better out of 100. The Expert card takes an average
of 98 to 99, and the Sharpshooter must score 97 to 98.
There are only 3 points separating an average low-Sharp
shooter from a possible score, and only a bit over 2 points
separating a high Marksman from a low Master average.

Aside from the addition of the "V" or the "X" rings
(and a few other minor matters), our competitive targets
have remained pretty much unchanged over the last 40
years or so. In most fields, shooters and equipment have
vastly improved. In some cases, the changes in the targets
have been for the worse, rather than the better. The military
targets used for high power now have only 3 scoring rings:
3, 4 and 5. The smallbore 50 and 100 yard targets have
only 6 scoring rings, the 4, 3, 2, and 1 rings having
been lost in the shuffle. The 25 and 50 yard pistol targets
are in the same state.

If we are going to use only one target for all -classes of

...•

•
o

shooters, the lowest value ring should be large enough to
hold most of the shots of the beginner or the poorer shot,
to keep him from getting too many of those discouraging
misses. Within this biggest ring, we should have lllany
closely-spaced rings. How many? As many as practical!
The 100 ring target, occasionally seen indoors, is a good
example. No more of this "close 9" or "wide 9" business.
On this little target, a "wide 9" will move you several
rings, and you really get the value you deserve for each
shot. With this, you will have to plug more often, and the
score addition may be a bit more difficult, but-you are
getting just what you deserve, (Continued on page 48)

Which is the better score? Most everybody would be de
lighted to have fired the group at the right. But the
target at left, despite the fact that no V's were reg
istered, would win, since the point score is 50, while
score on right target is only 49 because of the "flier."
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Choose "out of the ordinary"

Christmas Gifts from

Bean's Free
Catalog

Hunters and camp
ers will find many
practical items in
our 116 page ful
ly illustrated Fall
Catalog. Shows
hunting footwear.
clothing and 400
items of interest
to both men and
women. 135 items
are of our o.wn
manufacture.

L. L. Bean, Inc., 391 Main St., Freeport, Maine
Mfrs. Hunting and Camping Specialties

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS
Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and. accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, m~unts ... all at money·

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not campletely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

~----------------~

THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebroska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

Name __ n __ n

Address .

City & State ...

BOB SHULEY, the amazing youngster
from Roselle, Illinois, who won the 1959

National All-Gauge skeet championship,
didn't win the big one this year, but you
knew he was on the grounds! At Harold's
Club, in Reno, Nevada. Bob won no less than
five individual titles, for the brightest individ
ual performance in the skeet nationals. His
trophies were: Junior All-Gauge Champion
248x250; Junior High-Over-All Champion
543x550; National Sub·Small Gauge (2Y2
inch .410) Champion-99xlOO; National
Junior Sub-Small Gauge Champion-99xlOO;
and National Junior 20-Gauge Champion
99xlOO.

But this brilliant performance was fol
lowed by a tragic accident enroute home
from Reno. Bob was a passenger in a car
driven by his Dad, All-American skeet gun
ner, and member of the GUNS advisory board
on skeet shooting, Al Shuley. With the
Shuleys were two more great junior cham
pions, Dan Niederer and Dave Hussey. A
truck turned into the Shuley car, near Mon
ticello, Utah, and drove it from the road.
Neiderer, who had just won the National
Small Gauge Junior championship, with
97xlOO, was killed. Bob Shuley suffered the
loss of some teeth, and was severely cut.
Dave Hussey received a broken arm, and Al
Shuley is back at work after suffering nine
broken ribs and a severely cut right arm.

Pull! and all the nation's shooters extend
sincere condolences to the families involved.
Bob Shuley is back to shooting, and entered
three events in the Illinois state shoot, with
less than the usual success, which we can
understand.

Peter Candy, last year's All-Gauge winner,
broke the 250 straight this year, but lost out
in a shoot-off with winner and fellow Cali
fornian, William Hay Rogers of Atherton,
and Allen Buntrock of Patuxent, Maryland.
Rogers broke 275 straight in the shoot-off,
topping Buntrock's 274x275. Candy posted a
224x225 in the shoot-off.

Candy kept alive a long run, and new
world's record, of 1141 consecutive broken
12-gauge targets (shoot-off targets are not
counted in long-run records. Only targets
shot in the main events of regulation dis
tance contribute to long-run statistics).

Candy also won the High-Over-All Cham
pionship, with 546x500 (includes 100 each
.410, 28 gauge, 20 gauge, and 250 all-gauge
targets). This ties the world record in this
event, set by professional D. Lee Braun in
1947, equalled by Braun in winning this
year's Professional High-Over-All champion
ship, and also by Rogers in the 1960 skeet
nationals.

Mrs. Max Thomas, Dallas, Texas, won
the Women's High-Over-All with 535x550,

the Women's All-Gauge with 246x250, and
the Ladies 20-Gauge title with 99xlOO. Kath
leen McGinn, of Houston, Texas, won the
Ladies Sub-Small championship with 94xlOO,
and another Kathleen, Kathleen Fitchett of
Baltimore, Maryland, took the Ladies Small
Gauge (28) title with a perfect 100 straight.

Lt. Jim Clark, Ft. Benning, took the men's
small gauge title, also with a perfect hun
dred, plus 50 straight in a shoot-off. Veteran
Andy Laird, Stockton, California, was ex
tended to extra innings of 125 targets after
a perfect century in the main event, in win
ning the National 20-Gauge Championship.

Miner Cliett, Childersburg, Alabama broke
'em all in the 100-target Champion of Cham
pions event, with an entry list restricted to
state, provincial, or territorial champions,
returned by earlier tournaments. The Cham
pion of Champions race requires each shooter
to record 25 targets in each of the four
gauge classifications, sub-small, small, twenty,
and all-gauge (usually 12 gauge) events.
309 hopefuls competed in the 250-target
All-Gauge events. 207 entries toed the mark
in the 20-Gauge scramble, while 183 gunners
settled the 28-Gange title, and 174 brave
souls had more or less confidence in their
ability with the little 2Y2 inch .410 shell in
the Sub-Small Gauge race.

As might be expected by noting the num
ber of California home addresses in the win
ner's lists, the Californians took the team
championship to the West Coast for their
score of 1242x1250.

The 1962 Skeet Nationals will be held for
the first time North of the border, in Mont
real, reflecting the great Canadian interest
and support for all forms of clay target com
petition.

• • •
Speaking of Canada, where li",e many

GUNS readers, if our mail is a criterion, word
comes that the Edmonton Gun Club's mem
bership drive brought 149 new members.
F. H. McLeod won a shotgun for bringing
in 43 new members. H. Lister with 31, Ed
Shaske with 20, and W. Hodgkinson were
other prize-winning recruiters.

The 'Edmonton Gun Club Bulletin lists
winners in the North-Western Open Trap
Championship, held on the home grounds.
They were: Ed Keats, Jim Finlayson, Hugh
Cram, Keith Blanchett, Jack Simpson, Bill
Girgulis, Ford Osborne, Mel Dobson, Ed
Keats, Ron Baker, Cec Coultry, Harold
Lister, Tom McKinley, and Floyd Nattrass,
who had a good year at the Grand American,
subject of next month's Pull! column.

New members to the Edmonton Gun Club
100-Straight Club are listed as Ed Shaske,
Felix MacLeod, Jim Platz, Butch Schlender,
and Art Dory. Youngster Jerry Platz also
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(Continued from page 18)

• Relooding tools,
occessories and
ammunition components

• Gun-care products and
gunsmiths' supplies

• Sights, scopes, mounts
and accessories

• Game calls, bullet
traps, gun coses,
leather goods. etc.

Gander Mountain's big new 1961-62 cata
log features huge stocks of America's
top-value, famous brand merchandise.
Everything for the shooter including:

FREE ' TO SPORTSMEN-
• RELOADERS - GUNSMITHS!

r OLD GUNS and SWORDS
~. You don't want to miss this absorbingI8J catalog. Fascinating background and
~~ 1,498 photographic illustrations of au-ra lhentic old guns, daggers. swords, andJa armor. For your Catalog No. 31, just send
~ $1.00 to cover handling and postageB with your name and address.
II ROBERT ABELS Inc 860-U lex;nglon Ave._ , • New Yo,k 21, N.Y.

q4Mf1lAlUowt-tar.~'~r~.
WILMOT, WISCON'SIN
Phone 1,JNderhill 2-4111

I Gander Mountain Shooterl' Supply, Ine. •
; Wilmot, Wilconlin • i
I Please send me your new 1961-62 Shooters' Supply Catalog, I
I absolutely FREE! I

: Name "1
I I
I Address I
I I
Lc..:!y----,,--=====zone St.~ :J

even kill. A person stands his best chance
going alone, accompanied only by his im·
mediate family.

Handgun: Not a good choice as a food
getter, because anything it can do in the
way of survival, a rifle can do better. Other
than portability, concealment and close-range
defense work, the handgun has no advantages
over the rifle. In the field where each shot
is important, it is logical to sacrifice these
minor advantages to accuracy. If you want
a handgun for defense, fine. But for small
game shooting, most people will do better
with a rifle.

Shotgun: Perhaps. My eventual choice
boiled down to these two, shotgun or .22
rifle. But what could a shotgun do that a
rifle couldn't? Kill birds on the wing? Cer
tainly, but this is sport shooting. In a sur
vival situation, sportsmanship is just another
meaningless word. A shotgun is deadly on
animals at short range, and the average
person can kill better with a shotgun than
he can with a rifle. But the .22 rifle has it
beat on range, and in the way of ammuni-

(Continued on page 36)

moved the offending smudge. While replacing
the handkerchief, he discovered that his bill
fold, with the $600, credit cards, identifica
tion, etc., was missing. But it was time to
shoot, he didn't want to hold up his squad,
and besides, there was the business at hand
of breaking targets.

Most of us would have yelled "stop the
proceedings," and loud! But not Dick Down
ing. He shot the program, albeit a mite
shakily on the first trap. Then he made his
way to the shell house, and asked in a small
voice if a billfold had been found. One had
been, by a surely underpaid English teacher,
and was returned to him, contents intact.

When I talked to Dick, he was filled with
• the milk of human kindness, and overflowing
with pride in the honesty and integrity of
the genus trapshooter, as well as the teaching
profession. He was also unhappy about miss
ing a target on that first trap.

It's true, and it happened in the Grand
American, where almost anything can, and
does, happen, year after year. Where else
can you find kids not yet in their teens,
women past sixty (and admitting it), and
men 82 years old winning major sports cham-
pionships side by side? ~

Stories next month. ~

comforts of my office, eating store-bought
food again, I can reflect on my experiences.
I learned some enlightening facts.

To wit: The ideal survival weapon, I be
live, is the scope-sighted .22 rimfire rifle.

I'm not making this claim just because this
type rifle happened to be my savior during
the two weeks test. During those fourteen
days I had lots of time to think and judge.
One of the questions which I pondered se
riously was: Would any other weapon have
done the job as well, or better, than the .22
rifle?

In my judgment, no. Here are my reasons,
taking each gun individually and listing its
assets and drawbacks.

Big game rifle: Definitely ruled out, since
the primary survival food undoubtedly will
be small game. Also, the cartridges are too
bulky and loud. Yes, the muzzle report is
important. In a true survival situation, a
person will want to be left alone. People,
hungry and edged with panic, will lose all
decency and self-respect. If they have no
guns, they'll prey on others who do. In order
to live, they won't hesitate to steal, perhaps

GUNS FOR SURVIVAL

WORLD'S SMALLEST REAL DERRINGER
"LITTLE ACEII

SHOOTS .22 SHORTS
BB & CB CAPS

The writer, in company with Bill Heystek,
recently enjoyed a Tuesday night visit to
the Thornton Gun Club, on Chicago's South
East side. The Thornton club is an active
two-trap layout, drawing heavily from in
dustrial trapgunners in the Chicago area
and from the near·by Calumet area of North
west Indiana. The occasion marked my first
attempt in three years to fire my trap gun
by pulling the trigger instead of releasing it.
I only fell off the post twice, while trying to
decide whether to pull the trigger, or let go
of it. Otherwise, the evening was both en
joyable and successful.

• • •
Perhaps only clay target tournament shoot

ers will dig the following news item, but, for
the record, here's how it happened.

During. the 1961 Grand American trap
shooting tournament, Dick Downing, Akron,
Ohio, cashed a check for $600 at the cashier's
window, walked from that window to the
shell house, bought his shells, then made his
way to the firing line.

Noticing a smudge on his gun's muzzle,
he whipped out his handkerchief and reo

• • •

WEIGHT 3 OZ.

ONLY 3Ys" OVERALL.

GENUINE SOLID BRONZE FRAME.

BLUED STEEL BARREL. REAL

MINIATURE DERRINGER FOR

COLLECTOR OR TACKLE BOX
Send check or money order.

A-B DISTRIBUTOR, 4243 N. Harlem Avenue, Chicago 34, Illinois

rates a mention for his first 25 and 50
straight, in the North-Western tournament.
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THE SHIPMENT THAT ARRIVED JUST IN TIME! A stupendous quantity of famed F.N. Mauser 98 Rifles in the
popular 8MM caliber. A Mauser masterpiece produced during the great weapons era between the two World
Wars at the world-famous F.N. (FABRIQUE NATIONAlE) plant at liege. Imagine, a complete F.N. JV!auser Rifle at
practically an action ALONE price. All with All milled parts, All matching numbers and All in good or better
condition. Also with the striking Persian "SUN LION" Receiver Crest to lend a rare pride of ownership and lasting
value. Worth DOUBLE on the Collector's market IF available, but yours today for the most attractive investment EVER!

Ye Old Hunter is all heart!
Ye Old Hunter illustrates all weapons btl actual un.re
touched photooraphs 80 you can see how they RJ':ALLY look!

NOWI THE FAMED BELGIUM F.

ONLY

'" From Guatemala,
stupendous shipmen
of the world famous
ultra rare, B R'N (
VZ 24 :M98 M!luse
wit h the beautHu

~~ii~E~t~f ~~il#
Receiver Crest ---i 1lnJ
in the ever - popula
1MM Caliber. The ul
timate Mauser desirel
hy EVERYONE
there were relativel
few 98 Mausers mad

~I1 th:il~~~Mp~r~M"beII
good or better condi

tion only $34.95
a few in select con

i dition 0 n I y $5.0
.J more. G e n u ! n

Mauser 98 BaY~et

$:{tC5. SJr~~rb i~l~
today from this a?

ONLY

M95 (SS)
MAUSER

CARBINES!
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)•The perfect little
Mauser Carbine com
plete with a genuine
18%," carbine barrel
alllI in absolutely good
or better condition.
All the same desirable
features of the 'lar~eI

"" inodels depicted abore
and at a weight that
permits you to take
your son or wife hUl1t
ing. All models haH
the beautiful Chilean

ean crest on th<
receiver for ful
aesthetic fascina
tion. New bayo
nets with Scah
hards only $1.95
Order your ammu·
nition \V I T B
rifle to save trans·
portation cos t s
See the specia
11\'fM ammo pric·
es in ammo box

VI·24
'FREEDOM BIRD"!-l

i M98 MAUSERS!
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stoc~).'

ONLY

ONLY

M95 (A)
MAUSER
RIFLES!

A trim, light (Only 8
lbs.) fast - handling
genuine s~nall ring U8
Mauser in the potent
SMM caliber. The per-
fect riOe for target or
field and one of the
few Mausers with the
sporter type, straight
taper 24" harrel. All
milled parts and
turned down bolt han
dle. Each riOe has
heen fully ARSEN
AL reconditioned and
comes complete with

arsenal target. A
rare opportunity that
YOU can ill afford
to pass up and
at an unprecedented
Jow price. Less than
thirty thousand left
so don't be caught
short. Be sure to
rush your order [

Cal. 7MM
(Ammo in Stock)

KAR M98
MAUSERS!
Cal. 8MM

(Ammo in Stock)•

The same rifle as the
:M95 leader in the
first picture ONLY
this model has the
racy turned down bolt
handle. The ONLY
M95 Mauser in stock
without the special
THIRD locking lug.
hut who really cares
about this EXTRA
third lug anyway.
Special for yOU" who
insist only on the fine
conventional M95 with
aU the great conven
tional features. and
in good or better con

dition. Used slings
50c and NE'V Ger
man Bayonets with
Scahbards $1.95!!
The perfect rifle to
easily sporterizel

ONLY

ONLY

Pride of the 'Wehr
macht from Narvik to
Tobruk - from Calais
to Stalingrad. This
devastating 'Vorld 'Var
II classic available at ~
last. at the lowest price ,.
ever. If ever in doubt ..
order this time tested
battle favorite, Good
or he t t e r condition

while they last,
The ultimate in mil
itary surplus bolt
action rifle, Also
8MM Military am
munition only $4.00
per 100 rounds. and
NOW military re
loaded soft point
ammunition 0 n 1 y
$5,90 for 40 rounds.
Order for season
whUe supply lasts I

M95 (SS)
MAUSER
RIFLES!
Cal.7MM

(Ammo in Stock)

@ID
Paul Mauser's smooth
est and most expen
sive masterpiece-the
SP~;CIAL SS (Super
Strength) model 95.
with the THIRD lock
ing lug hehind the
holt handle. All Ger
man made, with all
milled parts and the
beautiful Chilean Re
ceiver Crest. All good
or hetter-some very
good only $3.00 addi-

tionaI. Used mili
tary slings only
$.50. New German
bayonets with scab
bards only $1. 95!!
Superb 1MM mili
tar y ammunition
only $6.00 per 100
rounds and NOW
1MM reloaded
sporting ammuni-
tion only $3.45 per
20 rounds. Probab
ly your last oppor
tunity for top value I

WW II MODEL 98
MAUSERS!
Cal. 8MM

(Ammo in Stock)

Registered Dealers
\Vrite on your offi
cial business letter
head for new sensa
tional discount lists.

RIFLE!

LUGER OWNERS! I
Brand new Ger- '.'. -- "nlan manufac-
tured 4" 9MM .~ .... .•
Luger Barrels, threaded. finish cham
bered and blued and only $9.95! Your
opportunity to
new your fav
Lu er! Stock an
8r::md new Ger
man produced
Lu~er Maga_
zines for the 7.65 or 9MM Luger.
Finest in precision workmnnship.

;~t~~ ~~~'ii~Ynt.°~o~h:~ Only $5.95
long last, Top quality! (Add SOc Post.)

RUSSIAN MODEL 91

ONLY
Stupendous! The 1960 Olympic BI-
athlon Masterpiece - the rifle that $995 'won flvp. out of the first six places durin~

the Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley. Fair
to good condition. A few select ones at only $3.00 more. •

FRENCH M1916 MANNLlCHER!

lot of rare. exotic ammo
samples at price which others have
charged for anyone!
1. German 20MM Rhelnmetall. (AP)
2. Danish 20MM Madsen. (Wide-

rimmed) (AP)
3. 20MM Solothurn "Short.'· (AP)
4. Soviet 12.7MM. (AP) Ultra rare!
5. British .55 Cal. Boys. (AP)
6. Soviet 7.62 X39 (Ball). The NEW

Russian 7.62 Short!
All (6) FOR ONLY $4.95!

(Not sold individually)

ITALIAN CARCANO CARBINES!

The most unbelievable rifle offerinp; ever!
A genuine Mauser at a cost which could

and totally poor c~~~~tio~Sj~~f i~tgle'i.~~k~~gt~~co!i'to~~~X}~~~
refinishing-, who would want to shoot this anyway? Strictly a
racy "lookin" Mauser-NOT TO SHOOT, so your investment
is guaranteed FOREVER! Best buy of the Twentieth CenlUl'Y!

CRYPTOGRAM OF THE MONTH (AREA A-4):
"OVE, THE PEACOCK THRONE MUST BE GUARDED"

Cal. 6.5 Italian

* SPECIAL INCENTIVE SALE! * (Good This Month Only)
Any two rifles listed below .•• ONLY $18.90 All six rifles listed below ....••. ONLY $51.20
Any three rifles listed below. ONLY $27.35 Order ALL SIX of these delightful specimens
Any four rifles listed below •. ONLY $35.30 depicted below at less than what others have
Any five rifles listed below ••. ONLY $43.25 charged fol' any TWO models. Order from this' ad!

Canadian Distributor, P. O. Box 628,

~~~~~~::::~~~~~~=~~:=c~o~u;rt~e:o~us~se~r:v:ic:e.=o:rd:e:r:':r:om::t:h:is::a:d:!:::~*~_ HUNTERS LODGE-MEMBER
IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: All euns and ammo shipped
RAILWAY EX.PRESS OR TRUCK (ShlOping Charges Collect) from Alexandria. Va. or Culver City. California
(California reSIdents include 4 % State Sales Tax on Culver City shipments,) Send check or Money Order'
D_O N<!: SENp CASH. Sorry no CO~'s. Regret ~e are unahle to accept any ":All ~eart" Sale order less tha~
$p.oo. Money s Worth or Money Ba~k guarantee "hen goods are returned prepaid WIthin two aays alter receipt.
"Ye Old Hunter will not answer ascrlmoneous letters. Send them elsewhere. Sales limited to continental United
States! Special sale prices. abo\'"e, are lood for month of publication only! A selection never before equaled!!!



WESTERNERS! Save tran~rtation cod..-order direct I~
Ye Old Western Hunter. Service that now span. a contine-'.

(In the heart 01 the Golden State.)

,,
• •

ONLY

,,
• •

SE1ECT FAVORITES

MAUSERS

ONLY

M91 MAUSER
MANNLlCHER.

CARBINES!
Cal. 7.6SMM

(Ammo in Stock)•JUST IN TIME FOR
HUNTING SEASON!
A genuinc MAUSEH.
Ilrofessionally convert
ed to a .:\iANNLICH
Elt type SPOHTEtl!
The sleek, trim, fast·
handling hunting rifle
everyone's been howl
ing for these past long
years-available now.
FOR THE FIRST
TIME, at a price so
LO'" that even Ferdi-

nand R itt e r yon
)lannlicher w i I I
howl! The f1.nC3t
f'rartsmanship ever
WITHO .1.' Qt:AL
IFICATION and all
in VF.RY GOOD or
BETTER co~n)J·
TIO~. It must be
SEE?\" to be appre
ciated! A few ab
solutely excellent
only $4.00 more!

98

ONLY

Cal.7.65MM
(Ammo in Stock)

~®
The LOW price bar
rier broken at last.
The absolute finest
ever in workmanship
and on a )'lauscr to
boot. This really must.
be seen to be appreci
aled-ask the man
who owns one! ·OW
at this reduced price,
it is the rifle steal or
all time without ex
ception. All in YEUY

GOOD or hetter con
dition. SOO1e abso
lutely EXCELLEXT
or BETTER condo
only $4.00 additional.
Plenty of 7. 65)Dr
military ammuni
tion in stock only
$6.00 per 100 and
~oft point only
$3.45 per 20 rounds.

·E'W Bayonets with
Scabbards $1.95!

LION"

ONLY

Huge boatload of this
Central Amcrican
treasure just unloaded
and ready to go! The
fine, compact Mauser
)lV3 in your ra\·orite
nor caliber-becom
ing more popular by
the daY. Let this ac
curate, potent rifle of
the daY solve ALL
)·tlur shooting prob
lems for ALL time to
come. Plenty of su-

perb 7~Dr ~1.C. am
munition in st.ock
at only $6.00 per
100. Rely on this
TDIE·n:STF:D fa·
yorite. Ali in in
credibly ,'ery Rood
or better condition,
and simple to SpOr
terize in whateyer
len~th you desire.
Lon2 on Quality and
short on p ric e I

A special, exclusive
deal with Lhe Shah!
Your choice of the fa·
mous BIt!'; 0 VZ24
with either original
B n. NO markings or
those with the beauti
ful, rare PEltSIAN
SUN LION crest. The
Mauser 98 without a
peer as any real gun
smith w ill confirm.
Smooth. with unequal
ed machining and in
totally good condition.
One or the finest flnds

of all times-don't
lose out on this
superbargnin! 8~:lM
i\LC. ammo $4.00

- Sporting am-
munition 0 n I y
$5.90 per 40 rds.
Original M98
Bayonets 0 n 1 y
$3.95 complete
with scabbards I

M93
GUATEMALAN

MAUSERS!
Cal. 7MM

(Ammo in Stock)

PERSIAN VZ24
M98 MAUSERS!

Cal. 8MM
(Ammo in Stock)·

S. UNION ST. • ALEXANDRIA 2, VA.
033 WASHINGTON BLVD.• CULVER CITY 2. CALIF.

::..llill11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 III I!.llill11111 1111 IIII

~ INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS ~= Minimum order (except Soft Point} 100 rounds. =
- All prices below except Soft POint) per 100 == round;. Shipged RR. EXPRESS. SHIPP.ING =
- CHARGES COLLECT. Sensational New Pmes! - ORDER FROM THIS AD
~ PISTOL CARTRIDGES. ~ SEND PERMIT if your state or city

~ ~:g~ ~~lfi~~~V(~m~~~)(~c~>'::.:::::::::::~t~~::WEBLEY
:: ~~5M ~t~~~I~~;~A~~1IoULM)(M(~:b"::J::~~::& SCOTT REVOLVERS!= 9MM LUGER (NEW. NON·CORROSIVE) 56.00 = Cal..38 S&W
- 9MM STEYR PISTOL (M.C.) m m ••• 54.00 = Select shif,ment or improved
:: .455 WEBLEY (M.C.).. .. __.. _ $7.50 = ~~h \~~b ~r~g.le Tahn~edo~t~:

= RIFLE CARTRIDGES _ :~~~~~es.i:f8 agt,~~ooto~~~ $
95

1
:: 6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.)·..........S5.00:: ~~.~OE:~~n~~~a~~Jit~g:.i~ 16 .:: ~.~r I tl'1Y~~ RIJ~·Ei~s..(M·:c·T::~:::::::::::::::~t~g :: _IO_'-:V:-:ha:-:r:-:""::-ln::-=:p:-:ri:-:ce-:-t_o~p::-v_a-:lu-::e:-:!::-=~:-:-:-::-::-::-:-_= 7.62x39 RUSSIAN SHORT (M.C.) (20rds.) 54.95 = COLT 1917 .45 ACP REVOLVERS!
~ ~:~~~= ~.~o~S~:U~~itlM:C:):::::::::::::::::::::~t~g::~.. p.

~ JUg ~u~~~K1::::~o:~:::~;:R::~~:~:~:~:~;:::::::JH~ ~ ~T=.303 BRITISH MILITARY : _ $7.50 =World-famous CoJt M. 1917

:: 83~3MB~~11
: ~NB~~~ ~~ R--·is·sij"E"··i~,,:cS:::::::gg:: ~~te~~~n~rt;~~v~,;'iy g~9~~=8MM LEBEL (M.C.) $6.00 = S3:r~i vC7 v:(~~~ only $5.00= 8x56 R MAN N L I CHER __ $6.00 =:,s~w~~:eh Halr-rrf~n ~W.;:

- 42 COLT BERDAN RIFLE (M.C.)* $10.00 - $.10 e a c h. Order today!
:: :43 (IIMM) REMINGTON (M.C.)· $5.QO:: --:-==-------=....;;.......;:---

1.. ,1 ...... '1 ..... 1... 1'1 ... 1.. '111, •• 1... 1.1.1 ••• 1••• 1.1 .. ,1,1'111.1.1.1 .. ' ... '1'1' ..... =SOFT POINT CARTRIDGES = SMITH & WESSON .38 SPECIALS!

GROUP. "WORLD LEADER ·Ift ARMAMENTS" *:: 6.5 SWEDISH SOFT POINT (40 rds.) 55.9~:: Jus t re-~-- - 7MM MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rds.) 53.4., = c e i v e d~

§ ~:~2S:'J~~I~~FJO~~I~~1~2~ (~~·)rds5::::::J:::~:: ~~t~eOf}:J;CaL Smith & Wes..
:: 7:ig: =:1~~~~ ~g~~ ~g:=~ ~~~ ~~::L:::::::~::~ :: ~grver.:~li~~ha·~n~e.r~~Ii~g. r~;=8MM MAUSER SOFT POINT (40 rds.) ......$5.90:: Xy~~lla~O~:le~&Cla~c~~\~~e:ci= (Those few with asterisk--('*) above ore par- - and reblued and only a S34951= Holly shootab/e but fully componentab/e.)::. ~~~~~d:;4y9~,,)~r ~e~~~~~ _ _

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilliilill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111UIr:

r. "SUN
GENUINE •

F.N.
IMAUSERS!



separated for a couple of inches back from
the ends, and the ribs were held away from
the barrels with a very small nail between
barrels and ribs, about 1lh" bat:k from the
ends. While the torch was going, the ribs
were salvaged from the 5lh" lengths of bar
rel that were cut off.

The new tubes were then heated on the
counter-bored ends, flux was applied to the
inside of each counter-bore, and each coun
ter-bore was thinly coated with silver solder.
The outside of the ends of the barrei; was
also wiped with silver solder for %,". The
new tubes were then heated, one at a time,
and driven into the barrels, using a plastic,
wood, or lead hammer, and the tubes and
barrels kept hot till lined up, fit tight' against
the shoulders of the counter-bores, brought
together at the muzzles and held there till
the silver solder cooled enough to set.

All solder was filed and polished from the
outside of each barrel, and an extension han
dle was used with the reamer so the reamer

Rifle hollow point bullet. I missed a few
shots, some of them ridiculously easy; hunger
puts the pressure on you. But the ones I did
hit went down and stayed down.

Meat is the basic ingredient in the human
diet. It is the foremost consideration. There
are other things which grow wild in the
woods that can be served with it, but there
is no substitute for meat. In addition to small
game, we ate things like watercress, pecan
nuts, and wild onions. The wise woodsman
knows his plants, which ones can and which
ones can't be eaten. This is just good com
mon sense. This knowledge isn't just for an
atomic survival situation. Perhaps someday
he'll become lost in the woods, a time when
he must fend for himself. This kind of edu
cation comes in mighty handy.

There are other things I learned on this
survival test, other than the .22 rifle being
the best gun. I learned, for instance, that
many of the things we have accepted as
necessities of life really aren't so important
after alL I learned that man must have faith
in himself and his abilities. He ~ust take
positive attitudes. He can't start worrying
himself with his negative points. To do so
is only the first step to ultimate defeat.

But there is one lesson I value among all
others. I gained a healthy new respect for
the gun and the role it plays in our Amer
ican heritage and way of life. The gun is
important. Perhaps someday in the not too
distant future it may become even more im
portant. That's why I'm going to fight any
gun restricting legislation with all the re
sources at my disposaL The gun isn't just a
sporting tooL It is needed in our society.

I feel a lot better, knowing that I've got a
reliable survival gun standing by, ready to
serve me should I ever need it. Take it from
a man who speaks from experience, ~
that's a mighty satisfying feeling! .~

TO ORDER:
Send check, cash or money order.

$5 deposit for C.O.D. SHIPPED PREPAID.
Calif. resid. add 4% state tax. Dealers and dist. inquire.

If not superior to anY $50 scope, p.qual to any $80 scope, return for
PAN TECHNICS, INC. ;mmed;atelOO%cashrefund.

9 PAN TECHNICS BLDG., SOLANA BEACH, CALIFORNIA

SHOOTERS WHO KNOW... READ THIS. OUR NEW
MK IV 1" TUBE RIFLESCOPE $27.5
OUR new factory contains-the worid's most
modern automated lens producing equipment
(our own development) with quality control
to 5 millionths inches (as required in mil.
range finders). This now allows us to build
a superior quality riflescope for less than
any other U. S. or foreign plant. MK. IV has
blued steel tube, long 2l.f2" to 4" eye relief
incl: 1" tUbe, 1.45" eyepiece,
12.5 overall. Internal adjustments. DouQle shock mounted
optics, color corrected. 30' field at JOO 'ids ..
4X only until '62. Fits any standard 1" scope mount:

SALVAGE THAT DOUBLE
(Continued from page 28)

choke at one end of each tube. Each tube
was then counter-bored %" to a snug slip-fit
over the squared end of each barreL The
new tubes were made of an old automobile
drive shaft, as such steel is tough and ma
chineable.

Before reaming, both new tubes were
turned down, at the choke ends, to the same
a.D. as the barrels. This dimension was
carried back approximately 4", then gently
tapered to meet the major a.D. about 1.4,"
forward of the %" long counter-bore. The
new tubes were then polished.

Stove-pipe wire was wrapped around the
barrels about 3" back from the cut and
squared ends, and also about 6" back. The
wire wrapping was made good and snug.
Then steel wedges were made and driven be
tween top and underside ribs to keep the
barrels and ribs in original alignment when
heated. Four inches back from the barrel
ends, a wet rag was wrapped. A torch was
applied to the barrels till the ribs could be

(Continued from page 33)
A dandy survival gun, I decided, would be

one of those Savage over-and-under guns, a
combination of .410 shotgun and .22 rifle.
But just taking the two as separate guns, I
picked the .22 rifle. The shotgun enthusiast
would have to make the decision of small
shot, like No.6, over larger and more potent
shot like No.2 or buckshot. Which would he
pick? The smaller shot would be better for
birds and small game, but the larger shot
would be more suited to deer and larger
game. A combination of both? Maybe. But
that's still not enough to sway my decision.

I look at it like this. A man can work up
a survival kit with all the basic necessities
like fire-making materials, rope, and med·
icines, and he can include a dozen or more
of .22 ammo without having an overly large
and bulky package. That same man, if he is
any kind of hunter at all, can survive for
several months on 500 rounds of ammunition.
Try packaging five hundred 12 gauge shot
shells in a compact, easily carried package.
Compactness is a strong argument for se
lecting the .22 rifle.

A scoped .22 rifle is an accurate gun. The
patient hunter can kill just about anything
found on the North American continent with
it. Even an elk or bear can be taken if it is
shot in the right place. But since the range of
these larger animals is limited, we're more
concerned with those that are universally
scattered across the United States, critters
like rabbits, squirrels, and deer. A deer shot
in the head or neck, or even the heart, can be
killed with Long Rifle ammo.

Actually, the scope isn't needed. It's just
another plus advantage. Should it become
damaged, the iron sights can be pressed into
service in short order.

af all the animals I shot, not one escaped
after it had been hit solidly with the Long

1\
1\

GIFT

with fitted case
U.S. or CANADA

Accurate
Dependable
Compact

BORE-LITES

$1 00

One of the
"Hottest Sellers"

in the Western Hemisphere

IDEAL CHRISTMAS

post
paid

w/curved Lucite
Heads & Batteries

over 100,000 in use and a multitude
sold at almost double the price.
Smartly finished in chrome w/red
black & green-black pallerns.

DEALERS-WHOLESALE
25 for $17.00 ppd.

100 for $62.00 ppd.

Our brand new fully illustrated
catalogue is out. Featuring: Civil

War Muskets & Carbines; Winchesters; Ken
tuckies; Springfields; Flintlocks & Percussions;
Swords; Accoutrements and Loads More.
Price SOc.

WESTCHESTER TRADING CO.
G-2478, Arthur Avenue, Bronx 58, New York

BROWNING®

I
New 12 piece imported
CARVING TOOL SET

The chisels, gouges .and V tools in above
illustrated set, have been especially selected
for their usefulness to the amateur and semi
pro gunsm iths, who desire a set of basic tools
for shaping, inletting and carving.
This set of 12 tools, highly polished, with
round handles attached, ground sharp-need
only honing for lasting keen edges, supplied
in an attractive and individual spaced carton,
Complete Set Only..... $19 50
This is an inexpensive set
of high quality carving •
tools.-The Ideal Christmas present.
Order through your local gunsmith, sporting
goods dealer or direct from

FRANK MITTERMEIERr INC.
Gunsmith Supply Headquartets (Est. 1936)

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65. N. Y.
Send 25c for Big New 4B Page Catalog

POWER-PACKED .380 AUTOMATIC

Excellent for home protection because of its'
safety features. Hand-finished throughout.
7 cartridges - 20 oz. - 6" Long - 4" High.

Renaissance hand
. engraved model with
pearl grips and
gold plated trigger

Prices subject to change without notice

,---..., SEE YOUR BROWNING DEALER
Browning Arms, Dept. P4, St. Louis 3, Mo.
- in CANADA, Dept. P4. Box 991, Montreal 9, P. Q.
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YOUR GUNS ARE BEING DESTROYED
(Continued from page 25)

WORLD'S FINEST STOCK ..
lightweight design. high Monte Carlo comb. cheek piece and %"
castoff. Pistol grip cap and 450 forend tip of contrasting hardwood.
~~~f~: g:r;:~~~r.I~~;t'e:~~~.O~~:~~~ ~~e~i:ile~nllo~ig~~u~~~:. S~~~l~:~
~~.~~'x.E~~~~~ss';;.~~~~ a~3r}a~: Mod. 70. HVA. 88 Win.. 721. 722.

ROYAL ARMS Inc., 3274 EI Cajon Blvd.,San Diego,Calif.

The Deluxe BSA Majestic is a
triumph in the search for a su
perior bolt action rifle which
has strength and accuracy
beyond previous achievements.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY
1. Featherweight 6Y<llb. orless.
2. Exclusive BESA Recoil

Reducer (40%-60%
reduction).

3. Bolt Head fully enclosed
in the receiver.

4. Excessive hot gas escapes
through the Magazine Way.

S. Exclusive day and night
Cocking Indicator.

6. Full length Guide Rib for
unequalled rigidity.

7. Each Action built for the
specific cartridge it is
designed to fire.

8. Genuine European
checkered Walnut Stock
with modified linseed oil
finish.

9. Exclusive BSA adjustable
Trigger derived from
World Record BSA
Martini target action.

10. Telescope dovetails
machined as integral part
of Action for low mounting
of scope.

ANDEROL·
GUN OIL* Cleans* Lubricates* Protects
NO SOLVENT NEEDED

favorite sto,e. If not available.
(plus 10c postage) fo, 3 oz. can.

SMITH & WESSON
GUNS ARE FACTORY

LUBRICATED WITH
ANDEROL

:BS..&..
of England

Q/II~t1>fk
jj/ Jllfzetne;•..

HERE'S

""HY~

Majestic Deluxe (with or without
Besa Recoil Reducer) .243, .270.
.308 and 30/06 Cal..... List $169.75
Majestic Deluxe (with Besa Recoil
Reducer only) .458 Cal.

List $219.75

DEALER: ORDER FROM
YOUR .JOBBER

Lehigh Chemical Co., Dept. G·12, Chestertown, Md.

For Catalog and Complete Specifications writlt
Department GM-12.

Exclusive Distributors:

.J. L. GALEF • SON, INC.
85 Chambers Street, New York 7, N. Y.

priate departments, she passed the relic on to
Congressman Bob Sikes, Democrat of Florida.
Mr. Sikes is well known as an experienced
gunner and not one to take the quick neg
ative answer if a more positive answer will
prove better for his constituents; He, too,
now wants to know why these guns were
cut up.

An official Air Force spokesman stated,
after the Carbines were destroyed, that they
"probably could be transferred to the Navy."
This was in response to my question if this
could be done: for the Navy has no such
requirement to "demilitarize" small arms,
and often realizes a pretty penny from "sur
plus scrap" by selling good, useable small
arms or small arms components to sportsmen
and dealers.

If the Navy wants to dispose of guns, there
are some reasonable ways to do this. About
a year ago, I learned that "they are dumping
Springfield rifles into Lake Michigan up at
Great Lakes Naval Training Center." Inves
tigating in response to Mrs. Church's urgent
telegram seeking full information, I deter
mined that most of the guns being junked
were low serial number '03s, which to some
ways of thinking are dangerous due to in
ferior heat treatment of the receivers. Oddly,
they were scrapping the metal and salvaging
the wood, though what salvage value the
Navy found in old walnut Springfield stocks
I could not determine.

the joints as thoroughly as possible. The
little hole between the ends of the new tubes
was soldered shut, and a heavy wire brush
chucked on the grinder shaft cleaned off all
remaining solder from the barrels and rib
joints.

The whole job was then polished, first with
coarse abrasive, then fine, till all unblued
parts looked like polished chrome. Then the
barrels were degreased and blued with cold
rust blue. A good express blue will also dup
licate the original finish.

I got a paragraph ahead of myself be
cause the gun was proofed with a couple of
good, stiff hand loads, duplicating 2%,"
l\1..agnum loads, before wasting time on pol
ishing and bluing. It was also tried for pat
tern and damn me if it wasn't as good as,
and probably better than new.

Damn me a second time if it isn't a pretty
neat lookin' contraption, too. Made me and
the owner grin a little when we held it off
at arms length and took a good squint at it;
but it doesn't look a bit more unsightly than
that big knob that guys pay a fancy price
to have stuck on the end of a single.

The whole job took a little over eight
hours to do, salvaged a good gun, and cost
a helluva lot less than a new one.

I didn't experience any prohlems while
doing the job that any gun smith or hobbyist
should have any difficulty with, and I did
get a lot of satisfaction out of salvag· ~
ing that nice old Ithaca. '--

Carv.d Stock _ 532.50
Plain $19.50
R••olI Pad Instld $ 7.50

PI.as. Add $1.00 Postage &. Handling.

could be inserted from the breech end of
each barrel and the joint reamed clean.

Very fine emery cloth was wrapped on the
end of a %" dowel, the other end chucked
in the lathe (an electric drill would also
work if it doesn't turn too fast) and the
inside of each bore was polished from the
breech end. The dowel was gradually pushed
into the choke of the right barrel till it was
polished out to modified choke. Both barrels
were finish-polished with crocus cloth on
the dowel.

A very thin abrasive wheel was chucked
in the high-speed hand rotary tool, and the
ends of the ribs were ground out along each
side to fit neatly between the bulged ends of
the new tubes while the ribs also fit back in
place on the original barrels. A flat Swiss
file would serve in place of the grinder.

When the ribs were made to fit back in
place, they were wedged down tightly with
more wire and thin, tapered, steel wedges.
Then the 5%" lengths of rib which were
salvaged from the short pieces of barrel,
were retinned with 95-5 solder. The new
tubes were also tinned, using a rosin flux
(to eliminate after-rusting) where the ribs
were to fit. The short pieces of rib were then
wired and wedged into place and butted snug
against the original ribs. The torch was then
applied to the barrels and with some more
solder, everything was soldered into place.

After cooling, an old knife blade was em·
ployed to scrape off all solder from outside

that ring like those of the Old Frontier, the
New Frontiersmen seem bent on accomplish
ing the virtual disarmament of our tactical
and domestic land forces. Intentional or
not, the facts are that Ellsworth Air Force
Base, Rapid City, South Dakota, has been
the site of mass destruction of Smith &
Wesson revolvers. At Herlong Ordnance De
pot, California, MIs, Carbines, Thompson
Submachine Guns, and shotguns of all types
are being destroyed by being chopped into
8" lengths with metal shears, tben piled and
burned and the remains sold as scrap iron
at $21 a ton. The metal of an Ml Carbine
weighs say 5 pounds. Ml Carbines are sell
ing today at $80, but a used one can be
bought for $50. Procurement cost during
WW II was about $30-$35. It takes 400 Ml
Carbines to make a ton of scrap: a reduction
in value from $20,000 to $20. . . .

I got one of the MIAI Air Force Carbines
which are being destroyed now by burning
up to five or more holes in them. Not one
part save perhaps the front sight was use
able. My gun, Quality Hardware No. 1646460,
was apparently new to judge by the protec
tive wrapping at the muzzle; but it was
torched beyond repair. I forwarded this little
gem to Congresswoman Marguerite Stitt
Church, Republican Representative from
Evanston, my home town. Mrs. Church is
pretty astute about such things: while her
questions are being answered by the appro-
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J7;;:;'7R-R;N~;mS ~ePt. 859 ----------:1.
I 27 Water Street • Henderson. Nevada

I Yes!-Reserve acreage at TWIN RIVER RANCHOS for me-$495 for each 21/2 acre parcel- II payable $10 down and $10 a month including 6% interest. No other charges. Send purchase I
I contract and map showing exact location of my holding. You will return my $10 deposit if I

I request same within 30 days. I enclose $10 deposit for each 21/2 acre Rancho desired.
I I
I Name: I
I Address I
I City: zone: State: I
L: Indicate No. of Ranchos --Total enclosed $-- ..J-----------------------

But apparently the inquiries, which sug·
gested there might be customers for these
guns, put the idea into the right channels,
for the Commanding Officer called in all the
available Springfield Rifles in the Ninth
Naval District and put them up for sale. I
was told by the buyer, Martin B. Retting, of
California, that they totalled about, 9,000
guns. These were not all complete guns,
either, and the price realized for such items
including receivers stripped with barrels
sticking in them, was about $17 each. Only
Mr. Retting's possession of a pile of other
wise worthless new components bought at
scrap prices made it possible for him to pay
actually more than "list price" for incomplete
guns. But the Naval officers responsible for
this smart piece of work deserve kudos for
their enterprise.

Since then, Great Lakes regularly puts out
Springfields, stripped of wood but otherwise
complete, at the nominal price of $10 each.
But, of course, the Navy is not bound by
Army Regulations that require "demilitari
zation." The difference in val\le is about
$4000 per ton of salvage Springfields as
against $21 for scrap: net profit to the Navy
of $3979 per ton of Springfields sold. The
government should be this businesslike every
day!

The usual fate of condemned arms is in
the furnaces over at Gary. My first brush
with this fantastic waste program occurred
about 1950 when a friend employed as a fire
man on the Belt Line Railroad told of seeing
two cars loaded with brand new .45 auto
matic pistols in boxes, under Army guard,
being shoveled into the furnaces. I told him
to get me a gun, get a serial number, any
thing, and we'd try to stop it. But the soi
diers were guarding the pile too well, since
the guns evidently were not "demilitarized"
and were still serviceable.

At that time, it may be of interest to do
mestic arms makers (who bet a pile of dough
on Research and Development in connection
with our aborted 9 mm pistol program) to
know the real reason why the 9 mm project
was terminated. In the words of then-Defense
Secretary Wilson, we had enough .45s al
ready on hand....

... which we were then busy burning up!
The destruction goes on, at base and ar

senal and depot. But not always do the
omnipresent Army Regulations influence the
total scrapping of smaller lots of arms. Back
in 1951, I returned from scouring the depots
of Europe for rare collectors guns with 12
Smith & Wessons of the very firs!, Navy
M1899 type, almost unheard of rarities. I
sold them, but then I noticed other collec
tors began to turn up with similar guns that
were not mine: the U.S. Army issue of Smith
& Wesson's first model, also 1899. Only re
cently did I learn the facts. They caine from
Red River Arsenal, Texas.

An ordnance officer who was also a col
lector was stationed at that base and pre
vailed upon the Commander or Salvage
Officer to offer these fine old collector
curiosities. They were of a dangerous pat·
tern: the straight-bored chambers might ac·
cept a Magnum cartridge, and they were
probably shakey even with .38-44 Hi-Speed
loads; but the Arsenal sold them off to
officers at the price of $12 each. While this
might seem low, it was almost certainly
much more than the procurement cost of
this arm when new. A medal, bonus, and
commission for that salvage officer!

FAMILY RECREATION
HUNTING, The hunting of your life. Big game

species Mule Deer, are abundant. Duck, Quail
and Geese are plentiful.

FISHING: A fisherman's paradise. Huge
Rainbows, Brook Trout and German Browns
abound in Alpine·like lakes and mountain-fed
bottom streams.

FOR THE FAMILY: Riding, swimming and all
sports. Camping and picnickLng sites of un·
believable scenic grandeur.
INSURE YOUR PROFITABLE TOMORROW

Yes, wise investors are buying in TWIN RIVER
RANCHOS. America's largest corporations who
buy in advance of population explosion are
also investing in Nevada. Anaconda Copper
has just completed a $32,000,000 plant.
North American Aviation, Curtiss-Wright and
Kaiser Steel have secured building sites. U.S.
Census Bureau Fact: Nevada is the Nation's
fastest growing state-8 year population in
crease, 70%, highest in U.S.A.
TAX RELIEF: No State Income, Gift or Inheri·
tance Tax. The low Real Property Tax is ac
tually limited by the State Constitution.
THE TOTAL COSTS

The full price of the title to your 2% acre
Rancho is only $495.00. Total payment sched·
ule is $10.00 down, and $10.00 per month,
including 6% interest. You are not required
to do anything to your land. You can live or
vacation on it, or simply watch its value
grow, then sell all or part of it for a profit.
Your profitable ·tomorrow is here TODAY in
TWIN RIVER RANCHOS.

..,,~.•.

TWIN RIVER
RANCHOS in NEVADA

. ~ THE BOOM THAT HAD TO
COME IS NOW ON INr,! J~ ~~y~~~AareGr:e~~rngfl~o°:'

]J~-.. tunes from small initial
7 f " ' . investments. A factual ex·

.-' a'mple of skyrocketing
, .,,- values is Las Vegas, Ne-
~ vada. Land in Las Vegas

that originally sold for $200.00 an acre now
sells for $20,000,00 an acre, a profit of
100o%! Buyers who took advantage of low
opening prices have become wealthy. The
ground floor opportunity of Las Vegas is gone,
BUT ANOTHER AREA OF PROPERoUS NEVADA
IS NOW BEING RELEASED FOR PUBLIC SALE!

This area has such a tremendous growth
potential, such a fantastic unlimited future,
that wise investors have purchased large
acreage. Bing Crosby's ranch was one of the
largest ranches i~ the county. James Stewa~t
is Honorary Sheriff. Yes, the smart experl'
enced investors have sensed the future and
are buying TWIN RIVER RANCHOS in Elko
County, Nevada.

TWIN RIVER RANCHOS has all of the fac
tors needed to boom ... to prosper ... to sky
rocket its land values. Located on the level,
fertile lands of Rich Elko Valley, The Ranchos
have the backdrop of the statuesque Ruby
Mountains. The sparkling Humboldt River,
with its swimming and fishing, actually forms
one of the Ranchos' boundaries, and is a val
uable asset of the property. Every Rancho
fronts on a graded road. The City of Elko,
with its long established schools, churches
and medical facilities is a friendly neighbor
only 12 miles away!--
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Handle shell only 3
times! Easy swing

down front loading;
Jam-proof shot

dispenser; No heat
sizing needed;

One-stroke adjust
able crimp
re-shapes and

re-sizes shell
to fit

all guns.

City Zone__State' _

Address' _

Name' _

EXCEL, INC. 9375 Chestnut St.
Franklin Park, III.
Please rush my Xl-333 loading Press with dies for

loading gouge shells.

o Enclosed is my check or money-order for $89.95
so that I will receive my Xl-333 postpaid.

o Send my·Xl-333 C.O.D. for $89.95 plus postoge.

Please fill in the name of your favorite

~----==~=~=~----~

But less happy a conclusion was meted
out the middle of Mayor early June this
year (1961) to 1500 Remington Model II
shotguns, and 3500 Winchester Model 97
shotguns, new, at Rock Island Arsenal. These
were cut in half. The Salvage Officer was so
angry at the job he had to do that he has
just left the pile of cut up guns in the yard
to rust away, not yet offering them as scrap.

The story reminds me of a group of tri
pods in the Museum at Aberdeen Proving
Ground about 1955. These were of interest
to collectors of dewat machine guns. A sol
dier at Aberdeen expressed an interest in
these items for collection purposes. "Well,
if .you are interested in them, I don't see
why you can't have them," said the salvage
officer. "I'll put them up as scrap; we don't
need them in the Museum, and you can buy
them at the $15 each you offered." When
the soldier came around to collect his prizes,
he found each tripod had been neatly torched
into broken fragments. He did not pay the
$15 and the Government lost an innocently
profitable sale.

Authoritatively rumored to be at Aberdeen
Proving Ground also is a "warehouse con
taining 20,000 Mauser rifles." In the words
of a well-placed officer at Aberdeen Proving
Ground to me in an unofficial communication,
"It would take an Act of Congress to get
them out. They'll probably be broken up for
scrap one of these days."

Meanwhile, the destruction goes on. I
bought at a recent Ohio Gun Collectors
Show two .45 automatics, torched in slide
and barrel to make them junk. Made by
Remington Rand, 1081929, and Ithaca Gun
Co., No. 1221519, they were made early in
WWII; but from all appearances, they were
in serviceable condition. At least, the differ
ence between their "working" condition price
and their "burned full of holes" price is be
tween $2000 and $5000 a ton. For some rea
son the clips were pulled from these guns,
apparently preserved by a thrifty scrap offi
cer for purposes known best to himself. Soon
the clips will outnumber the guns by the
hundred thousands as this destruction of
arms program continues.

Pistols identical to this type, the MI9IIA1,
have been bought new and supplied by our
government to other governments under our
groaningly expensive Foreign Aid Program.
Perhaps the idea that, in filling our foreign
aid commitments for supplies, we might
draw upon our vast reserves already on hand,
is too sensible a thought to gain acceptance
in spend-more, waste-more Washington? If
a soldier lost one of these .45s, he'd be
docked in pay $78. But into the hands of
some salvage officer in some unknown depot
Army Regulations, Air Force Regulations,
Department of Defense "Instructions" give
the authority to cut up valuable public prop
erty, though buyers wait to bid.

As nearly as can be figured out, the rea
sons for such destruction arose sometime
during the pacifistic days of the late '20s or
early '30s. The famous burning of the Ped
ersen Devices is a part of the historical
story. These items were automatic bolts that
slipped into a slightly modified Springfield
-the Mark I-converting it into a volley-fire
weapon. Whether air-dropping these to our
beleaguered forces on Corregidor would have
made any difference in 1941 is doubtful, but
conscious destruction of 65,000 units and
tons of ammunition seems somehow wasteful
of materiel if not of lives.

Deluxe Slip
On. Recoil
Absorber

Easily slips on to any
shotgun or rifle.
"Progressive Action"
absorbs shock. Will
give years of service.
Only $2.00.

MERSHON
Sure Grip Shell Packs

Will safely and conveniently carry your
cUI"tr'idg-cs without dalnage or loss. A model
for l'llost car"tridges. Shells won't stick
when removed. Fits on any belt up to 2"
wide. Only $2.50.

Mershon Deluxe Handgun Cases
4 and 5 gun capacity

Compact and light, these
beautiful sturdy cases
have racl{ for 4 or 5 guns,
space for accessories and
sporting scope. Available
in two lTIodels - with or
without back door. The
exterior is finished in
your choice of 8 attrac
tive colors and materials
and is fully lined to
match. 4 ~un ca.pacity
without back door only
$29.50.

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil, instead of "mushy" cushioning or
abrupt "bottoming." There is a model fot
every purpose, whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality. long life and unexcelled shoot
ing cOtTlfort. insist on "White Line" RecoIl
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75.

Mershon
Custom
Walnut Grips
Designed for target shooters. In
this grip you will not experience
uRocldng" with recoil or ugly
gaps. Of finest inlported walnut. expertly
chech:ered with a hand-rubbed oil finish.
Only $8.50.

MERSHON "10 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W Revolvers
and pistols. Easily instaIled. Improves shoot
ing accuracy. Prevents gun from slipping if
hands are moist or wet. Can be cut or shaped
to fit your hand. Only $5.75.

See your Mershon Dealer or write for FREE
literature
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The War Department has not always been
bound by such regulations. Back at the turn
of the century, Francis Bannerman persuaded
then-Secretary of War Elihu Root to put up
for public auction all the "surplus" remain
ing on hand after the Civil War. Consider
ing the alternative of scrapping, it may ,be
said the Government realized a pretty penny
from the sale. But this was before Income
Taxes were such a convenient source of in
come. Today, thrift and businesslike pro
cedures can be ignored, all being deficits
supplied by the tax burden of the economy.

Even earlier, the War Department engaged
in a mass sale of perfectly good warlike
stores, Springfield muskets, Spencer carbines,
Parrot rifled cannon, and ammunition for
all. This was in 1870. While the sale resulted
in a Congressional Investigation, two con
clusions emerged from the testimony. One:
Although the material was in major part
shipped to France, it neither aided nor re
tarded that nation's course in the Franco
Prussian War. Corrupt in government and
backward in organization, the France of
Louis Napoleon fell to the conquering troops
of Bismarck. Second: Our government real
ized the enormous price of as much as $12
each for Springfield muskets. that had fought
a war, been fully written off by the victory
of the Union, and only cost on an average

16 in the first place. Additional tens of
thousands of arms were captured Confeder
ate Enfields, booty of war, cleaned and re
paired and sold for profit. Uncle Sam hasn't
made a deal like that in nearly a century!

Right now, valuable surplus and "obso
lete" small arms are being destroyed. The
types are all serviceable in terms of today's
military picture: MIs, Carbines, .45 pistols,
Stl bmachine guns, revolvers, and shotguns.
Further, such articles exist in quantities in
the trade as normal articles of commerce.
Destroying them does not prevent "guns from
falling into the wrong sort of hands," as one
complaint often is. The waste and cost to the
public is tremendous. But how hig, nohody
can easily find out. Inquiries to commanders
of depots where such scrapping goes on are
referred to Office Chief of Ordnance, there
to get bogged down, or be answered in nega
tive doubletalk justly labeled "Pentagonese."

"The information on type, quantity and
location of arms scheduled for destruction
or destroyed in the past five years, cost and
circumstances, etc., is not available," states
the Department of the Air Force, officially.
"It would require extensive research aI\~ a
special worldwide report which would not
only be expensive but would take from six
to eight weeks to obtain," they say.

I say that it would be a good thing to
start getting that data together. For if the
people of this country get sufficiently' irri
tated they will carry the matter to their
Congressmen. As my friend at Aberdeen
said, "It would take an Act of Congress to
get these Mausers sold off for profit." Isn't
it about time our once-canny Uncle Sam
made a deal now and then-at a profit?

If enough people tell enough Congressmen
and Senators that they want this waste
stopped, we may just get an Act of Con
gress. Meanwhile, they're chopping up your
guns, destroying our nation's war reo ~
serve-on orders from Washington. ~

IDon1t Overlook Page 66!

ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER ......$10.95

WITH KICK·OFF
Fitted to your Mauser or
r.N. Action (no others),
$4.00 more. Ace Single
50t-Trigger. $10.95.

Comp'ete
With stamped

ports $20.00
Stripped Receiver. $ 9.00

NEW MAUSER 98 BOLTS
Camplete .. $11.00
Stripped ... $ 6.00

OVER ___

"""------UNDER

Phone PL 4-1658

NEW MAUSER 98 ACTIONS
ALL MILLED PARTS

$2500

1. FanC1l Oreoon Myrtle; 2. Rare FanCJI
Oregon M1/rUe; 3. Rare Flaked Maple,' 4.
FanC1/ Curl1/ Maple; 5. Rare Birdseye Maple.
NOTE: In Mannllcher length. rifle blanks or
turned and semi-infetted stocks cost $5.00
more than prices shown.

Ace 24" or 26" Barrels for .338 or .264 Win. fitted
to your action. tWin..70, Enfield, High No. Spring·
field, l"N or 98 Mauser-no others).

rt~e Sftir-~~ha~~~~f~~~ciion:::::::::::$:~:gg
If we furnish FN Series 400 Action •••••••• 89.00

Specify weight, caliber and twist when ordering Ace·
barrels.

Barrel \ Diam. atID'am. at \ Lgth. atI We;ghtBreech Muzzle Muzzle
Lightweight lI/s .600= 22" ~
5porter-Weight _~.ts_ ---!.615__24'~~
Med. Hvy. Wgt. IlJs .700 26" 4 lb. 4 oz.

TWIST: Ace Barrels come in standard twists as follows:
Cal. 243, 257, 270, 7MM•.25-06, 280. 338 and 30-06,
1-10. Cal. 244. 250. 300 and 308. 1-12. Cal. 22-250,

~~~. a~~e22B2ar~;I~~' Action (While), $72.5G-Add $5.00

~~'itrn·:·5~~J'i~~~~I(:t':;.~esW~I~OAtA:~~onACE Barrel to your
action, stamp caliber, headspace' and test fire f,?r $5.00.
Returned Lo.b. Milvale, Pa., unless posta~e and Insurance
remittance is enclosed.

llt1i,'s
ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Actions
(White)

(Milled Steel)
Made for Flaig's by Sako. fca·

h ~~~ie"JI flo~~k:;;tefS:ith:~j~~~:i~fe
C~e~e:'~~e~~ttgru~~~ld~Nilgltrr agn~ar~_

1903 Spnngfield. including .03~A3.
Increases resale value to your Sportcr.

ized Springfield.

GUNS e GUN PARTS e SCOPES
e AMMUNITION e GUN STOCKS e BLANKS

e GUN SMITHING SERVICE
Write for
Free Lisr
#37

"THE FASTEST GUN"
Write for prices and specification sheet

EUROPA CORP.
Buena Vista Station, Miami, Florida.

KRIEGHOFF 32

Box 3737

SAVE OVER 45%
ON A BRAND NEW
SAKO MAUSER

MAGNUM
HUNTING RIFLE

375 H & H Cal.

Only $10000
Supply limited-No Trade'

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
For most rifles, shotguns
and handgurls.
Specify gun.

CLARO WALNUT (CALIFORNIA)
TUI'ncd and scmi·jnlctled stocks .......•........... $20.00 to $50.00

~p~l~~~~lr:~~~i~~i~): : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :: ~g:gg!~ ~~:gg

FINEST PENNA. BLACK WALNUT
Turned and scmi·jnlclted stocks ..........•......... $ 7.50 to $40.00
HifJe blanks ................................•.. 5.00 to 30.00

~~~<;'~i'U;'i~3~1~~k'S'(p'air)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ~:8g:: 2~:gg

TURNED & SEMI·INLETTED STOCKS AND BLANKS
All aur stock waad is both air dried and kiln dried to belaw 7% moisture content. All Itlanks are
sent subject to custamer's approval. All grades are available in lots.
RARE CURLY & BIRDSEYE MAPLE
TUl'ncd and scmi·inlcttcd stocks ...•.•.••••••••••.. $20.00 to $40.00
Rine blanks ............••..••••.•••••••••••••. 15.00 to 35.00
Sh()t~n blanks ...........•..•••••••••••••••••• 5.00 to 20.00
Pistol gTip blanks (pair) ••..••••••••••••••••••••• 2.00 to 5.00

OREGON MYRTLE
TUl'ncd and scmi·inletled stocks, (rare) •••••••••••••• $20.00 to $75.00
Rifle blanks. (r3re) ..............••...••••..••• " 15.00 to 75.00

~r;t~;U~i~laCI~~lkS'{p'air)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: 1~:gg~: 3::88

Sporter-weight 24" 3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 4 on.

Fastest single trigger made e Minimum recoil
More accurate pointing e Interchangeable barrels

Adjustable barrel hangers e Finest material and workman-
Short shot string. ship guaranteed

---------

Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz.

Made exclusively for Flaig's by a nationally known
barrel maker. Each barrel is-liest quality 6-groove with
smooth, hard-swedged "buttonll patented rifling.
Threaded for '98 Mauser, F.N. Mauser, HVA, Springfield,
Enfield, Win. 70, Rem. 721 & 722, Norwegian Krag,
Mex. Small Ring Mauser, Jap 6.5 and 7.7.
Chambered for all standard calibers, including the new
.338 Win. and-.264 Win.
Choice of medium heavy, sporter weight or light weight.
~ally priced: Ace 8arrel (white), $24.00-except
264 and 338c;r.-[$2.00 more for Enfield barreL)
Guarantee: Barrels are made to the highest standards
of workmanship and after a five day inspection period
customer has the privilege to return for full refund if
not 100% pleased. 8arrel should be head-spaced before
use by.a competent gunsmith.
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LEARN FROM YOUR MISSES
(Continued from page 23)

Well, I gave myself a mental kick in the
pants, and made a firm resolution-which I
have kept. I've shot several head of game
since this reappraisal, and I'm happy to say
that I have shot like a decent marksman in
stead of a damn' fool-thereby surprising
certain friends who had concluded that I
couldn't hit a bull in the behind with a
bass fiddle.

I suppose there are a few shooters who
never miss. I concede this, though I've per
sonally never met one. Some miss very sel
dom; others mix hits and misses pretty pro
fusely. But it is my conclusion, based on my
own experience, that a man can learn from
his misses-and stop missing. Study those
misses, find what you did wrong, and do it
right in the future. It's that easy.

It's not always easy to evaluate your misses
and locate your error; but it's easy to correct
the error, once you've found it. Take my ex
perience with doves.

Now, a dove is, in my opinion, the most
missed of American game birds. It has a
change of pace in flight that would shame
the best scat-back in football. With no vis
ible sign of so doing, a dove can shift into
passing gear and shatter all' of a gunner's
calculations.

I did a considerable amount of dove shoot
ing some 25 years ago, and thought I was
pretty good. Then, for a number of reasons,
I got no more dove practice. I took it up
again, in Texas-and my percentage of
misses was fantastic. I tried more lead, and
less. I missed, and kept on missing. Texas
friends kept telling me i wan't leading far
enough, but that was ridic;Uous: I had tried
more lead, and it hadn't worked. But tbey
kept telling me, and so one day, exasperated,
I swung so far ahead of a dove that not even
a space missile could have caught my shot
pattern.

I hit him! I did it again, and hit. I killed
a limit in jig time..•. And I discovered my
error. I had simply been unable to believe
that these Texas doves were moving as fast
as they were moving.

Many gunners refuse to learn. The hits
make them happy, and they try to forget the
misses, the bad hits, the failures. In Mis
souri, I've seen gunners blasting away tOilS

Model K4 Weaver·Scope,

4·Power, $45.00

HERREll'S SlOCKS
BOX 741, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
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BEAUTIFUL

A new service in High Relief Hand
Carvings and 2-Color Art Engrav.
ings. Finest work, finest walnut
woods. Get our Free Brochure
full Qf actual pictures.

Name, _

Address _

City Zone_State _

Dept. 43. W. R. WEAVER CO. EI Paso, Texas

Weaver-Scopes have the accu
racy, rugged dependability and
extra features that hunters
everywhere appreciate. They
make perfect gifts for hunters
. . . gifts that wi II be enjoyed
and appreciated for years to
come. There's a Weaver-Scope
for every need, from 1- to

10-Power, priced
from $9.75 to $79.50.

See the Weaver-Scopes
at your sporting goods dealer.

most welcome

®DC?li
for hunters ...

FREE! new 36-page,
full-color catalog

Perfect scope for the
young hunter's 22 ...
8 Models are rugged,
precision-built scopes
with fine optics.
streamlined design.
precise accuracy. and
dependable perform
ance at moderate cost.
4-power 84 (illus
trated below). $9.75;
6-power 86, $12.50.
Prices include
N or Tip-Off
Mount.

P. O. BOX 5327
EL PASO. TEXAS

THE WORLD'S MOST USED, MOST PROVED SCOPES

FOR YOUR HANDGUN STOCKS

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQuick-Draw" Holsters

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colors,
beautiful destv,'ns. hand cut
by precision mach inery. Send
for I.teat; list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2. BOXFORD. MASS.

PF......R---..-EPE----:;;C..-:A...T~A....L~O~G...-------;-r=======;~·
• CARVINGS
• ENGRAVINGS
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BOHLIN'S
"Elmer Keith

MAGN'UM
Protecfsight Holsters"

Specially constructed groove to
protect rib and blade of micrf)
rear sight which does not "con-
tact" the leather. "Cobra
Snapawas"© gun hold·down

which also prevents snow, etc. ob
structing notch in the blade. Hol
ster retains its permanent shape
under all usual conditions and is
rast-drawing. Belt 2% inches wide

with any angle of holster desired First
Quality leather and workmanship' guar
anteed. leather double and sewed.
Give waist & hip measure, caliber and

~;;'~:l O:osf!g1.~Od a~~ri~l C~~?~~t;;ia 19~
40/0 State Tax-35% deposit required
on all C.O.D. orders.

Plain: Tan $34.50. Black $36.50. Fully
carved (shown): Tan $46.50. Black $48.50.

MaTeer 01 ulVorld's Finest" TwIsters that have no equal
for fast-drawing.

Edward H. Bohlin 931 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin

of shot at geese that were too far away for
any shotgun, not to mention their being
beyond the skill of the gunners. Sure, they
looked tempting. They looked tremendous, a
yard wide, tip to tip. But they would measure
half again that wide, and more! They were
out of range. This is fine for the. ammo
makers, but it's bad for a gunner's ego; and
it's bad for the geese too, because many do
collect stray shot that kills them hours or
days later.

It amuses me to hear gunners discuss in
awesome seriousness the way a barrel throws
certain sizes of shot, and how this gun and
that gun. are so very different in performance
that the shooter must have precisely the
right combination in order to bring home
the birds. The truth is, the worst shotgun
ever put together will shoot better, with any
load, than nine out of ten people can shoot
it. Once you start excusing your misses by
blaming the gun-load combo, you ar~ in a
rut that leads exactly nowhere.

Among the most frequent causes of miss
ing which seldom are properly analyzed are
the too-close shots. I'm speaking now of shot
gun shooting. The too-long ones should be
obvious, although they aren't always, to gun
ners who continue to insist that ole Betsy
can do it away out there if they just hold
right. But for some reason it is difficult for
many gunners to believe that they cannot hit
a too-close bird except under specific cir
cumstances.

When I was a kid, a fellow I hunted with
always missed a cock pheasant when he
flushed it from under foot. Sometimes this
lad shot under the bird as it rose, because
he was quick as a cat and trigger-eager.
Sometimes, trying to correct and "lead" it,
he shot over. The only thing he didn't do
was wait until it reached zenith and vir
tually stood still in the air, at which time
you have only to point dead at it and it is
yours.

Later, when I started to shoot other game
birds that didn't act like pheasants, I dis
covered the hard way that you couldn't do
this with them. Thousands of shooters bang
away at birds passing within, let's say, ten
yards, and never hit except by accident be
cause, if they only paused to figure it out,
it's not, by design, possible. A human is not
capable of swinging a gun that fast. And so,

(Continued on page 44)

$12.50

Standard of the
industry. 'Guaran
teed accurate to
a tenth grain. Ca
pacity 325 grains.

Master Powder Measure
All caliber tube; microm
eter setting. Capacity l/2
to 100 grains.

$18.50

Standard Powder Measure
Removable metering cham
ber. Capacity 0 to 100
grains.

MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE

Other Redding Reloading Equipment

Standard
Reloading Press

$16.00
All rifle and pistol cartridges

Shell Halder $1.80
Primer Post $1.50

Master Case Trimmer
One-pass trim and chamfer
any caliber rifle or pistol

case. $14.50

Individually Boxed

• A modernized version of the revolver that went
hand in hand with the Winchester rifle in the win
ning of the West.

• Advanced engineering techniques bring you a reliable, fine
handling revolver, superbly balanced, and most handsomely de
signed. Super-accuracy with this exceptionally fine single
act ion beauty.

Only hand loading
gives you precision

~ loads for your BEST
shooting. --

Caliber 30-06. 98 Mauser Action
Magazine capacity, 5 rou,nds $8995 retail

• Based on the true 98 Mauser action with finest quality
workmanship throughout. Select walnut stock and rich high-quality

blueing accentuate the grace and lines of this truly fine sporter rifle.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME. Contact your nearest dealer or write to:

GOLDEN STATE ARMS CORP.
386 WEST GREEN STREET. PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

!~troducing..•
PAWNEE SCOUT

$3T!"

Here is the first choice scale
for the beginner. or the veteran
handloader. Ease of operation
combines with accuracy, at
tractive appearance and low
cost. Over-and-under scale per
mits checking' of var.iations of
powder charges or bullets with
out further adjustment after
setting.

Powder and Bullet Scale $14.00
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REVOLVERS! CARBINES!

EXACT SHOOTING REPLICAS of the MOST FAMOUS CIVIL WAR GUNS

Our NMA cal. 44 8" bar
rel, plain cylinder $89.95.
Extra engr. navy scene
cyl. $14.95.

FINEST
CAL. 44
BLACK

POWDER
SHOOTERS

Smooth frame civilian
model has silvel' straps
engraved cylinder $99.95.
Takes 27-30 grs. powder.

FLUTED STOCKED PISTOL CARBINE
Copy of scarce First Model Colt Army 1860, this new replica pistol
has fluted cylinder, 7%" barrel, comes with detachable shoulder
stock making it a carbine. $144.50.

We supply 451 Lyman
moulds, $10. Also have
replica powder flasks, finest
powder flasks, finest made,
just $18.

ORIGINAL COLT'S
SHERIFF'S .45

Rarest Frontier model .45 built only for us
by the Colt Company in Hartford. This is
limited issue gun, only 500 made and only
a few left. Fine for pocket defense, ideal
for collectors. All new . . . $139.95.

EXCLUSIVE
WITH US.

CENTENNIAL
ARMS CORPORATION

3318 W. DEVON AVE.

CHICAGO 45, ILL.

"THE FINEST IN

BLACK POWDER GUNS."

If your dealer doesn't stock "Centennial" arms, send his name? and order from us.
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$15 ppd.

LIMITED
FIRST

EDITION!

(Continued from page 42)

in these cases you have to learn to snap
shoot. That is the way thousands of ruffed
grouse are killed in heavy woods and at
close range. Jerk up the gun and pop it.
Swing smoothly, and all you get is leaves
and a knot in your knees.

But there are times when it seems impos.
sible to pin down what is wrong. It will
most certainly pay, in such instances, for a
shooter, whether of gun or rifle, to write
down every circumstance he can think of
surrounding each miss. An easy way to do it
is first to write a little essay of sorts, j list
for yourself, about what happened. Be pro
fane, if you like it-and you will. But write
down precisely what occurred-every move·
ment and thought-from the time the game
was sighted until it went over the hill.

By writing it all down and then culling
out the important angles and rewriting the
"essay" in very brief form, some great light
may dawn the first time. If not, add other
essays to it, keeping them sorted as to what
gun was used and what game and in what
type of terrain. By so doing, the chronic
misser will eventually begin to see a pattern
emerging. Under similar circumstances, he
does the same thing time after time. Here
is his clue, and very likely an adjustment
for the better can be made. It may take
several years, in tough cases, but generally
the fault can be pinpointed.

Even the bench-rest expert and the skeet
champ often get astonishingly shaken when
confronted with live targets. And when this
happens they, too, can get valuable aid from
written analysis of their debacles. The rea
son it is best to write it down is that one
may think of things that would otherwise
escape perusal. Also, when a number of
incidents are recorded it is easy to pick out
correlations that will help toward correction.

I know a very excellent rifle shot who,
like myself, came from the Great Lakes re
gion and bought a place in central Texas.

OVER 400 PHOTOS

uGUN ENGRAVING REVIEW"
by E.C Prudhomme
The first complete Gun Engraving book
ever published. Took over 6 years to com
pile. Hundreds of pictures(someinfull
color) illustrate the work of over40 en
gravers from around the world. Contains
voluoble reference for everyone interested
in engraved guns; a section outlining step
by step instructions for beginning engrov_
ers; ond a directory listing 'mostofthe
knoWn gun engravers ond their addresses.

This unusual gun book, handsomely bound
in hord cover, is a must for every gun en_
thusiost, dealer and collector.
$ I 5.00 per copy with order (No COD Please)

THE GUN ENGRAVING REVIEW Pub.Co.
WARD BLOC;. SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

Join NOW! and receive
this gold-filled NRA memo
bership lapel button. Sells
regularly for $1.50-yours
at no extra cost.

~
MAIL THIS
APPLICATION
TODAY!

SHOOTERS SERVICE, Inc.
CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

".~eueteJu".1Jeue'J'ku,,#
RIFLE VELOCITIES WITH YOUR HAND
GUN using Jugular jacketed Bullets, or
Game Stopper ammunition. lea Is..38 
.357 - .44). Field and range tested for
aver ten years.
SHOT CARTRIDGES FOR HANDGUNS.
for snakes, birds and rots. lcols. .38 
.357 - .44 - .44mag. - .45 ACP 
.45 LC).
Bullets and Ammunition for new Ruger
.44 Carbine.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

BALLISTIC AND HANDlOADING DATA - 25c
Dealer and Organization inquiry invited.

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

MORE FUN •••
YOUR GUNS

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The
American Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities; relive firearms history; learn the practical use of guns
for more fun the year around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and gun col.
lecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evaluations, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered, include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt;' amateur gunsmithing and reload·
ing methods; firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

-411 :J/'eJe NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENE FITS 101. Olll'! :J.ille :J)ollarj

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

Over 400,000 hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you
'to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt and low.
cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms as the
Springfield and M1 (Garand) rifles and .45 caliber pistol at cost.to·government
prices. You cdn participate in year around shooting programs and be eligible for
marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to a rifle and pistol
club in your community, or help organize an NRA club. And your support will help
preserve the right of free Americans to own and use firearms for lawful purposes.

.--_._. III i'. If
~i Please enter my subscription 0 $5.00 Enclosed

I to THE AMERICAN RIFLE. ,
MAN. enroll me as an NRA . 1*MEMBER and send my lapel 0 B,II me please '

• button.*

I~~i~~~~~~~~.";ji;;t~;~;;.:~~~~;I
*Confirming application & details will also be mailed. •

t1 ~
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REVISED AND ENLARGED
WILDCAT LOADS ADDED
SHOTSHELL SECTION
EASY END-TAB INDEX

(one of a series of reports to shooters)

A bolt-action rifle designed
expressly for left-handed use

THE
SPEER MANUAL ~.

MAKES
RELOADING

EASY!

LEFT-HAND 110 IS A TRUE MIRROR
VERSION OF THE REGULAR 110

Model 110, $112.50. 110-MC, with
Monte Carlo stock, $116.75. Model
110-MCL, for left-handers, $126.75.
Calibers .30-06 and .270, .243 and .308.
Prices subject to change. Slightly
higher in Canada.

FREE! Colorful, illustrated, 28-page
catalog of Savage, Stevens, Fox fire
arms. Write Savage Arms, Westfield
132, Massachusetts. .

Most Complete. Authen
tic Reloading T~xt Book

Available. Easy-to-follow
instructions. More than 275

pages. Over two hundred pic
tures and illustrations. At your

Sporting Goods Dealer Now! Or
send $2.95. postpaid

P. O. Box Number 244

Until recently, left-handed sportsmen
who wanted a bolt-action rifle either
had to adjust to right-handed equip
ment or pay fancy prices, often for
conversions from right-hand actions.

Now, after years of development,
Savage has introduced the 110-MCL
•.. first left-hand hunting rifle ever
placed in volume production ... de
signed specifically for left-hand use,
with bolt handle and loading port on
the left side.

Many left-handers have become so
accustomed to working a bolt on the
"wrong" side that the 110-MCL may
feel strange at first. This impression
disappears after firing a few shots.
Then they appreciate the ease and
convenience they've been missing.
With a scope, the left-hand action is
a necessity, even for the most agile
port-side shooter.

The 110's safety is on the top tang,
equally accessible for left or right
hand use. The stock is a high comb
Monte Carlo, ideal for scope. Massive
double front locking lugs, a truly
effective gas-venting system and
precision headspacing make the 110
a joy to shoot from either shoulder.

Your sporting arms dealer will be
glad to show you the left-hand or
right-hand version of the Savage 110
and demonstrate the unique bolt ac
tion. Whether you're a southpaw or
right-hander, by all means see him
soon!

BIG OOR\\fN7 SPEERLNJ L5 'LlVJ RELOADING MANUAL

NEW
NEW
NEW

~~~~erC\':,l~6si"~~veers:n~~~i~e~I*;,~r h~iNn~i~~o~~l~~~~
These clear. distortion-free optic lens guards are your
best insurance for a successful hunt. Choice of over
{JhOe·~Oo~d~r~g~rr;;lea~:a~~:~~eb:~gd.al~o~~~ulartT1~a~fE:~f
scope. Only $3.25 pro Fine filter lens $4.95 each.
Conventional leather scope cover $3.00.

ORDER NOW! REMEMBER. IF IT'S A PISTOL GRIP
WE'VE GOT ITt Send £01' Free Literature.

The Original
Thumbrest Stock

1ST CHOiCE of TARGET
SHOOTERS! Fot' hig-h

~~~~~sPi~tort;~:;:}ter~h~;~y~~so~t~~~;
Stocks Improved back strap built
into stock. additional leng-th. width

iLte~~::::~i~~rt:tr~~~r~onyg~pl~~Ftive
control & greater shooting accuracy.
Though often copied. nolhing cnn com.

~~~~k;~ tn~cbe~61~IJ~ALc(y(l~J:kIAt~:.
TEED! \VIU never warp. flar.e.up or burn. \Vill never
h~S:d~~n~~·ig-ct!~~~roFa~~i~el~S~VC)ltyai~.~o~ a~18~88;
WALNUT OR EBONY ••• $7.50.

POINTER
STOCKS

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY 6' MFC. CO., INC.

1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, California

On a lot of ranches there, deer hunters sit
high in a tree and watch for their quarry.
This acquaintance followed local customs
and missed three bucks in a row. He was
awfully morose about it, too; until, analyz
ing things closely, it dawned on him that:
(l) he had always hunted deer in fairly
flat or midly rolling terrain; (2) being a
slick shot, he was trying neck shots; (3)
when sitting in a tree he was shooting at
close range and down at an extreme angle.
This clued him in. He had been overlooking
one of the oldest and least understood pit
falls of the big-game hunter-which is that,
at extreme angles either up or down, the
bullet doesn't go where you think it is
going; it goes but higher. The small neck
target of the small hill-country Texas deer
compounded the phenomenon and led to
the misses.

What an analysis of misses will show is
that, usually, the matter is a simple one. We
are inclined always to look for the compli
cated error. A hunter is in the throes of
despondency over "missing" a big buck. He
growls and agonizes and threatens to quit,
and gets in such a state he couldn't hit an
elephant in the living room-and then he
goes back to where he missed, and what
does he find? A few feet from the end of
the barrel, a twig has been cut off by his bul
let. The scope, set higher, did not "see" this
twig. Or, if it did, at this close range mag
nification blurred it so no image appeared.

In the same vein, I have seen shooters
ready to beat the ground and tear out their
hair because they knew they were right on,
yet the big critter of their dreams ran off
unscathed. It is as serious to reach the
wrong conclusion about a miss as it is to
fail to analyze it. I know of an instance
where a large big-game .animal was missed
twice, standing head-on, at about 125 yards.
The hunter had a rest and was shooting my
gun, which I knew was on the money. Every
one was mighty jittery over these misses.
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MAVVILLE ENGINEERING CO., INC.
MAYVILLE, WISCONSIN

Badges in Stock:
PISTOL SHARPSHOOTER
RIFLE MARKSMAN
PISTOL EXPERT
MARKSMAN BAR
PISTOL MARKSMAN

Expert Riflemanls
Badge

MARKSMAN'S BAR
ARMY - MARINE

CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$I::P~ID
SILVER FINISH

RAISED LETTERS

But we didn't let it go at that. We made a
diligent search, and we found, much to the
shooter's relief, that on both occasions a
cedar twig about ten paces in front of the
animal had been hit. Had these twigs been
close, or the animal broadside, the bullet
probably would still have done its work.
But deflection was just enough to cause
the misses.

A neighbor tells of a trip up to British
Columbia last year with a partner who
missed, missed, missed. Asked if he was sure
his gun was properly sighted, he said of
course it was, he'd had that done before he
came. Had it done! Gad! I wouldn't trust
anybody to make the final pronouncement
on mine! This man missed several good
sheep, spent several thousand bucks on a
ruined trip, and later found out the gun
was way, way off aim. How silly can one get?
Yet it happens every season, hundreds of
times.

A scabbard that fits improperly can, on
an extended horseback trip, get a crosshair
out of kilter. If the terrain is tough, the
banging around is that much tougher. The
gun should be checked often, so you don't
have to learn from an expensive miss. This
sounds elementary, and yet few hunters ac
tually practice it.

The fellow missing ruffed grouse may dis
cover he's worrying about the trees so much
he can't hit the bird. The gent who claims
jacksnipe zigzag so erratically he can't -hit
'em can find easily that he's the victim of
loose talk and illusions. They only seem to
zig-zag so far shot can't find them. In trying
to outguess them, he overlooks the fact he's
not shooting where they really are. A white
snowshoe hare running against the back
ground of white snow, the misser discovers,
is much more difficult than a target with
more contrast.

So it goes, endlessly. Always there are
items to learn that can turn chronic and
sometimes missers into hitters. Most im
portant of all, however, is this: Don't be
ashamed of your misses; don't let the hit
bragger inhibit you. A miss is a hit in the
making-if you dig deep enough and take
to heart the lesson hidden somewhere~
in the exasperation of it! ~

•••

MEC 500
Price complete $89.95

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CM .... LOTTI. N. C.

Fast Draw Timer f'i0
How fast are you? ~

Me&l$lII'e your spE'ed and reaction time 10
1 1100 second. Our electronic timer de
sig-ned fot' use with wax bullets (01' safety.
FilII loading instructions. Complete set
up-lImel', switch. llll"R'ct. wires :llld
Instruction. $;")9.00.

FASTIME CO. 1761 Hampton Road
Grosse Pointe Woods 36, Michigan

MEC 400
Price complete $57.75

A recent independent survey conducted among
dealers proves that MEC Shotshell Reloaders
outsell the next leading brand by more than
2 to 1. There are two basic reasons for this
popularity ... 1) they are priced to make buy
ing easy, and 2) they have a combination of
the most wanted features of any loaders on
the market.

Get the facts on all three of these amazing
reloaders, and then decide which MEC'tool is
for you. There's one for every requirement.
See your dealer or write to Mayville Engineer
ing Co., Inc., Mayville, Wisconsin.

®hotshell reloaders

PREFERRED
2 to lOVER
ANY OTHER BRAND

•
MEC 250
Price complete $48.95

Great opportunities-operate YOUR OWN SHOP!
Learn easily with Country's most complete
Master Gunsmithing Course. Approved for Korean
Vets; low tuition. Write

PENNA, GUNSMITH SCHOOL
2S7·G W. Riverview Ave•• Bellevue • Pittsburgh, Pa.

LEARN GUNSMITHING
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VACATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
Valuable information about a special service to help students
choose vacation beauty spots for seasonal employment, provide
details on requirements, salaries, when, where and how to apply.
and much more, Sent free of extra charge to students.

NO COST OR OBLIGATION
Exciting and valuable information about opportunities for you in
Government Conservation-most glamorous career in America for
men who love an active, outdoor life. Details on qualifications,
salaries, advancement. Expect a happy surprise!

How to gee
AMAZING SELECT-A-JOB CHART
fascinating details on unique Chart which helps you pick exact
type of Conservation Career to best match your qualifications and
general background. Many say "Worth its weight in gold:' We
think you'll agree! Sent free of extra charge to students.

SELF-SCORING QUESTIONNAIRE
Ingenious self-rating device helps you decide in advance how well
you are fitted by personal taste & inclination tor Conservation
Careers. May reveal interests highly favorable for success.

Name ,Age__

Slreel _

Starting salaries in Conservation vary with educational require-
ments, but many begin at $3000 or more. Government Hunters
also get a bounty on individual "kills" ranging up to $60 each for
female mountain lions! Opportunity in some classifications for
advancement to $10,000 and $12,000 a year after sufficient experi
ence and educational qualifications. Government jobs are Civil
Service, which means regular raises, and many other advantages.

MANY START AT $3,000 A YEAR OR MORE
WITH REGULAR CIVIL SERVICE ADVANCES

ALL 4 fREE ••• Mail Coupon NOW!

-

NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CONSERVATION
Dept. E-36C, 810 Dodsworth, Covina, Calif.

mDZD Gentlemen: INot connected with the Federal Government in any way}
I , ,

Please rush me the FREE facts on Forestry & Wildlife opportunities, FREE

1 facts about "Vacations with Pay," FREE self-scoring Questionnaire, and fREE
Exciting facts on Conservation Careers. "Select·a·Job Chart" details. All postpaid, and no obligalion on my part.

2
Thank you,

Information on 'Vacations with PaJ".

3 Self·scorilg Questiollllaire.

4 How to get ·Seleel·a·Job Chart" to hel,
I JOU choose Jour best outdoor career. Town _lone_ 5Iato _L .. ":l~S:':'R:- ~1~YI _

VACATION JOBS - A
WONDERFUL WAY FOR
YOUNG MEN TO GET STARTED

Conservation jobs are permanent. No layoffs because of
slow business, never a worry about getting your pay check.
And your whole future is secure. Stay with the Forestry &
Wildlife Service: and a government pension assures you a
good income for life, In the meantime, your living costs
are low - twice as easy to save money as in a city job!
Investigate! Mail Coupon Today,

GOOD PAY - SECURITY - PENSIONS

Over 100 National Parks, Forests and Game
Refuges now accept applications from stu
dents with special qualifications for vacation

jobs. Wonderful opportunity for young men to "learn the
ropes" and make valuable contacts. No special training or
experience needed. If you're a student, you.'11 surely want
to know all about this. Prepare now for the next vacation
period. Coupon brings FREE details.

To guard and protect our forests, fish and wild game,
Wardens and Rangers are empowered to enforce the Con·
servation laws and arrest violators. Positions of prestige
and authority! Other exciting activities include supervising
tire patrols and reforestation projects, banding wildfowl,
innoculating wild game against disease, etc. - a never
ending campaign of protecfion for our great national
resources.

lVe are proud of Membt!r~lIip I'n Ihe
Auocintion of Homc Study Schoofs.
locnlC'd in our nntion'$ copitol.

r~:u:r::;iic::h;::~'~d~I~~l,o~ot~:
purtK»>C 01 enmurnging the highes(
possible stnndnrd$ 01 educalion
throuch Home Study.

Hard muscles, bronzed skin,
and vibrant good health arc
the extra rewards of an ac·
tive out.door life. Sleep un·
dec pungenc.smelling pines.
Catch youc breakfast from
an icy mountain stream.
Share your lunch with saucy
squirrels and chickadees.
Feel like a million - and
look like it, too!

FIELD & STREAM
EDITOR LIKES OUR COURSE

ttyOU are to be cOll,gratu[ated on tbe
comprebel1sive coverage )'Ott have
gil'en these subjects, IVe hope to start
II series (i1J, Field & Stream) 1Qbicb
will ine/ude profiles 011 the Game
llvardell,Forest Rauger,Timber Crllis·
er, etc. Tbis series 'Will compleme·l1t
Jo"r Forestry & Wildlife COllrse very
"icely." ~._/~H""j

#~__o·Edilor

STUDENTS REPORT BIG SUCCESS

~-
"I thought you'd like to know that Ire,
cently received my appointment as Park
Ranger from the Department of Natural
Resources. My work is part Forestry and
part Management of a State Forest Recrea
tion Area ... 1 most certainly thank you,"

•

Roe O. Washburn-Pork Ranger

'J' "I am expecting to be advanced (from job
-JO'* \ as Deputy) to fuJi commission as State
.",. Game Warden. Any young man who wants

an outdoor career should take your Course:'

~
Delbert Merz-Stole Gome Service

"I want to thank you for making it possible
~\~ for me to obtain a job in the United States

. l~ Forest Service. I would very much recom·
mend your forestry & Wildlife Course to
any young man who wants to get started
in Wildlife Conservation,"

Durwood Moxon-U.S. Forest Service

North American School of Conservation, Dept. E-36C
810 Dodsworth, Covina, Calif.
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TARGETS TOO EASY
(Continued from page 31)

and no more. (Trying to disc a 100 ring tar
get in high power might get a bit compli
cated, and we should stick with something
that makes matters less complicated.) .

The scoring ring of highest value should
be so difficult that it is extremely unlikely
for a man to get a possible. If, in addition,
we have many rings, closely spaced, we elim
inate or greatly reduce the necessity of lean
ing on that "X" crutch for settling ties. Ten
scoring rings in high power, properly pro
portioned, will get away from the worst of
our troubles, while still giving reasonably
good value for each shot. By using the
scheme commonly used for discing Inter
national targets, you can disc shot values
without confusing the pit crew too much.

The aiming mark, or black bullseye, does
not need to have any relation to the 10 ring
or any other ring. In pistol, we black the
7-10, 8·10 and 9-10 rings. Indoor and out
door smallbore shooters use targets with
5·10, 6-10, 7-10 and 8-10 rings blacked for
an aiming mark. Unfortunately, the military
high power rifle targets follow the old scheme
of having the 5 ring and the black the same,
for no apparent reason.

Since the only purpose of the black is to
give us something at which to aim, it should
be about the same relative size at each dis
tance, or maybe a trifle larger at the longer
ranges, where haze, mirage and other fac
tors make any bull harder to see. Many of
our targets violate this principle. The 200
yard A target has a 12 inch black. If the
black increased in proportion with the range,
the black at 300 yards would be 18 inches,
while the 600 yard bull would be 36 inches
instead of the present measly 20 inches, and
the 1000 yard bull would be 60 inches rather
than its actual 36 inches.

Aside from beauty of symetry, there is no
reason that the scoring rings must be evenly
spaced. On the A target, rings are 12-24-36
inches. On the B target they are 20·40-60
inches, while the rings on the 50 yard small
bore target increase by 1" increments and
on the 100 yard target by 2" steps.

But the Standard American target, used
in 25 and 50 yard pistol shooting, is different,
and you have to admire the designer of this
old beauty. Not only are 20·shot possibles
relatively rare even now, but the target is
designed so the rings get increasingll{ .larger.
The difference between the 9 and 10 rings
is 2.15 inches, while the difference between
the 5 and 6 rings is 4.88 inches. Unfortu
nately, somewhere along the line we lost the
4, 3, 2, and 1 rings. .

Where you have many rings, you can put
them close together, uniformly spaced and
make the smallest one tiny enough to elim
inate possibles almost completely. However,
where you are trying to use a large target
with a small center ring and relatively few
rings, the idea of gradually increasing rela
tive ring size is a good one.

Occasionally you hear the argument that
reducing ring sizes to reduce possibles-and
all scores-will decrease enthusiasm and hurt
the game. I remain unconvinced! You are
shooting to beat some one else and it doesn't
make any difference what the numbers are
as long as your number is larger than his.
The tough 300 meter International rifle target

AMMO SPECIAL
.22 Cal. AutoLoader-50 rds.$2.00
.25 Cal. Rem. Exp.-20 rds.. $3.60
•80 Cal. Luger-50 rds S8.60
.25/20 Cal.-50 rds $3.60

The Ultra Supreme
ITALIAN TERNI CARBINE only $8.95

A fast handling, lightweight carbine in good condition.
Caliber 6.5 Italian. The ideal inexpensive "shooter."
priced moderately at only $8.95. Military Ammo (cal.
6.5) that shoots. $7.50 per 100. 6.5 hunting ammo that
shoots. $3.95 per box of 20.

A sporting rifle within the reach of aU. Model '93 of
the Famed Mauser system, sporterized as shown for
lightness of weight and ease in handling. This 7mm
Mauser comes ready to use. Condition re-blued and fair
-$12.95. Military ammo (cal. 7MM) that shoots. $6.50
per 100. 7MM hunting ammo that shoots, $3.95 per box
of 20.

only $12.95
'93 MAUSER SPORTER

The Famed Hi-Power

R.R.B.• complete Barreled Actions. with forearm $9.95
R.R.B., complete Barreled Actions. less forearm $8.95
R. R. B., complete Actions, $5.95; Barrels..u..uu.m....$4.95
R.R.B.• Semi-finished butt stocks. mil. type. new

mfg. (Sold only with barreled actions)nn n $5.95
Receiver. stripped. $2.50; Block. $1.00; Firing pin.
$1.75; Firing pin retainer, SOc; Hammer, $1.00; Main.
spring, $2.25; Receiver pins. SOc; Triuger, 7Sc; Trigger
springs, 7Sc; Trigger guard. $1.00; Tang screw, $1.00;
Rear sight, $1.75; Swivels, each, 56c; Barrel bands, each.
50c. Orig..43 Spanish Ammo, (Some misfires), $5.00
per 100; $37.50 per 1000 rds.

LONG BARREL
FLARE PISTOLS - $6.95
Ideal for boats or for celebration.
Surplus flares-not for emergency
u,o-$6.00 per doz. NEW fully
approved red flares, $15.00 per
doz. (paper cases), $21.00 per
doz. with al-uminum cases.

good

Select $39.95

Caliber .30

A complete line of Plain, Hand Tooled or

Flower Carved rifle slings - Military Type 
Whelan - Carrying Straps - made from
specially tanned and treated top grain cow
hide. These durable and attractive slings
have solid brass hooks and stitched keepers.
Available in russet or oil finish in price

ranges to suit all requirements.

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT. Send $20.00 minimum for COD
express collect shipment. For free list of shooting equipment, enclose large
envelope stamped and addressed.

POTOMAC ARMS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 3S - 200 S. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Virginia

Complete

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes, or as a prized decorator for collectors.

*UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS
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$13.50

Any gun worth powder
is worth HeBS
reloading equipment!

ReRS 3 DIE PISTOL SET

~u:.'~~~
USIIS MPOIT OVIII.ooo.ooo GUAIAHIIED fOIl 200,000

lONG lIfE • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAUlNG
MANUfACTURED IY

(!4JuIe 1)" " ?!fI9. e..
ClM£NTn mtlDl CARBOLOY I Tim MUll

P. o. lOX 226 • COVINA. CAliF.

Sizer die, hand polished to give years

of trouble-free service. No decorative

chrome plating to crack and peel.

Quick decapping and expanding in

separate expander die. Perfect seating

and crimping with minimum lead

shaving. Standard '1."-14 thread for

all popular presses.

Price per set

CATALOG

INC.
DEPT E.12, P.O. BOX 729 OROVILLE, CALIF

CTG. BULLET VELOCITY, ENERGY MID-TRAJ:'
FEET PER SEC. FOOT POUNDS TELE

Style Cal. W.Gr. SEC. DNS. M.V. 200 300 400 M.E. 200 300 400 200 300 400
b h b h b / hb

30/06 POP 221308 92/18 270/166 3400 3000 2800 2610 2360 1840 1600 1390 1.0 3.4 6.7
--I--- ------------

W201~
- -

30/06 SP 308 150 225 2970 2300 2010 1750 2930 1760 1340 6.5 t2.5

HUSK HUSK BULLET BORE EXIT
.22" 10 .22 cal. bullet Husk releases bullet

.308" 00 .308 cal. Husk perfectly every time

Upon firing, the gilding metal HUSK is squeezed tightly around the bullet proper, causing it to spin with the HUSK
as the two travel down the bore. When the HUSK BULLET exits from the bore centrifugal force expands the HUSK
along the slits already cut into it. Air pressure helps too, causing the sectional density of the HUSK to drop so low,
so fast, that the HUSK virtually stops in flight, disengaging instantly from the bullet proper, permitting the bullet
to fly on alone and unencumbered.
Up to double the field accuracy of your rifle at all ranges. Up to 50% increase in point blank range. High muzzle
velocity and high sectional density combined are absolutely unbeatabte. For use in most .308 calibre cartridge
bore combinations, 30-40 Krag, .308 Win., 300 H & H, etc. NO ALTERATION WHATEVER REQUIRED OF RIFLE,
CARTRIDGE CASE OR RELOADING TOOLS TO LOAD THE 22/308 HUSK BULLET.

POP-Pointed, Open POint; hb-Husk Bullet; Recoil reduction 20%; Sight Line l~n above Bore; Rng: Yds.

Order direct Send $3.95 for box of fifty
22/308 HUSK BULLETS. We pay all
delivery postage. Dealers Inquires Invited.

A. G. HANAK BOX 351, SUSSEX, N. J.

NewWALKER:44 Percussion Revolver
$149.95
Full 4tied replUx:u •
beauti/~ riprxiuced down to lite
fMtd.eIid oflite Cl/1Jirdu~1W'int;

IHUSK BULLE, SI
Greatest tirearms advance since progressive burn
ing powder. HUSK BULLETS, a 22 calibre bullet in

r---~::----fiji~~a~30~8~C~a~lib~re Husk. Pat. Pend., 100% USA made.

~ ei~>

This is based on using a 6 x 6 foot piece
of paper, the size used at 600 yards. How·
ever, if the frames available at your range
are only 4 feet wide, the edges can be cut,
and you will lose only a part of the 2 and 1
rings on the sides. Dotted lines can be
printed on each side to show where to cut
it for the 4 foot frame.

This target would be printed with the 7-10
rings blacked, for an aiming mark at 200 and
300 yards. For 600 yards, you can use the
same target by pasting on a new center
which has the 5 to 10 rings blacked, giving
an aiming mark of 27 inches. For 1,000 yards
the same target can be used, but with a new
center, black from the 4 to the 10 ring, or
37 inches. The 1,000 yard target now is used
in two sizes, 10' x 6' and 6' x 6'. The 6' x 6'
target has been used at the National Matches
for several years. The proposed target will
not, of course, take the place of the 10' x 6'
target without some other modification.

The same sort of scheme should be applied
to smallbore rifle targets, but is complicated
by the various distances used: 50 and 75 feet,
50 yards, 100 yards, etc. But there is nothing
to keep us from applying it for the targets
which most need it-the 50 and 100 yards.

You may disagree with this particular tar·
get and want to design your own. Go right
ahead! We certainly need some changes
in this field. But keep the basic principles
in mind, and let's hope you will end up
with a good target. It should not be too
hard to come up with a better one ~
than we have! ~

Ring 'Diameter, Inches
10 3
9 6
8 9
7 13
6 19
5 27
4 37
3 .48
2....................•.61
1 6' x 6' square

and the 50 meter pistol targets don't give up
many possibles. Neither does the 50 yard
pistol target. But they are all popular, and
you are no less enthusiastic because you won
with a 95. On the other hand, I would find
it mighty discouraging to shoot a possible
only to find myself in 282nd place!

Targets which really give proper credit
for the location of your shot are becoming
more of a necessity all the time. What we
need are targets with these features:

Aiming mark should be big enough to be
easily seen.

Aiming mark should be of relatively the
same proportion at all ranges, or perhaps a
trifle larger at the longer ranges.

Scoring ring of lowest value (l) shoulet
be large enough to catch the majority of the
shots of beginners or the poorer shooters.

There should be as many scoring rings as
possible; no less than 10, and preferable
more.

Scoring ring of highest value should be so
small that getting a "possible" is highly
unlikely.

If necessary to meet the other conditions,
scoring rings of lower value should be reI·
atively larger than high-value rings.

Here is a high power rifle target which
meets these requirements:
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THE MODERN GUNSMITH
TWO VOLUMES

by JAMES V. HOWE

The most authoritative
work ever written on
gunsmithing and gun
making; invaluable to
professional as well as
amateur. It is the one
work that every
sportsman should have-a real guide
filled with the most practical detailed
information and crystal-clear working
plans to be found anywhere.
Special chapters on craftsmanship, high
velocity experiments, gauging the wind in
testing, gun barrels and safety analysis.
Two volumes 300 ill. 944 pag~' $15.00

THE AMAlEUR GUNCRAFTSMAN
by JAMES V. HOWE

This helpful book is
for all amateurs who
are interested in the
fascinating hobby of
working with guns and
keeping their firearms
in prime condition.
Among many other
subjects it shows how

to equip a shop, how to select and use
tools, gunstock design, tempering and
annealing steel remodeling shotguns
and handguns, barrel alterations, trig
ger details, bluing methods, formulas.
315 pages illustrated $4.00

COMPLETE GUIDE TO
HANDLOADING

by PHILIP B. 5HARPE

Everything you need
to know about hand
loading is included
in the "handloader's
bible." The most com
prehensive, authori-

tative and complete coverage available
today, it gives you the information you
want on tools and techniques, old and
new, on every phase of the handloading
sport. Containing over 8,000 individual
loads for rifle, revolver, and pistol
cartridges, it discusses every model of
shell and primer, bullet and bullet
mould.
Includes material on electronic equip
ment, loading tools, military salvage,
foreign and military cartridges, and the
manufacture of smokeless powder.
719 pages 340 illustrations $10.00$17.50750 illustrations

Here in five handsome volumes is a complete, authoritative library on
rifles, guns, handguns, and gunsmithing. Sound, reliable informa
tion on all rifles commercially manufactured in this country, with the
lnost carefully detailed instructions on how to identify, collect, repair,
and refinish them. Expert advice on metallic and telescope sights.
Full technical information on handloading and handloading tools
thousands of tested handloads for rifle and handgun cartridges.
Modern workshop techniques in gunmaking and gunsmithing-clear,
step-by-step instructions on etching, engraving and repairing revolvers,
pistols, and shotguns. Restoring antique arms, etc.

THE RIFLE IN AMERICA

LIBRARY

Over 975 pages

by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Introduction by Julian S. Hatcher,
Major General, U. S. Army (retired)
This famous book is the most
authoritative work on rifles and
their cartridges ever published.
For more than two decades it
has been accepted as the stand
ard reference of the industry
and all government agencies.
This dependable book now pro
vides full information on the
military rifles and ammunition

of both World Wars and discusses the possibilities
of converting these rifles to sporting pieces. Gives
detailed information on collecting and identifying
old American firearms, home gunsmithing, metallic
and telescope sights, ballistics of all American car
tridges, current rifle twists, barrel diameters, con
version tables, rifle and accessory manufacturers.

FUNK & WAGNALLS'

SPORTSMAN'S

Funk & Wagnalls, Dept. GM-1261, 153 East 24th St.,
New York 10, N. Y.

Please send me the complete five-volume Sportsman's Library
(regular price $46.50) at your special price of $41.85. I will
pay for this set under the plan checked below:

PAYMENT IN FULL I enclose $41.85 in full payment.

BUDGET PLAN 1' enclose $6.85 as first payment and
will send you $5.00 a month until the $41.85 is paid. UnLess I
am compLeteLy satisfied with the Sportsman's Librar1/ I can
return it within ten days and you wi!! refund in Iut! any
money I have paid.

Funk & Wagnalls, Dept. GM-1261, 153 East 24th St.,
New York 10, N. Y.

Please send me for 10-days free examination the book or
books I have checked below. After ten days I will either send
you the full purchase price, plus postage, or I will return the
book or books and owe nothing.
__ The Rifle in America $17.50
__ The Complete Guide to Handloading $10.00
__ The Amateur Guncraftsman $ 4.00
__ The Modern Gunsmith (2 vols.) $15.00

Name ~ .

Name . Address .

Address .

City Zone State .

L ~!!.e:.g~~o~~~~~::e~~:~t~~~~.~ J

City Zone State .
(If you enclose fut! purchase price with this coupon we wi!! pay
the postage. Same return pnviteges if not entireLy satisfied.)

___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~no~~~~~ J
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PRACTICE IN YOUR PARLOR
(Continued from page 21)

FREE CaliinE Stories and best instructions
50 years 01 caliinE experience can produce.

~
CALIFORNIA ·COLORADO
NEVADA-UTAH-TEXAS

17x22in.Lithographed in brown
on heavy parchment paper.

$ 2QQ ea. (mailed in tube)
111111111111111$1111111111''''

8xlOin. Photo copies of original
artwork. Printed on mat finish,

:i' heavy photographic paper.
/.;'tl$IQQ ea. (mailed flatl

-.==';;i ,,- __:,:.{I $4QQ Set of five maps(8xIOonly)
Made especially for framing, in th~ '~tYI'~ ~t' ~' ~~~'t'~;y l';g~'lh~y
are a distinctive decorative addition. Ideal gift from theIVes!.

Send M.O.or Check to: P. LROMBERGER
P.O. Box 1582.. Oenver I. Colorado

Close Range
fox Call

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruction Record (78 or 45 rpm)ONLY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM calls featured in Aug. '56
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLED.... Burnham
calls lured up 121 Fox, 33 Raccoons, 156 Coyotes, 11 Bobcat,
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. letters tell us of
amazing results-"Verv first time I used your call I called up
5 Coyotes"-P.T.C.• New Mexico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above mentioned game or your money back!

YOU GET~ALL THESE

ADVANTAGES
WITH THE DOUGLAS

ULTRARIFLED*

BARREL

by home practice with an empty gun. Ex
ercises, with the gun or with other objects,
can develope your muscles to improve your
hold. Snapping an empty gun (we call it
"dry firing") is the best way I know to de
velope the art of trigger control to the point
where you can drop that hammer without
changing your sight picture. Drop it when
the picture is right; keep on sighting to see
what happens to the picture when the ham
mer falls.

You don't even need to stand and point at
a target to practice trigger control. Sit down,
point the gun at the floor, sight, and squeeze.
With your elbows braced, any change in the
sight picture now didn't come from body
sway or arm movement; it came from your
manipulation of the trigger. Practice until
it doesn't happen. This alone will improve
your score, and you'll be free then to con
centrate on steadier stance, less arm move
ment, and other things.

Standard pistol targets are pretty big for
sighting practice in a ten-foot space in your
kitchen, but a black target-paster may be
just the ticket. Or simply draw two clean
black lines in the form of a T on a white
card. The vertical line will give you hori
zontal alignment, and the top line will do
two things: provide vertical alignment, and
show you whether or not your gun is canted.
The top of the front sight should be level,
not tilted.

Facing that mirror again, go through the
motions of assuming position, pointing, sight
ing, aiming. Look for superfluous movements.

muscle your wife's flatiron to arms length,
and hold it. Fairly soon, holding the gun
will seem effortless.

How tightly do you grip the gun? If you
believe in a tight grip, and many do, grip
hard and see how long you can hold it.
Muscles starting to quiver? Sure; those
muscles, too, need conditioning. A spring
"grip developer," buyable at any sporting
goods store, consistently used, will do it.
Daily exercise by squeezing a tennis ball or
similar object will do it equally well. But
those quivering, tired muscles aren't helping
your scores. Condition them. •

But this article isn't, hasn't space to be,
a detailed shooting instruction manual. There
are many of them on the market. If you
don't already have one or more of them, buy
two or three and study them. I say buy two
or more because you'll find little differences
in the different sets of instructions, one or
the other of which may help you. Finding
differences in the instructions of the experts
may suggest to you that, once you've mas
tered the fundamentals, you may find little
tricks of your own that will help you. Pistol
shooting is a pretty individual business. The
tall, lean man will very probably adopt a
wider stance than the short man. A man with
a big belly may tip his upper body back in
a way that would seem awkward to you, be
cause he needs to balance his frontal weight.
You may find it best for you to use a lighter
or a tighter grip than a given expert uses.
Try it. If it works, use it.

1\1y point is, you can improve your scores

. . . direct to you from the

"RIFLE BARREL CAPITOL OF THE WORLD"
High quality production and continued excellence of Douglas
barrels have led a leading market survey to refer to Crosslanes
(Charleston 2), West Virginia, the home of the G. R. Douglas Co.. as
"the rifle barrel capitol of the world."

Now Available
BUTTON RIFLED*

MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS
We now have muzzle loader barrel blanks avail

able for dellvery. These blanks will be supplied in
three sizes of octagon shaped steel-%". I". and Ha"
across the flats. They will finish up to 42" long. All
blanks have a high quality coldfinished outside sur
face. Callbers available are 32. 36. 40, 45. and 50. We
at the Douglas Co. feel that our experience in pro
ducing some of the world's finest rifle barrels will
enable us to make a muzzle loader second to none in
quality and performance. Price will be $32.50. subject
to regular gunsmiths discount. Please write for com
plete Information on these barrels, sent free. "Those
barrels of larger caliber made In the smaller steel
will be cut rifled since It Is Impractical to use the
button process In this Instance.

• Highest Quality • Button Rifled since 1953
• Low Cost • Finest Inside Finish
• Best Discount to Gunsmith • Record Holding Barrels
• Stainless Steel • Straightest Sporters ~.

• Chrome-Moly Steel • Most Calibers 20 to 450
• Timken (17-22-AS) Steel world's longest wearing barrel

steel for express cartridges.
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396 BROOME ST.
NEW YORK 13,N.Y.

FREE CATALOGUE
R. S. FRIELICH

I FIT-RITE I
REVOLVER AND

PISTOL GRIPS

Do you stretch your arm high and swing
down on the target? Don't. It's wasted mo
tion, turns your gun-weighted arm into a
pendulum that very probably swings below
the target, then above it, then back. Why
take that much longer to start aiming?
Thrust the gun at the target naturally and
get down to the serious business. . . . Is
your head twisted down on your shoqlder?
Lift it to a natural, unstrained position, and
then bring the gun up into your line of
sight. . . . What are you doing with your
free hand? Is it relaxed and motionless?
I used to put my free hand in my pants
pocket-until it occurred to me that this
wasn't really very comfortable and that my
hand was often clenched and tense and that
I was even unconsciously fiddling around
with the lighter I also carry in that pocket.
Now, I hook my thumb lightly over the lip
of the pocket and let my hand hang loose. I
like it better that way. You may, or may not.

You can see a lot of things in that mirror,
if you look closely and are capable of self
criticism,

Don't misunderstand me: I'm. not recom
mending that you stop range practice and
do nothing but home work. Far from it.
Each time you think you've learned some
thing, try it with live ammo on the targets.
But here's a tip out of my own firm con
victions about target shooting: don't be in
too much of a hurry to get too far from
those targets. That 50 yard line separates
the Masters from the Experts, and it has
ruined many a novice pistolman. At 50, his
scores were so lousy that he decided he just
wasn't cut out for pistol shooting, and so he
quit. When you can consistently shoot tight
groups at 10 yards, move back to 15. Shoot
from there until your groups are consistently
tight again-considerably tighter than just
"good scores," because the target is pretty
big at these distances.

And when you get back to 25 yards, don't
let anybody tell you that you're not shooting
man-size pistol. You are, if you're shooting
good groups. Stay here until you are shooting
good groups. And even then, tackle that 50
yard stuff a little at a time, Your scores will
drop, may even drop horribly. The Masters
don't make many possibles here, either.
Shoot a couple of 50 yard strings, then go
back to the 25 and re-convince yourself that
you are still a pretty good pistolman. Re
store your ego. Repeat that. Reserve serious
50 yard practice until you're sure you're
doing most things right, or as right as you
know, and until the distance doesn't "bug"
you. ~.

Remember that you can be a really good
pistolman, good enough to have fun and take
real pride in your scores, without ever being
a Master, Nobody says a golfer has to shoot
sub-par scores to enjoy it; and the good
Lord knows he doesn't have to sh'oot below
par to brag! He's having fun. And if you
are shooting pistol, so are you. That's why
the pistol bug is biting so many people. It's'
fun! And you don't have to be a talented
athlete to have fun at it, or even to ~
be a champion. ~

"Foldaway" Single
Joins

The Dakin Doubles
The raised vent rib and
the fine handling char
acteristics of this Dakin
Sinele #60 make it the
finest shotgun on the
market for the price. A
high grade single shot·
gun for the beginner; a
handy special purpose
gun for the seasoned
shooter.
Hand engraved, satin
finish chrome receiver.
long forend. Hammer~
less. Trigger type open~

ine lever. Button safety.

~8u:~~ .~10~2, 16, 20,

Price: $54.95.

BOlOMAUSER
MACHINE PISTOL

Standard g·shot automatic
.22 L.R. Cal. 7Y2" bbl.. .. $49.95

Outstanding value in genuine. H&H
type sidelock double shoteun. Old
growth Pyrenees walnut; intricate
hand engraving. Selective auto ejec
tors. Auto safety. Demibloc, with
raised vent, rib, and SST, $384.95.

HY HUNTER FIREARMS Mfg.Co./lnt.'a.
Dept 29, 8255 Sunset Strip
Hollywood 46, California

1-62 CIVILIAN DEFENSE WEAPON
.22 L.R. Cal. g·shot mag., 16" bbl. wI. 4% Ibs.....$49.95

ACCESSORIES: Compensator $4.00,4X rillescope mounted $12.50
16·shot double over .and under mag $6.00, Pistolscop. $16.95

U. S. Sales and Service

SIMMONS GUN SPECIALTIES
504 East 18th Str••t, Dept. 142

Kansas City 8, Missouri

THE SHOOTER
WHO WANTS

TO BE SURE •••
Picks the Dakin "Doubles" . . .
the aristocrat of all-around shot
guns. You will want to know the
keen pleasure and pride of shoot
ing the easy swinging reliable
double . . . the first choice of
the seasoned shooter.
Dakin gives you best quality
and the finest shooting charac
teristics in their superb doubles
••. special heat treated steels,
selected European Walnut pre
cision fit and finish plus design
and specifications tailored to
American shooters' needs.
Be sure you shoot the gun of
experts • •• the Dakin double.
See your local Dakin dealer or
write:

lBOlOMAUSER
MACHINE PISTOL

.22l.R. Cal. 16·shotmag. 12" bbl. Pistol gripforesfock$69.95

NEW .22 LONG RIFLE CALIBER SEMI-AUTOS!

.~2SL.~Ag,~. M-1. CARBINE
with g·shot mag., 16" bbl. wI. 3Y2 Ibs $49.95

/
/ Manufactured by:

II EE)
/

MANUFACTURERS OF WORLD FAMOUS SIMMONS VENTILATED RIB
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THE SAKO

F(J~
DELUXE

SAKO VIXEN & FORESTER
Designed for Top PerforIllance

Calibers .243. .244 and .308 (without rear sight)
Deluxe Sporter $209.50 • Sporter Model $149.50

, '.

r··-•.~2j

,.;>-,

The Sako Vixen and Forester rifles offer "Workxnanship and accuracy

not found in any other production firearxns ••. quality that "Will

assure the finest perforxnance. Whether you choose the feather

"Weight ultra-accurate Vixen or the equally accurate and xnore power

ful Forester, you can be sure of a lifetixne of shooting pleasure. Both

Vixen and Forester are designed for top perforxnance in their par

ticular calibers; both have, for good reason, been "Widely accepted as

the best buy in hunting rifles. See your dealer and take a look at

Firearxns International's coxnplete line of quality sporting arxns.

SEND tOe TO DEPT. D-t2 FOR LATEST CATALOG

LARGER EDITION IN COLOR AVAILABLE - 25e

FIREARMS
INTERNATIONAL

CORPORATION
WASHINGTON 22. D.C.
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Shp. Wgt. 2 Ibs.

in white or red.
(specify). Price for any pistol
or rifle cartridge 42¢.
Shpg. Wgt. 8 0%.

GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE SAME DAY DELIVERY.
Write today for first FREE reloading book
that really makes it possible for you to
reload rifle, pistol, shotshen ammo in mat..
i.r of minutes by superior European method.
Sand today for huge FREE eata10g of re
loading tools, dies, supplies. LGK

ORDER DIES AND TOOLS. USE fOR
SIX MONTHS. RETURN If NOT fAR
SUPERIOR TO ANY MADE IN EUROPE

OR NORTH AMERICA.

LUGER AMERICAN WORLD FAMOUS

POWDER SCALE

LUGER AMERICAN, CORPORATION
Distributing point for the United States

Glenwood. Minnesota. U. S. A.

M.d. under license.
• Guar.nteed world's pow-

d.r measure.
• Quick accurate micrometer letting.
• V.ttictll filling and dumping ""no frlv.'.

no powd.r grinding.
• Automatic powder knock prevents powder

clinging in powder chamber on static days..
• Short powder tube to prevent powder

clinging.
4DYI- Table .tand - you work on tabl. not
~CJ~ table edge.

Shpg. Wgt, 7 lb•.

LUGER WORLD'S FINEST PRECISION

RELOADING DIES

LUGER WORLD S FINEST HEAVY DUTY

RELOADING TOOL

JVDlIVr
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA

BUY RELOADING DIES AND TOOLS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

$6!!.
M.d. under license. Shpg. Wgt. <4 Ibs.
• Vears .h••d engin••ring and ac.curacy.
• Two leveling screws.
• Built in cross level.
• Frame twice as I.rge to stop vibration, profect

bearings.
• Built in oil dampener.
• 1/10 grain accur.te. 325 grain capacity.

Stays accur.t•.

~~

STANDARD MODEL II TYPE.
2 pc. Rifle die sets $5.49
3 pc. Pistol die sets $7.19

Standard %x 14" threads fit any tool. Die
steel, hand polished, precision machined.

STANDARD MODEL I TYPE.
2 pc. Rifle die sets $4.75
3 pc. Pistol die sets $6.49
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SIGHTING IN IS EASY
(Continued from page 27)

I use a sqlUlre aiming target in zeroing
and testing rifles for accuracy. Al Haugan
introduced me to the idea in the early 1930s,
long before the National Bench Rest Asso
ciation eventually adopted similar square
aiming points for their official targets. Any
one can shoot better groups by using it, re
gardless of his type of rifled firearm or the
sights it wears. But more about this later.

For sighting in .22 rimfire loads, the tar
get should be about 25 yards from the muz
zle. For the high velocity varmint and game
calibers, that range is approximately 40
yards. Those are rough averages, subject to
a plus-or-minus error of from three to five
yards, depending on the caliber of the rifle
and kind of mounts you use.

At these primary zeroing ranges, you
should be easily able to use a one-inch-square
sticker of gummed jet-black paper, pasted
on anything which will give you a contrast
ing background. Pasting that sticker on some
neutral or blending background isn't good
enough for the precise holding needed for
your primary zeroing, or for later zero-cor
recting shots. The more fussy you are at
these short ranges the easier your job be
comes in checking out your scope setting at
your rifle's secondary zero point-the point
at which the bullet, having risen above the
line·of-sight, drops back down via gravity to
again intersect it.

Now you're ready for your first sighting-in
shot. The type of sights used, or even the
kind of reticle in your scope, will determine
how precisely you can carry out following
instructions. You are going to hold for the
lower left corner of that aiming square. With
crosshairs, you can tuck the vertical hair
against the left side of the bull, and the hori
zontal crosshair against the bottom edge of
the square. The corner of your aiming square
is thus tucked neatly into the 90 degree angle
formed by the upper and right hand halves
of the hairs.

With dot or post reticles, you should be
equally careful to have the steadiest possible
hold, so that the center of the dot or the
center of the top of the post is at the lower
left corner of the bull. Since it is fantastic
to suppose that your first bullet will hit ex
actly right, you'll adjust elevation and wind
age from shot to shot until your bullets begin
to print exactly on point of hold.

Depending on how solidly you hold, how'
sweet your trigger-squeeze, and how steady
your nerves, a perfect zeroing bullet should
notch out the corner of your square bull. If
you're firing a group, some bullets will stray
a bit outside of the bull's corner, while others
will chew a bit more deeply into the corner
of the black sticker.

This is where primary accuracy first shows
up. An inaccurate rifle, providing you are
doing your share, will show definite separa
tion in the printing impact of its bullets
even at ranges from 25 to 40 yards.

If your rifle is badly inaccurate, that's
when you'll begin to question its long-range
value. Any rifle that spreads its shots at
short range, will magnify that spread at the
ranges at which varmints and game are reg
ularly taken.

I've seen several rifles that couldn't hold
five-shot groups within areas that could be
measured by a 50-cent piece, even when they
were tested with properly-mounted high·qual-

GUNLITE
Makes a 10 Lb. Shotgun or Rifle

Weigh 1 Lb. in Your Hand
Fits on Belt

For Easy Carrying

For Information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to:

H-- ~. HEINRICH F. GRIEDER

ilmmer P. O. Box 487,
Knoxville, Illinois

liThe Gun-Lite Way Is The Safe Way
To Carry Your Gun"

This fabulous new discovery eliminates all excess
B:i~l~tr~f~u~o[fNde~rt~i~~s,.~~~_l?t:n~o~o~z;.ft:~~dey
;~~S:K~g\~ir;gu~nO~:?~;u~r~~r~~rrYin~that heavy gun,

GUN-LITE will fit any rifle or shot-gun.
GUN-LITE is a small 6" gun carrier of light weight

all·weather plastic.
GUN-LITE can be used by either right or left

handed shooters.

DON'T DelAY - FIRST PRODUCTION LIMITED

Price $2.00 (Includes Tax and Postage)

r-------------------------~• GUN-LITE I
• P.O. Box 26-G. South Pasadena, Calif. I

: rl~:~~ :~~ros~J 0 Check GO~~~TE5~O.S2.00 each. :

• I
: "A.\ffi :

I ADDRESS I
I I
• CITY STATE'

~-------------------------~



Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

Worldwide popularity has made HusQvarna
the largest selling bolt-action, hi-power light

weight in the world. Classically crafted of finest
Swedish steel and European walnut by gunsmiths
famous for matchless workmanship for over 300

years. Perfectly balanced for outstanding ac
curacy and performance. Available in calibers
.243, .30-06, .270, .308, 7 mm, .358 Magnum

- with strong HVA Mauser action.
Write for details.

P.O. BOX 1191 • TACOMA I, WASHINGTON

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

FREE
CATALOG

For All American, Many Foreign Cun,

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable model Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-5ee our complete catalog!

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

For
.Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther llama

And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-12 Chicago 40, III.

ity scopes and under bench-rest conditions.
There is no point in wishful hoping that
such grossly inaccurate rimfires, failing the
test at 25 yards, would kill prairie dogs or
crow consistently at 65 to 75 yards. Similarly,
inaccurate centerfires, tested at 40 yards,
won't be anything but antelope-cripplers on
average 200 yard shots.

The rifleman who hopes that such scatter
gunning rifles will "settle down" after a pe
riod of test shooting is merely deluding him
self. They won't. The best cure is to get rid
of 'em.

On the other hand, I have seen vcry ac
curate rifles, but with frightful trigger pulls,
that could be cured by a few minutes of ex·
pert gunsmithing.

After you have satisfied yourself that your
rifle is "tackholing" its hits right on the
corner of your aiming square, give it a
workout at longer ranges. The usual hunting
distance for the .22 rimfires is somewhere
between 65 and 100 yards. Try it at those
ranges. If it isn't quite right, correct it.

For centerfire rifles, you don't need any
200 or 300 yard range for sighting in, even
if you want your rifle to be game-zeroed for
those ranges. A study of the printed ballistics
of your load will tell you that any cartridge
that has a midrange trajectory of 2 inches
over a 200 yard range will be zeroed in for
that distance if the bullets print two inches
high at 100 yards. The same applies for any
longer ranges of your choice.

Every rifled shoulder or hand arm can be
zeroed in on that same thesis, within all
reasonable varmint and game ranges. Shoot
'em in to a zero at short range, refine that
zeroing at 100 yards-again using the square
bullseye, and shooting for whatever corner
is most convenient for you~and you've got
it made. For longer ranges merely study your
trajectory tables and set your elevation ad
justments so that the center of your group
prints the right height above your point of
aim. That's all there is to it.

Now let's go back to that business of
square versus round-bullseye targets. No mat
ter what your sighting equipment, you can't
hold on a round target as well as you can
on a square aiming point. The round bull is
a traditional device and okay, I supposc, for
scoring target matches. But, for zeroing in a
rifle, or testing one for accuracy, they're a
plain pain in the neck.

If you try to quarter such targets with
crosshairs, or superimpose a dot reticle on
them, or put the post reticle on a six·o'clock
hold, you're putting an unnecessary handicap
on yourself and your equipment. You can't
see where sight meets black, you can't see
tilt as clearly, your reticle blends into the
harmonizing black to a confusing or distract·
ing degree.

I predict that, not too long in the future,
top marksmen will demand square aiming
points. The benchrest shooters, who demand
the very best in precision, use them. So why
shouldn't the run-of-mill target shooters en
joy their obvious advantages? .

Leupold and Stevens of Portland, Oregon,
manufacturers of fine scopes and mounts,
are only one of several outfits that now pro
vide sighting-in targets with square aiming
points. Lacking such ready-made sheet tar
gets, do as I have been doing for the past
30 years: buy a one-mill roll of gummed
black paper, perforated at one-inch intervals,

(Continued on page 57)
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MATCH

LINKS FOR '73
WINCH ESTERS

which.

GUNS

SPECIFICATIONS
* .45 caliber 32/1 8 groove su-

per accurate barrel
* Walnut stock* Old type blue finish* Sights-open rear, Lyman #4

front* Brass ferrules, cap protector

O(}/JP~•.; .•.~,F.. .
• I

J J
Discounts to deal-
ers in lots of 3
or more.

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobacco) proof rubber cap
given .teL magazine.

Quickly installed
sight set. Stream
lined front ramp
with sight. Rea r
sight with both
Windage &. elevation
built in. Both in
stal1ed by simply
tightening Allen set
screw. Front .560

I

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS
(d

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

Full 1 1/16" diameter. straight. riBed biank-6
groove for super accuracy. 27" 10ng_Ialoge diameter
makes adaptable for most rim or center tire actions.

1 tu(C~::m~:;in"i:~~io;:22-L:-R::Q~ri~ :lci~~l~Jt.) 70¢

• iu::otw~::ac~~;;r~~~~~:~1~~e~aWa:::a::'~~~I.ngSo~f:
machined bottom-not U raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are selling ------ $'2.45

• 15 shot, In origInal wrap, only $1.00 oa. or 2 for $1 75
• 30 shot. "banana" elips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

98 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MIU
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

Beautiful 6 groove, .357 groove dia. 1 turn in
16", full 2~" long, .9~O o.d. Used fof converting
old 92 WlDchesters IOtO .357 magnum rifles (or
.38 special), custom barrels for Colt s&W
Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 70j! post., or 12': lengthS
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ••. beautifies &. protects. Deep blue
permanent finish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SIZE .. ., $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 Pint . ., ...•..•.• ., ...••.$7.50 ppd.

", ~G*Prr,v~ MunL~

HOPKINS &ALLEN ~ ..~~~~/
~
Muzzle Loading Shooting

is Low Cost Shooting Fun •••
IDEAL FOR HUNTING, PLINKING, TARGET &
SHOOTING-all at lower cost than .22 L.R.

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL
HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET

.22 BARRELS

(!J '*
NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS, for use

~re,}Ja~~C::g,bla~,1~'o~i~~~i;;f.to~l~~lf~~e~:?g ~el~:~:

:~~~~~~te~rana
2
s~ri:i' n~m~o:':3 :;iBi~~ini~~n.ba¥~~

pride of Remington's barrel makers. ~ven if you do not
NO\V have a JrUn for rebarreling, you will in Ule future
-may we SUg'~est you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this

~~i:r.ti~~~:aIft~iCjorbe~~~1erth1i~ea~a.li~~:: fi~~ghfOl~tr~~~~
pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Target
rifles 0 •• Special $4.95 plus SOt post.

~1IiIII..

We Buy Your Guns

~~ REMINGTON MODEL 24
.22 Automatic Extractors-Un
available for Years ••• ., .$3.75

One or 1,000-modem or antique, send full detail.
and best cash price today.

Permits forging Mauser,
Springfield. Jap, &. other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport
er appearance. Takes only
minutes &. produces a far
better job than culling &.
weldinQ. No need to cool
bolt with water-bloc::ks ab

sorb heat so bolt is unharmed. One set lasts for hundreds
of jobs. Our own make &. design-equal to usual $17 to
$20 sets. Fully guaranteed-with instrue::tions, ONLY $9.95
plus 55¢ pp.

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
"As recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo."

~))))))))}Jjjmjjjj}l)& oth;;, ~~~~::es
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

Y:;:t ~':~;n~:f~ i~~i~fi, P~~t :~~~i~~SPta~ a~~ ~1i~rd
~li~s~ .f:~e ~~~l~l:r ~~~e :rtii' s~?~ ~~lf:ryd sg~ul~~l. L~:
time reduced by nearly 500/0' Speed mainspring of
sp~ial Austrian steel $3.7S

barrels are
in the same

our now fa-

complete with slide &
screw •••••••••• $3.75

Simply insert in your bolt
Corrects the two serious faults of the
Enfield action-long, slow firing pin fall
and cock on closing design. Our unit re
duces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover) up to 72%, cocks rifle on the up
turn of the bolt just as in Winchester,
Remington, Springfield, Mauser and
others. This gives for better, (and faster)
feeding, for better extraction. Regular
safety works as usual. Normally a $15
to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES
AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (For 1914 or 1917 Models
only-state which-not for British SMLE)

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!
COCKS ON OPENING-SPEEDY

~

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS ~

C

~~
.22 CONVERSION KIT
FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS

Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use of
your favurHe rifle. even after big- game season is past.
Inexpensive pnl('lice (or hunting & plinking) now pos
sihIl" with a real, man sized .22 whIch not only shoots
hetter hut feels hetter while shooting. (Just slide out

~~~i~l;O h~~I~.l1g:'in;IC~l·~~ISi~~·O~I)ne(rU~ar~!:tdiil~e':-t~r~:~
super accuracy. Each unit, In display box, contains
.22 holt, harrel liner, trigger ~uard & 7 shot magazine.
Bolts have atljllstahle headspace feature guaranteeing

V~~~~~fsa~~~ut~~hl~l~~\~~gio2v::'ow~'<t~~h;pg:9S
lls

:;::
Extra magazines $1.75 ppd.

MUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS - Eight
groove rifled! One
turn in 56", .45 cali
ber • Handsome &
smooth-tight groups
assured. 15/16" across
flats. 32" long, ONLY
$14.85 + 85¢ - OR
FULL 42" long • • •
$19.50 + $1.10 shIp
ping.

WINCHESTER

,:;;M~d~I· ..:~•.•.~~~~~.~.•~I.~!*
'73-38 & 44/40 mdls. ., ... .,., • .,., .. ., .53.75
'73-25 & 32/20 mdls. ., • ., ., .. ., .,$3.75
Hi & Low Wall, state if rim or center fire •• $2.95

56

These
rifled
way
mous round muzzle
loader barrels. Not
broached or "but.
toned" but actually
rifled. Guaranteed
hard straight shoot
ers, the very best
blanks available any- Now you can join in America's fastest growing sport-Shoot-
where. ing the "old smokers".

r---=-:::--:=:--=-:-=-:-I=--=."......,....,,....,.==---4· Reasonably priced-all American made. Lowest cost big bore
shooting possible-less than .22 L.R.

You Get-Ready to shoot immediately

The fine Hopkins & Allen underhammer percussion rifle
A .45 caliber bullet mold
Flask with quarter pound of black powder
Box of 100 percussion caps
Powder measure-maple ramrod
Instruction booklet on how to load, fire, and best enjoy muzzle
loading shooting
COMPLETE KIT, Rifle and everything needed for immediate
shooting ... (shipped Exp. Chgs. collect) ... ONLY $44.50
__ ~i~~~1 }~~;'i:f~~m':.~~:~ised, stomped envelope for addi-



(Continued from page 55)

and paste up your own targets on any sur
face which provides a contrasting back
ground.

I'm afraid by comments along these lines
were shockers to the North American School
of Conservation students. But I noticed that
when I proceeded to sight in that Savage
24-M, and to pattern its shotgun barrel with
assorted shot sizes, I had an in terested
audience. Grocery cartons for targets were
in immediate and considerable demand as
those students who had brought along rifles
or handguns also proceeded to check out the
accuracy of their own firearms.

A few of the NASC students had also
brought along some of the formal bullseye
targets. It is a telling fact that everyone
of the shooters who fired comparison groups
on the round and square aiming points got
tighter group~ on the latter. It's hard~
to argue agamst success. ~

P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

I~STAN~ MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
CiSIOn optical mstrument on any larget. Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Compact, lightweight. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder, Leather Holster Case, and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focussing-$29.95 com
plete, or you may order the Rangefinder only for
$19.95. (Also available 250-yd. models from $9.95,)
FULLY GUARANTEED. Send check to:

FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. He·12
92-60 QUEENS BLVD., REGO PARK 14, N. V.

E·a·s·y does it. Even beginners can
load perfect shotshells. Fast, precise.
built for high·volume production •••

that's the Lyman Grand·American
Progressive Shotshell Reloading Press.

No other press is simpler to operate,
can be mastered quicker, or is more

efficient. Reloading sequence is fixed
and positive. You can't go wrong •••

all operations performed with
one stroke of operating handle
against positive stop. All steps

simultaneous, wad pressures regulated
by built in gauge.

Try it yourself ••• Lyman Grand
American is the perfect choice for

trap and skeet shooters, ideal

Lyman
METALLIC SIGHTS. SHOTGUN CHOKES • RELOADING TOOLS
THE LYMAN GUNSIGHT CORPORATION. MIDDLEFIELD, CONNECTICUT

complete

A ~10.35 sJ)ecial gift bargain for only $7.95. in a
ChrIstmas box and for Nov. and Dec. only. Includes one
FULL-View adjustable handle and 6 interchangeable
chrome-steel double-action cutters. Choose one of the
following sizes: 16. 18. 20. 22. 24. 26. 28. 32 lines
per inch. The mllst popular are 18 and 20. Include 18
cents postage for each kit. Send FOB. FI-tl~E FOLDER.

W. BROWNELL
925 Donmoyer Avenue., South Bend 14, Indiana

.. ...~•.~ .. =-W'M
For Profit and Pleasure

Drop the little woman a hint that you want a
FULL VIEW CHECKERING KIT

FOR CHRISTMAS

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

THE HIDE·A·WAY
HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but availa-
ble; protects 1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
against grease. Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
rust. Wt. 2~2 oz. 1"top grain soft mmg. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
cowhide, rivet- Send waist slz;e, callber, model and barrel length of gun

ed nickel clip $2.95 PP. when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

~~ S••dl.'f,~C...I..

1127-SWORD-CANE. RIDING-CROP WHITCO
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leath
er riding crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden In
side. Practical collector's item: attractive for
den or patio. $5.00 PP.

RELOAD SHOTSHELLS BY BOX OR BARREL ••

six steps at once
on six separate
.shotshells
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WHAT'S THAT THING?
(Continued from page 19)

cranked, multi-firing gun utilizing a unique
form of non-reciprocating, split-chamber ac
tion. Two parallel barrels are screwed into
a breech frame or receiver. The barrels are
not chambered. Behind each barrel is a ro
tating drum carrying three' half-chambers.
This feature is best visualized as a revolver
cylinder which has been machined down to
remove all metal beyond the center line of
the chamber.

Both drums rotate counter-clockwise and
are situated outside of the bore axis. Between
the two drums is another similar drum carry
ing four of the half-chambers. This center
drum rotates clockwise ~nd is driven by the
hand crank through spur gears. The outer
drums are driven by gear wheels meshing
with a gear mounted on the center drum's
shaft. Two firing pins or strikers are mounted
behind the drums under heavy spring tension
and are cammed back against their springs
by cams mounted on the shaft of the hand
crank.

A large box magazine appears to have been
used but is missing now. It was mounted in
a guide or housing on the left underside of
the receiver in line with the left drum. A
large ejection port is directly opposite the
magazine, aligned with the right drum in the
right underside of the receiver.

Functioning of this piece is not as com
plicated as it sounds. With a loaded maga
zine in place, turning the hand crank will
rotate the drums and, as the next half
chamber of the left drum passes the mag
azine mouth, it picks up the first round

(Continued on page 60)



DOES
SHE
LOVE
HORSES?
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WITH FILTER

$125L~\\!'e,Case &
Strap.

REGULARLY $295

Ciun Holsters
CiUN BELTS

STUDS

GUNS

R. J. COFFEY
Dept. 2 - 1104 N. Main Avenue

San Antonio, Texas
Heads shown below are actual size.

Gold or
Silver

IDEAL GIFTS FOR HUNTERS
Permanently records the ki II for the

proud hunter. 18 beautifully em·
bossed. jewel· like heads:

Elk Turkey Mule Deer
Deer Coyote Brown Bear
Bear Skunk Grizzly Bear

Moose Javalina Mountain Sheep
Wolf Antelope Mountain Goat

Cougar Caribou Black T.. Deer
Gold Sterling Prices Inc.

$3.00 ea. Sl.25 ea. Fed. tax
At bt!tter Jewelers and Sporting Goods
Stores or order direct. No C.O.D.'s

BAUSCH & LOMB
7x50 NEW
BINOCULARS

PREMIER
WEATHER

CAPS
Exposed rimless windows wipe clean instantly,
no edges to hold dirt, rain or snow.• Water
proof, unbreakable, high light transmission.
• Protect optics and prevent scope fogging.
• Do not reduce lens apertures or optical field
of scope.• For all pokular rifle

~~oJe~~w~r.5Pp~it: _rl1~.~:mrn_~~~1$3.50 PP.
Designed and manufactured by

ROBERT S. THOMAS PREMIER RETICLES
PERRY, WEST VIRGINIA

(Patent pending)

... and surely she must. Say a °Merry Christmas"
to the young lady with this perfectly designed
Horse Jewelry in sterling silver. THE SET is
$12.00. Separately: BRACELET $6.00; MARE AND
COLT PIN $3.60; EARRINGS $2.40. Matching
NECKLACE (not shown) $5.50. We will gift wrap
and send Air Mail if desired. No COD's please.

SELDEN COOPER
P. O. BOX 412 • HIALEAH. FLORIDA

GUN
SLING
$250 ppd.

,

}

104 Edgewood Drive
Elgin (P.O.) Illinois

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
UThe Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send 50c for list and year round mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept.G.6844 Gorsten St., Philadelphia19, Pa.

Twin Falls, Idaho

P. O. Box 414 • Morris Plains, N. J.

The "M·P· EASY SLING" Is the
gun sling you've been looking
for! Lightweight! Suitable for
single or double-barrel shotgun
or rifle. The "M-P-EASY
SLING" requires no hardware:
will not mar gun; slips on
stock, over barrel; has detach
able shoulder strap. SPECIAL
SAFETY FASTENER prevents
gun from disengaging acciden
tally. Send $2.50 cash. check.
or money order to:

M & P COMPANY

NEW!
SAFE!
LIGHT!

For ~olice or civilian
defense against robbers,
mashers, etc. Causes no
permanent injury. Highly
polished heavy nickel
case with sprlng·steel
pocket cl ip.

SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER. NO COD',
Registered Colt Distributors

Suppl iers for
Official Police Equipment

This product Is not Intended for sale In states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

Nlekel Plated
Peerless Type

HANDCUFFS
$15.00 value; Special

$7.95 pair
Deluxe leather

carrying case $2.50

Village Gunshop

Box 741

I'ROTECT YOURSELF
with this Fountain Pen-Type POCKET

TEAR GAS

Complete with
Powder Horn and Bullet Mold!

$3200 Ready to Shoot! Brand New!
Fine Authentic Replica of famous dueling pistol.

i~~:ra&~oy~c~1f::dp~~g,Is~~e41B~:e rgV:,~rl:~,? ~afh
Ibs. Fine checkered stock. Blued octagonal barreL
Powder horn is highly polished and 9" to 11" long
and 9 "toll" long. Single cavity mold. No C.O.D.'s.
Send check or M.O. to:

Public Sports Shops, Dept. G, 11 S.16th St., Phila. 2, Pa.

"TROOPER"
Handgun Stocks

They're fitted to fit
• • . genuine select
Walnut wood! Law En
forcement, Hunters get
free Brochure.

"Choice of Champions"

HERREll'S SIOCKS

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se
lection ava i lable anywhere!
Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

NO'RM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept.G-12

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

SHOPPING WITH Gu~

GOLD BOND
Guaranteed Unbreakable!

Sold By
The Best Gun Shops

Brochure & List 25c
(FREE ONLY to Dealers)

FITZ -Box 49702-Los Angeles 49, Calif.

ppd.

Made of tan DEERSKIN. 50 soft and so well fitted
you have that "bare hand feeL" Reversed seams
for smoothness and extra long wrists with elastic
gathering. •

Men's sizes, 7 to IOV2 Women's 6 to 8
Wrile for Free Gokey Cola log

GOKEY CO. Dept. G, St. Paull, Minn.

GOKEY SHOOTING GLOVES
the perfect gift

••• and improve your score
with the ONE and ONLY

~
EAR PROTECTOR

u.s. Patent No. 2899683

r
l

o;vidci;'rk'CO: i;e:;'"360 P;;kA've:': W<>~st;r2. Ma'ss':'1
Please send me free Illustrated folder. 0 I

I Please send Ear Protector, Model 372-9A as I
I shown. M.D. or check for $12.00 (includes 0 I
I postage) enclosed. I
I NAML_ II ADDRESS_.. ......_ .._........ . _ .... _.- ..- :

&.. .:!!!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~!!;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ..:-J
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THE DAY JESSE JAMES WAS KILLED
By Carl W. Breihan

(Frederick Fell, Inc., New York. $5.00)
Specializing in the outlaws of the Civil

War and post-Civil War period, Carl Breihan
has told the Jesse James story before, but
he tells it here with (if my memory serves.)
new detail and an improved technique for
greater readability. This is a must item for
the 11 addicts, and a good one for anyone
interested in the good guys-bad guys history.
legend of the West. Not a 11 expert, I cannot
pinpoint it for infallibility, but Breihan
makes it sound authentic.-E.B.M.

ILLUSTRATED SHOOTING HANDBOOK
(The National Rifle Association, Washington.

(The National Rifle Association,
Washington, D. C. $3.50 and $4.95)

This compilation of older and newer arti
cles gleaned from the American Rifleman
could serve as a primer for the beginning
shooter and hunter. The N.R.A., through the
editorial board of the "Rifleman" and Walter
Howe, has once again rendered a service to
its members and shooters generally. This
book will make an ideal gift for the novice
who is just starting to explore the fascinat
ing world of firearms. First price quoted
above is to N.R.A. members; second price to
non-members.-R.",.s. Check the list below. Select

the books you want from
the many fine titles listed.

You pay only $1.00 for
each (you need send n()

money now)-although the
regular price is much

higher. Here is a truly
dramatic demonstration
of the savings available

to you through the
Sportsman's Book Club.

59

The Sportsman's Book Club
Dept. 12TG61. llE.36thSt., N.Y.16,~.Y.
Enroll me as a member and send the
three books I have checked-all three for
only $3.00, plus a nominal charge for
postage. I am to receive the Club's
Sportsman's News monthly and a free
Bonus Book for each four additional
selections I accept. My only obligation is
to accept as few as foul' selections during
the first year of membership. 1 may can
cel my membership any time thereafter.
(Note: Send no money. Simply check the three
books of your choice Rnd mail this coupon).

o Good Shooting (1428)
o Automatic and Repeating Shotguns (1427)
o HoW To Train Hunting Dogs (1333)
o Gunsmithing Simplified (1386)
o Natural Baits for Fishermen (1409)
o Modorn Fishing Tackle (8814)
o Muskie Fever (8905)
o Guns and Hunting (8720)
o 7he Art 01 Shooting (87t4)
o The Fisherman's Handbook of Trout Flies (8649)

o TIle Secret of Bowling Strikes! (8776)

Name ..
Address .
City Zone State ...

Check Here It You Are Under 21

...when you join the
Sportszna:n.'s

Book Clu.b

Now join the thousands of your fellow sportsmen
who've learned how to get the books they want and
need-at savings up to 40%! Action books, fact
packed books -books of excitement and adventure
-books to increase your knowledge and skill in the
fields you desire.

Start today to build your own useful, thrilling
Sportsman's Library. Not only do you save up t()
40% on each book, but with every four additional
selections you receive a valuable Free Bonus Book.

Here's the best way to build a fine

SportsD1.an's Library
and save money too!

Good Shooting by John W. Mackay: Fully illustrated, practical
guide on establishing and operating a bird-shooting area.
Retail Price, $3.95
Automatic and Repeating Shotguns by Richard Arnold: In
valuable for the gun historian, gun collector and hunter.
Retail Price, $6.50
How To Train Hunting Dogs by William F. Brown: THE great
book on training, plus vital fach on breeds, standards.
Retail Price, $4.50
Gunsmithing Simplified by H. E. MacFarland: As indispensable
as a workbench to the ardent gunsmith. Retail Price, $6.95
Natural Baits for Fishermen by Vlad Evanoff: Covers fishing
conditions in all ports of U.S.A. for all seasons. Retail Price, $3.95
Modern Fishing Tackle by Vlad Evanoff: How to select and use'
All types of tackle and gear. Fully illustrated, up·to-date.
Retail Price, $5.95
Muskie Fever by Bob Pinkowski: How to catch the elusive Muskie,
with many action shots and pictures. Retail Price, $3.95
Guns and Hunting by Peter Brown: Practical information by an
expert on the science and art of shooting. Retail Price, $3.95
The Art of Shooting by Charles Edward Chapel: A camprehen..
sive, simplified guide to every aspect of pistol, revolver, and rifle
shooting. Retail Price, $6.95
The Fisherman's Handbook of Trout Flies by Donald DuBois:
Encyclopedic guide to wet and dry flies; identification list of 5,939
fly patterns. Retail Price, $6.95
The Secret of lowling Strikes. by Dawson Taylor: Winning
bowling technique, with di.Dgrams and photos. Retail Price, $3.95
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PLAINSMEN OF THE YELLOWSTONE
By Mark H. Brown

(G. P. Putnam's Sons, Sept. 1961,
New York. 7.70)

Not a book about guns, but a book about
men whose skill with guns is an important
part of the great American legend, "Plains
men of the Yellowstone" paints a broad and
vivid canvas of adventure and history in the
Yellowstone Basin and on the trails leading
into and out from it. Maps help the reader to
orient old names with new in tracing the
stories of the earliest explorers, the trappers
and mountain men, and the troops who came
later. But the story includes also the outlaw
days, the range wars, and the coming of the
railroads, up to ahout the turn of the cen
tury. A book of good reading, to be returned
to often in reference.-E.B.:\L

GUNS OF THE OLD WEST
By Charles Edward Chapel

(Coward-McCann, Inc., New York, N. Y.
$9.95 before 111162, thereafter $12.50)

The publication of a Chapel book is al
ways a rer/letter day to me. This is the defin
itive book on the firearms that opened the
frontier and conquered the American West.
From his years of studying historical guns,
Chapel has gathered historical details, pic
tures and vignettes that give the book the
flavor of the west, plus the deep knowledge
of guns for which the author is so well
known. Unlike many other books on his·
torical firearms, this one is written vividly
and holds the reader's interest throughout.
The reproductions are outstanding and in
themselves make it worthwhile to read or
browse through this outstanding book.-R.A.s.
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AMMUNITION
Cal••41 RF Short for Dertinger-

.351 ~~n~~~'ste~Se,":Loadirig M'ebl'pa"t~ti •
Per lOO-Value S14.00 ••••.....•

250-3000 Savage Soft Point
Per- 100 . • • .••.•.•••••••••••••

6.5 lta.li.an Rifle Cartridges

8MM :~I~~~YM~~tar~O~art:" .
.35 ::';.. fnOg~ori •Sofi .Point' .....•....
.45 ~~~o~a~ic 'p"istOi 'Ca'rtr"idgesO ••••••
762 :ua~:i:~ ~~?t~r:e~if~~o.........•
.2S.2~aR:~:a~~~g ~~fte 19a~ir'idg';" .....•
.303 ::~a~~ORjfle 'Cartridges .....••.••
30·40 P:~a~oglan'k cartridge"s" .
32 LO~:r /<;:.0 Ca':t~fd·ge.· ...........•
32.4:S0:tO~ofn·t:..•.......•...•...•

270 ':Y~ct~~ter'S:L", 'So'ft Point: .......•

::·:~~:}if~I::;tT::;~t::.:::::::::::
Ea,. Defenders MSA foro the Shooter. Brand
New. Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid .•

Bore Scopes. New Govt. Surplus; Postpaid.
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NONCORROSIVE $7 50
PER 100 •

$ 6.00
8.00

17.50
10.00
~8.00

17.50
10.00
10.00
8.00

10.00
·10.00

5.00
12.50
17.50
17.50
12.00

1.00
75c

GUNS

MILITARY
CARTRIDGES30.06

RUBBER

RECOIL BOOTS
$ 4 DOZEN

75c each

(Continued from page 57)
counter-clockwise toward the centerline of
the right bar"rel. The center drum, rotating
in the opposite direction, closes another half
chamber over the round. Thus, the cartridge
is completely en~losed as it approaches the
barrel.

When the cartridge is aligned with. the
bore, the segmental gears connecting the
crank shaft with the center drum shaft
cause the drums to stop momentarily as the
crank motion continues. The continued mo
tion of the crank shaft cams the firing pin
of the left barrel to the rear and then drops
it on the primer. The firing pin is imme
diately retracted slightly, and the drums start
rotating again.

At approximately this point, the next round
is picked up from the magazine as was the
first one. As the fired case is carried away
from the barrel, a cam surface on the stand
ing breach forces it out of the left drum and
it is carried by the center drum over to the
right drum where it is passed through the
firing position of the right barrel and, as
the half-chamber carrying it passes the ejec
tion port, the case is free to fall clear of
the gun. There is no positive mechanical
means of forcing the case from the drum so
this vital function is dependent upon the
force of gravity alone.

The second round picked up by the left
drum follows the same course, but due to
the placement and design of the firing pin
cams, the left barrel is not fired as this
round passes through the firing position.
The loaded round is then carried on to the
right barrel where it is fired and the empty
case ejected as was the first one. The third
round will then be fired in the left barrel,
and the fourth in the right, ad infinitum, as
long as the crank is operated and ammuni
tion is supplied. The firing pin cams are de
signed to drop the pin on every second
round that passes behind each of the barrels.
One full turn of the crank fires both barrels.

The caliber of this weapon is .30-30 Win
chester. This and it's size indicate that it is

FAJEN'S

Easy to Read Plans & Ready-Cut Kits
N"OW AVAILABLEl Complete plans and klta for
these and 20 other handsome Gunberth* models.

Quick Answers on How to Select
the Gun Cabinet Best for YOU!

Which type of gun cabinet Is b5t for you! Should
you install lights? Should it be "solid" lumber f
ExactlJ' what do you need? youtll have clear-cut
·answers in the New and Exclusive •••

"Handbook"·CATALOG on Gunberths·
Gil'es :rou complete details on all Plans. Kits
and Hardware •.• a big and beautifullY illus
trated ·'Handbool\;"-Catalog. Finished cabinets
in 82 different styles and finishes also available.

W~ife '';;r your Copy NOW! Only $1.00 ppd.
($1.00 is refundahle in credit with first order!)

COLADONATO BROS., Dept. G4L, Hazleton, Pa.



FREE ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

.1

STOP fLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered. patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

WHAT YOU GET AS A MEMBER:

• ORDNANCE magazine (bimonthlyl.
Authoritative articles on weapons
design and manufacture, and
American armament preparedness.

• THE COMMON DEFENSE-monthly
armament newsletter.

AMERICA'S ARMAMENT MAGAZINE

Learn about the latest military
weapons in ORDNANCE magazine and
other American Ordnance Associa
tion publications. ORDNANCE, pub
lished for A.O.A. members, reports
on the work of industry and our
armed forces in developing new
armament for national defense.

•

•

•

•
•

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 8)

made by the J. Dewey Gun Company of
Roxbury, Connecticut, for the very purpose
of shooting slugs, and it can be installed by
anyone who is the proud owner of a screw
driver. The sight does not shoot lose, and
the groups produced here with three 12
gauge guns averaged 5 inches at 100 yards
-good enough to account for the venison.
The front sight is an elevated bead sight,
the rear sight is open, adjustable for wind
age and elevation. When ordering, specify
gauge and model of gun. As yet, the Fine
Line sights are specially made for 28 gauge
and .410, but 12, 16, and 20 gauge sights
are in stock.

The Dewey Gun Company has made quite
a name for itself since they started to in
stall their Thumb Slide Safety. on several
makes of shotguns. The cross bolt safety is
the standard on practically all auto and
pump guns, and a good many shooters have
longed for a thumb operated safety as it is
found on the double barreled shotguns.

probably an inventor's model rather than a
piece intended for field use. Credence is lent
to this supposition by the fact that there is
no provision for fitting to a mount, nor is
there any form of stock or grips by which
it might be fired as a free gun. Workman
ship is superb throughout. All internal work
ing parts are smoothly polished, and a great
many of them are case hardened in color.

This is an interesting attempt to achieve
high rates of fire without excessive barrel
overheating.. The maximum practical rates
achieved thus far with reciprocating type
actions seem to be in the vicinity of 1500
1800 rounds per minute. Only since WW II

• has much effort been devoted to non recipro
cating actions which produce rates of fire
of many thousands of rounds per minute.
It is a pretty safe bet that this gun pre-dates
WW II since its existence has been known
since very shortly after that fracas.

Our unknown inventor had some good
ideas with his drum-contained chambers and
multiple barrels. This design would seem to
have very high rate-of-fire potential, but the
split chambers restrict it to the use of rela
tively low powered cartridges. Gaps where
the two chamber halves meet are readily vis
ible, even when the round is in the firing
position, so it is obvious that modern high
intensity cartridges could not be used safely
in such a design.

Since data are lacking on this piece, the
writer would like very much to hear from. any
readers who have any information what-~
soever on this or any similar weapons.~

Pat .
.:1:2970721

With
Stainless

Steel
Buckles

NEW!
CUSTOM

MADE
PISTOL
GRIPS

Belt with One Hol
ster
Tan $36.50 Black $38.50
Partly Carved with
one Holster
Tan $45.00 Black $47.50
Fully Carved with
one Holster
Tan $53.50 Black $56.00

NOTICE: i:l.oQ'ith Black Inlay
When order·
ing send Design of this Holster
waist. hip has proved to be by
measure. tar the best design
ments. for fast walk and
length of gun " draw. It does not need
barrel. cal.. make a tie-down. but is sup-
of gun. Include plied. Workmanship is
$1.50 for postage the finest. Quality of
and 4 % Sales leather is the \'Cry
Tax in Calif. best obtainable.
Send for Free Bro- Maker of ..... J1'orld's
chUTe of variotts types Finestn holsters that
of 1lOlsters. Instruc tiona have no equal for
free with FIRST ORDER. last-drawinu.

EDWARD H BOHLIN 931 N.HighlandAve.,
• Hollywood 38, Calif.

We specialize in making products to improve the lot
or target t.hooters ... custom made pistol grips. for
instance. that take the drudgery out of holding and
aiming-and add extra points to your score.

Plain and deluxe grips afC available in a variety of
patterns for most pistols and rC\folvers. The popular
l)aUern above illustrated (for automatics only). is made
of Kiln Dried Walnut and is available in a choice of:
Plain grip $24.50; checkered $28.50; carved $32.50.
Add $5.00 for Deluxe grips mad,f} of ohoice rare wood.

Complete information
all products - 25c

LAKEVILLE ARMS Inc., ,LAKEVILLE; CONN.

No. 1919 WALK AND DRAW HOLSTER

HALF JACKETS FOR
HANDGUN BULLETS
The original high quality specifi~ationsof
JIM HARVEY who developed the half
jacket handgun bullet.

38-357 CALIBER
$5.40 for 500 $10.75 for 1000

44 CALIBER
$6.20 for 500 $12.35 for 1000

DELUXE PISTOL & REVOLVER GRIPS
li'ollowing is the choiee of wood you may specify when
ordering pistol or revolver Delu{Ce Grivs which cost but
$5.00 extra.
• Brazilian Ros('wood • East India Rosewood
• American Cherry • Andoman Paduck
• East India Teakwood • Prima Vera
Always enclose 'pattern' of your hand when ordering
pistol or revolver grips to ensure a perfect fit.

ORDER FROM THIS AD-OR WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED FOLDER.

Manufactures of

Exclusive Products for Shooters
.... JOBBERS of shooter equipment for the South-'"
~ west-Dealer inquiries invited. "'lIIIIIII

CUSTOM MADE REVOLVER GRIPS
Revolver ~rips are likewise made of Kiln Dried Walnut
in 3 sizes and with a choice of: Plain revolver grips
$22.50; checkered $27.50; carved $27.50. Add $5.00
eztra for Deluze Grips made of choice mre wood.

~?!::!.~~~ LAREDO. TEXAS
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HOLSTER
Reg.

U. S. Pat.
Office

JORDAN

Fun Targets
While testing the Marlin Model 122, we

used the "Hit 'N Spin" shooting gallery,
made by the Evans Park and Carnival De
vice Corp. of Chicago_ The weighted round
disk, bird, and star will spin freely when hit,
and there does not seem to be any ricochet
danger when used with .22 ammo. The par·

(Continued on page 65)

Are You Getting What You Want? 20 Years
f Trial and Thought Gives You a Holster

That Is FAST, SAFE, COMFORTABLE•
Jordan Holster-Constructed from heavy English
Bridle Leather. Metal in holster extends into
belt loop. ""cit and plug are hand-stitched with
waxed linen thread $9.85
River .' ting. Solid ~l'ass bu~kle.
Width Give waist size $7.20

~~nre Bel~' c~;;gi~a~iot~~.;.~:: .~~ .~~~\i5.95
CataloR' 35¢. R ed on First Order. Dealer Inquiries
Invited. Postage aid. Calif. Residents Add 4D-/o Tax

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
8772 Van Horn 5treet La Mesa, California

"Nationally Known as the lVorld's Best"

A New Marlin Rifle
Marlin's new Model 122 Single Shot bolt

action rifle was designed for the beginner,
but stands ready to give any shooter a lot
of fun and pleasure. The .22 rimfire cartridge
is inexpensive enough to afford a lot of shoot.
ing fun, and that is just what we had with
this little Marlin.

The Model 122 is a bolt action single shot,
chambered for the .22 rimfire, with an auto
matic safety. It handles all .22 rimfires with
the exception of magnum cartridge, and the
weight is just 5 pounds. The gun tested had
one of the nicest pieces of wood we have seen
in some time on an inexpensive gun, and de·
spite the fact that it is a junior gun, even a
long-armed guy has no trouble scoring with
it. Barrel length is 22 inches, over-all length
is 40 inches, and the little plinker comes
equipped with the usual open rear sight and
a hooded ramp front. Marlin also furnishes
a scope with the gun that is well worth the
few extra dollars it costs.

This is a wonderful gun for a beginner,
yet all of the Marlin accuracy is here plus,
of course, the safety factor of the single shot
and the automatic safety. The safety is posi
tive,· and the function of the gun was smooth
throughout an entire afternoon's· plinking
and shooting. Accuracy with iron sights and
with the Marlin scope was very good, and
one youngster became an enthusiastic shooter
in the course of the afternoon after seeing
the nice groups he was able to produce. In
summary; A fine gun for the young shooter
-and the older one too.

*AUTHENTIC SHIP MODELS
RED JACKET CLIPPER SHIP (Not Plastiel
A real collector's piece. 21 II.

*
long. Fully shaped wood hull •
and parts, tapered masts, air
fittings

l
detailed instructions.* $19.00 ppd.

AJ
GENUINE CIVIL WAR GUN
1841 Smoothbore cannon, the.* James 6 pounder. Most ornate,with
turned brass barrel, of the era.
Model 7'1z" long, 3'/z" high.

NEW, 40 page 8 1/z x II cata·. $7.50 ppd.* log - a treasury of ship and ~
qun model information. Send _I-
50¢ for your copy. .* DEPT. MARINE MODEL CO.. INC.

390 Halesite, Long Island, N.Y.

.303 LATEST ISSUE ENFIELD # 4

JlJi

These unique carbines are a varia
tion on the better-known M1896
Mark 1. Issued by the British Gov
ernment to the Royal Irish Consta-

~~~~t1n~:~)r~~~~~te~~ig~fn~t';:e£~
the R.LC. and by the Back and
Tans. Each has original R.LC.
markings and British Government

f:gt?~bl~a6~~hotB~~~~zi~~~/2~~er~~i
length 391/2". A J'are collectors
item and an excellent shooter.
Shoots standard .30~ ammo, avail_
able everywhere. $27.50 each. 2
for $49.50. Selected models, $3.50
additional.

These famous arms were standard
issue of the Italian Army in both
\Vorld Wars!
M 91 TS Carbine and Rifle full
stocked: other Carbine with Origi
nal folding sprin~ bayonet. All
cal. 6.5mm, 6 - shot modified
Mannlicher action. Fair to Good.
Sold separately-Rifle $8.50
Carbine With Mannlicher

Stock ..........•..... $8.50
Carbine with Spring

Bayonet •••••••••••••. $9.50-

10-shot, detachable ma~azine. Pre
cision calibrated Enfield sig-hts.
World's fastest bolt action. Cur-

~:gr1~ ~~e~.si;o~~~~G~up::~sn~~~
"as issued" 8ling. Only $12.95.
2 for $24.50. Selected models
$2.50 additional each. 1O-shot mag-
azines. new $2.75 ea. 2 for $5.00.
~afu0rn.~.;d.th scabbards $1.95 ea.

.303 LEE ENFIELD M1898
CAVALRY CARBINE!

P ThrfS!!tching mOdel:

For only $22.50

p

ITALIAN M91 TERN I
RIFLES AND CARBINES

In Matched Sets!

.. ae 7: ::: ::
. Colonial type Flintlock "Long

Fowler". These flintlock muskets
closelv follow the design of the
famous Long Fowlers which were
so popular in the American Colon
ies during the 17th and 18th
Centuries. Doubling as sporting
weapons With barrels up to 50",
these "Long Toms" were primarily
designed as military type arms for
use by African Tribal Police. Each
not only enhances every mantle or
gun rack but also enables you to

:~ftY~rs.li~~IY~j9.~8:1~fo~$i~~~~~
Full Satisfaction Guaranteed

RIFLE Only $29 50 ~
2for onl

y.$.5.4.5.0•..·.....~

Popular Cal. 6.5 MM MANNLlCHER SCHOENAUER
1930 System Rifles and Carbines

(Made by STEYR fOI" the Greek Government)

;;: e eu
Medium Weight Percussion Musket
with 38" full stocked barrel, With
ramrod. Percussion mus~ets. simi
lar to these. were extensively man
ufactured in Europe for export to
the beleagured Confederacy during
the Civil 'Val'. Countless thousands
of such muskets ran the blockade
and were used to great effect by the
South at Pittsburg Landing, the
Wilderness and Gettysburg. Only
$33.50. 2 for $60.00.

20 Ga. Kentucky Double Barrel
Muzzle loading percussion cap guns,
prOOf-tested and an excellent shoot~
er. Only $39.50. 2 for $74.50.

CENTURY ARMS, INC.
54 LAKE STREET ST. ALBANS, VERMONT

FINE IMPORTED FLINTLOCK AND PERCUSSION MUZZLE LOADERS
A u'mited selection of assorted Flintlock an.d Percussio.n Mu~zle LOadipg
Muskets. Built primarily to be used by the native hunters In Africa and ASIa.
Each of these fine guns is proof·tested for black powder loads llt:ld an ex·
cellent shooter. Also wonderful conversation pieces for den or huntmg camp.

y

Use "ny Herter tool or die for tltree montlts "nd if in your opinion it is not
~ superior in "II w"ys to "ny you It""e seen or used return for " full refund. R

R .·$I.~~·tJ$ShP' wgt. !
II ~ _ 231bo. II
11 • World's largest selling reo II

!
loading tool that really m
speaks for itself.

• Loads rHle, pistol or shot·

m
shells. II

• Full length resizes and n
Patents Pending swages bullets with ease.

Il Shp. Wgt. 4 Ibs. • lathe bed cast iron frame stronger than similar II.
• Has patented "Inslant Stapilizor." Gives you tools, no scrap iron used. 1.]

II instant accurate reading for the first time with • Complete with primer arm, and shell holder of II,
l] a touch of your finger. your choice. New primer catcher $1.37 11m

e-•Has two leveling screws eliminating neeel to
shim up one side of scale. I

I • Has hydraulic dampener to use if desired. !". Patent Pending tJl

8•Guaranteed 1/10 grain accurate 325 grain . 8
capacity. • Only measure of this type made'

. • with micrometer setting. Has two ~

II .. . built in baffles that actually take II
[] ..!?thesw~t off from the powder. I1

! . Finest precision machined, hardened polished. iii""l! _~ Shpg. Wgt. 4 Ibs.· .ft
' All popular calibers. Standard Conventional

Type Mark I Reloading dies we have made these

8
m

ll
for yeaars. ,Hard chromSeh~Pgl.atwegdt·.2 Ibs. In IIn Guaranteed for your lifetime. 0

translucent white or red.
Price per set: 2 pc. rifle Price for any pistol or rifle II
die sets $4.79; 3 pc. pistol cartridge. 42¢. Shp. wgt. 8 oz. IJn

pie sets $1

6

.

49

., ~~""!"~__p_r~-:he_el_f0-:~9~~_~y:-:-s~.;.~,,,:,~g,:,,,~.;.~_t..,8~OL__8
II Standard Conventional Type Send for famous free booklet. How R
I] Mark " Reloading dies, . to Reload by George Leonard Herter.

heat treat finish not chrome . Send 25¢ for qiant 400 page reload-
II plated. Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs.. ers catalog. Dept. 2AK. I
l] ~ ~~: ~ii~lt:ld~~es::~s==:~:~:. . IMMEDIATE DELIVERY II
~!!!!!!c~!!!!!o!E!)~~1!!!:iI1!!!5J
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A genuine discovery unearthed during
Centennial Year Research. Included
free in your 1962 Gun Digest! Repro
duces 30 pages from the very rare 1864
Schuyler, Hartley & Graham Illustrated
Catalog of Arms and Military Goods.
Includes all the pages of firearms in the
original. A gold mine for collectors and
students of Civil War memorabilia!

Buy In Stores ·or by Mail ••• and still
get ,your big package of Gun and Ac
cessoryCatalogs. FREE! Buy the 19,62 Gun
Digest directly from the publisheithrough this ad-or
from any sporting goods store, pews dealer or book store.
n bought in store just send us the sales slip witbcoupon
below-we'll send your FREE Gun and Accessory
Catalogs immediately!

Also FREE! $2. Value Civil' War Centennial Gun Catalog!

DIGEST

NEW 1962

GUN

BIG COLLECTION OF LATEST
GUN &: ACCESSORY CATALOGS

BUY
THE

anti you 9ef ABSOL UTE LY fiEE, ALL THE SEC URRENT,

COLOR.fUL, fACT·PACKEDJ962 GUN & ACCESSORY

CATALOGS from AMERICA'S MOST fAMOUS MANUfACTURERSl

1962THEONLY
Gives You So Many Additional Fact-Packed Features! 384 Giant
Pages ... 58 Major Features ... Edited by John T. Amber!

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE
the 16th Annual 1962 GUN DIGEST contains

WCOMPLETE GUN ACCESSORY FACTS AND PRICES ON SCOPES,
CHOKES, MOUNTS AND SIGHTS!*' ILLUSTRATIONS, SPECIFICATIONS AND CURRENT P'RICES ON
ALL GUNS AVAILABLE IN THE U.S.*RUN-DOWN COMPLETE WITH BALLISTICS TABLES, SPECS AND
PRICES ON ALMOST EVERY CARTRIDGE AND SHOTGUN SHELL
BEING MADE IN THE WORLD TODAY!* EXCLUSIVE NEW ARTICLES BY THE WORLD'S LEADING AND
MOST RESPECTED GUN AND SHOOTING AUTHORITIES!

FREE!

Winchester .. , Browning, .. Remington .. , Ithaca ... Firearms
International ... Beretta ... Savage ... Fox Ruger ... Colt
... Smith & Wesson ••. Iver Johnson Hi Standard .••
etc.... etc.. , . I .
Average cost of each package of catalogs to the manufacturers is
over $5.00! And they are all yours FREE with the latest informa'"
,tion, specifications, facts and prices on all the NEW LATEST
!MODEL RIFLES, SHOTGUNS, SCOPES, HANDGUNS AND
1ACCESSORIES made by these famous American Manufacturers!

________--<.o--.....,~.....-.-.--------

~~eEC~:t~tl~2TtloCEih~fi;:~~ ~~fl~~~ioc:,wnOfa~~~y :~dth:cc~~::..yG~~t~~~~'y~~~
without any strings attached. Simply drop us a post card •

•~*~~~~#~%~*%*~*¢-¢-%'*'¢>***~¢> r:'- -::: .~ ;_. -------- - - ~·--1

NEW! Gun Digest TREASURY 1~~ -.:>". RUER '" J~;~r,;:~~ge::~1J1
A Great Companion Book to the GUN DIGEST! I;~: ~ FREE EXAMINAT~O~ CO~·PON~jl·'·

A Collection of the Best Features From the First
t5 Years of the GUN DIGEST! 0 RUSH methe big 384 page 1962·1Sth ANNUAL GUN I
384 BIG. ay,xtt" Pagesl 64 Major Features! Fully ~lr~~~~I~~~~~~:~~:.,ag~ltt!,,~Ri~~N'T~:Ii~~t
Illustrated! Personally Edited by John T. Amberl GUN CATALOG. I will pay postman $3.95 plus I
John T. Amber says, 'I This book was my biggest fho:t~~~k I~Ahair:; ;~ta~~o;~~~rIIYof~~s~~'n~:abna~:t;~~
task. Picking out the finest of all the wonderful and I can still keep the Gun & Accessory Catalogs. I
articles. stories and features from the first 15 years RUSH me the new GUN DIGEST TREASURY. I

f th GUN DIGEST d I t · 'bl H will pay postman $3.95 plus postage. If I am not Io e seeme amos ImpoSSl e. thoroughly pleased I can return the book within 7 day.
Editor Amber has done a superb job ... and the for my money back.
all new GUN DIGEST TREASURY is a superb I
book. One that will give every gun$395lover hours of honest reading pleasure. . I
Each one of the many features and
stories is a gem of fact-filled, exciting, ppd. ZONE STATE I
reading entertainment.

O SAVEl Enclose payment and we pay postage and hi'" I
Now at your local store or by mail order with coupon at right!' , dllng charg... Sam. 100Y, Money Back Gua"nt••,

~+»**~*'*'*~~¢>~~~¢>**'*'#+»#*'*'~ 1-,-_._.- - - - - - - - - - __ I



THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date Feb. 1962 issue (on

sale January 1) is November 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS
Magazine, 8150 North Central Pari< Blvd., Skokie, III.

SEE PAGE 66 FOR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT OFfER!

BOOKS

COLLECTORS

LARGE ILLUSTRATED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns, swords, war relics. armor. military gC!lI. Excellent
reference book-$l.OO. Brick House Shop. :New Paltz 4,
N. Y.

GUNS-SWORDS-Knlves-Daggers-Flaska. Big !ial
25c coIn. Ed Howe. Cooper Mllb 10. Maine.

ENCRAVINC

GUN ENGllAVING or unsurpassed QuallLy. .Jj'oJder $1.00.
,K C. ~rudhumme, 302 Ward .BJug., ~hreveport. La.

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 tt., $1; 25 tt., $2, ppd. William Zeller, Kell
Hwy.• Hudson, Mich.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

U.S. 30-06 Enfield ritles. Very good-$:!9.95. Excellcnt
$34.50. U.S. 30-06 high number ~pringt1eld rilles. Very
good-$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. lSritish .Mk. 1 303 cal.
Lee-Enfield cavalry carbines. Very good-$34.95. British
Mk. :3 303 cal. Lee-Enfield rifles. Good-$9.95. Very
good-$12.95. German :Mod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Very
good-$34.95. German Mod. 1871/84 llmm Mauser ri.fles.
l-'erfect-$24.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm Mauser ri.fles.
Very good-$29.95. Persian ~(od. 98 8mm ,)!auser carbines.
Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. ~ew-$49.95. Swedish
:Mod. 94 6.5mm Mauser carbines. Very good-$29.95. Excel
lent-$34.95. Perfect-$39.50. Guatemalan .Mod. 98 'lmm
i\lauscr ritles. Good-$34.95. Y~ry good-$39.95. Guate
malan Mod. 93 7mm Mauser rifles. Good-$19.95. Very
good-$24.95. Persian Rar. 98 8mm Mauser short rifles.
Good-$27.95. Very good-$29.95. Chilean Mod. 95 7mm
:Mauser rifles. Very good-$24.95. Chilean Mod. 95 7mm
Mauser short rifles. Very good-$27.95. Chilean Mod. 95
701m Mau/ier carbines. Very good-$27.95. Uussian :Mod.
1938 & 1940 7.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic rifles. Very
good-$49.95. Excellent-$54.95.

30-06. 303 British. 8mm Mauser, 6.5mm Swedish.
7.62mm Russian, 7.35mm Italian. 6.5mm Italian military
ammunition at $7.50 per 100 rds. Free gun list. ll~reedland
Arms Co.• 34 Park Ro\v. ~ew York 38, N. Y.

".\rA....'lNLICHER SCHOEKAUER Actions with the famous
5-shot built in rotary magazine. "'ith new stocks and
barrels these actions make into the finest customs rifles in
the world, in a wide variety of calibers. $16.50. 2 for
$30.00. Add $1.50 postage. Century Arms Inc.• 54 Lake,
St. Albans, Vermont.

~IAi.~NLICHER SCHOENAUER Service Uifies 6.5MM
with famous 5-shot rotary magazine. $29.50; carbine model
$32.50; Original Stcyr or Breda markings. Made for Greek
Government. A rare oollectors item and an excellent shoot
er. Century Arms Inc.. 54 Lake. St. Albans, Vermont.

.303 LEE ENFIELD Cavalry Carbines. Model 1898. Issued
to the Royal Irish Constabulary. All original markings.
5-shot magazine. A rare collectors item and an excellent
shooter. Only $29.50. 2 for $49.50. Century Arms Inc.,
54 Lake, St. Albans, Vermont.

NE'V FIREAR~iS-Scopes-Reloadlng Supplies-Acces·
sories. QlIick Service-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
"'alter Oliver. Box 55. Auburn. Indiana,

N~;W YELLOW Fall Catalog Now Ready I Hundreds ot
war surplus guns. ammunition, accessories. relics. 25c.
UETTING. 11029 Washington, Culver City 9. California.

NE'V GUNS and reloading supplies at large discount.
~~e~.idBOX'~~~G~o~laC:~~~fdo,r;:.un~~~~e. Alamo Arms.

FAST DRAW
"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTI ER REPLICA for
collectors, Quick draw practice.
Western TV fans. Looks and
feels like real 5n1n.

Blue finish 54.00. Deluxe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc shippln~.

VALLEY GUN SHOP ~~r:".:.ooJ=m:

FAMOUS GERMAN AIR PISTOL

.177 Cal. rifled BBL.
Adj. Sights and Trigger.
Comes Attractively Boxed
w/lOO Pellets. $19.95 ppd.
OUR FIRST LIST OF RARE, UNUSUAL
AND CONTEMPORARY FIREAMS ... SOc

THE ARMS LOCKER, INC.
2027 Harbor Blvd. Costa Meso, Calif.

ATTENTION PUITOL Jobbers: We ImpOrt German Re
volvers. Italian Automatics. Jones ImpOrt Company. 931
Gervais. Columbia. South Carolina.

GUNS. ALL Kinds. Surplus Mllltary Rilles $7.95. Re
volvers $6.95. Bargain Catalog 25c. Armsoo. Box 286
G.M-12. Santa Rosa. Calif.

MARLIN 336 CAUBINES Reg. $S4.95 - Now $61.95.
Other guns available at low prices. Money back guarantee.
Kenneth Hinkle. Trenton, Ohio.

CASES FffiED-30-06-270 Formed---Smm-32 Wln.
30.30-300 Sav.-35 Rem.-5c ea. Postpaid - Miearool.
65 Taylor Ave.• E. Meadow, L. I .• N. Y.

GUNS, NEW. Modern, Antique. Illustrated List $1.
J. M. Powell. Gunmaker, Reigate. England.

.30. M-I CARBINES, new condition. $59.95. S. Sloper.
\Vestwood. California.

GUl'\S. BUY 'Wholesale. Become a Dealer. Instructions
$1.00. Gunsco, Box 291 GM-12, Windsor, Caut.

CUNSMITHINC

BLU-BLAK BLUING, scopes and sights mounted. barrels.
harreled actions, chambering for popular standard and
improved cartridgcs. Model 92 'Vlnchester conversions in·
cluding new 22 ,Tet and 256 Ma~num. Send for my new
price sheet on complete gunsmithing services. Don ?\!ott,
Hereford, Arizona.

GUN SCUEWS, 6/48 or S/40 assorted lengtbs 50e per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special bard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 16GC on all
Buchler mounts (including New Micro-Dial), Low Safety.
etc. Maynard Buehler Inc.. Orinda. Calif.

GENERAL GUNS:\UTHING-Repalring. rebIlling, con
version work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. CaUf.

CUSTOM .22 TARGET Pistol built In your home shop.
Send 4c stamp for itlustrated information. Guns. Box 362..
Terre Haute. Indiana.

INDIAN RELICS

3 INDIAN 'VAR arrowheads. Flint Scalping KnUe. Flint
Thunderbird 14.00. Catalog 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood. Arkansal.

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE "DO-It-Yourself" Leathercrat't Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company. Box 791-P40. Fort 'Vort.h, Texas.

RELOADINC EQUIPMENT

SELL OR TRADE

NAZI DAGGERS. Luger, Mauser Pistols, Gorgets, SIS
Items, Medals. Uniforms Bought, Sold. Traded. Lindy's
Guns. 318 - 57 St., 'Vest New York. New Jersey.

SICHTS & SCOPES

ZUIHO RIFLE Scopes 4x $27.50. 6x $29.50, 3x-9x $35.50.
write for catalogue to "'VEICO", 2118 North Boulevard.
Houston 6. Texas. Dealers' Inquiries Invited.

Free to WRITERS
seeking t;l book publisher

Two fact-fiIied, illustrated brochures .
tel! how to publish your book, get
40% royalties. national advertising.
publicity and promotion. Free edi..
torial appraisal. Write Dept. G.

Expositio." Press, 38·6 Park A'(e. S.,N.Y.16

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

'3.95 • -----
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Remove.

Leading from Forcing Cone, Cyl·
hider. and Barrel. Available in 38-44·45 cal. Kit for two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ lm·Hed. Check or Money Order-No COD's

~ GUN SPECIALTlEScolI.:. 0p.~:;C l:.....;.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BUY AND Sell Photography Equipment. All brands avail
able: Kodak. Polaroid, Bell & Howell. etc. Easily under
sell retail outlets. No minimum purchase necessary. Send
for tree. up to date complete price listing. This month's
spe~ial; Brand new Kodak Carose! Slide Projector, in fac
tory sealed carton. fully guaranteed, $8j .50. Don't waste
time. Christmas sales in this field sky high-Our prices.
dealer low. Adco Photo Supply. 333 Mamaroneck Ave.•
Mamaroneck, New York.

TAXIDERMIST

BJ:ACK BEAlt Rugs (open mouth) 4 feet $75.-5 feet $95.
-alh feet $120. African horns $19. Hofmann-Taxidermist.
1025 Gates, Brooklyn 21, N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS

BUY GOVER~M.ENT Surplus: Jeeps; Boats; Tractors;
Airplanes; HelICOPters; Motor Launches; \Valkie-'l'lllkics;
Cameras; Shop Equipment; :\fisc.- IndiViduals can now
buy direct from the government - New nation wide "U.S.
Depot Directory with Instructions" - $1.00 - Surplus
Box 425 (GU), Nanuet. New York. •

HELMETS GOV'T surplus used by Air }l~orcc, durable soft
brown leather with chin strap and chamois lining. Ideal
for automobile use, motor cyclists. and all outdoor wear.
Value $10.00. Special $2.95 postpaid. l"lublic Snort Shops.
11 S. 16th Street, l-'hiladelphia 2. Pa.

DEAJ..ERS SEND license No. for large price list New
Firearms-Scopes-Mounts-Reloading Tools-Components
-Leather Goods-Binoculars-Shop '1'ools. 3821 different
items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland Hardware
Hoagland. Indiana. '

\VOULD'S LAItGEST book, magazine listings 25c. Mil
lions of unusual tItles. 'Vholesale prices. Self help money
makin~ catalog free. Uhodes. 411-M Davidson Street
Indianapolis 2. Indiana. '

FONE-A-MILE walkie talkie. Keep in touch with :rour
companions whilr hunting. fishing, boating, camping. etc.
Pocket-size, transistorized. Only $89.95 per pair. S. K.
Tate, 98 Main Street. Bradford, Penna.

THOUSANDS OF used guns listed. AU kinds, priced right.
Published twice monthly. Sample 25c. Yearly $2.00.
Shotgun !\ews. Box 57 F. Columbus. "Xebraska.

SPECIAL OFF'EIt-Send $1.00. receive the next 4 issues
of Shooting Times, the gun world's fastest growing pub
lication. Dept. GM. Box 1500. Peoria. Illinois.

"HO~1Jo~BREWED 'VINES. Beers"-Highest Powered In
structJons-$1.00. Testers (Hydrometers)-$3.95. Dean's
109-GNS West 42nd. New York 36. X. Y.

MTh'IATURE CROSSBOW IS" length, range 150 ft.• 4
rubber or 6 sharpened arrows.. $3.12 check or M.O. Guar
anteed. Crossbow. Box 87-C Penna. Furnace. Pennsylvania.

EYEGUA.RD SHOOTI~G Glasses Amber-Green $3.Ql:>.
Bar~ain catalog -5.000 guns - $1.00. Agramonte·ll.
41 Riverdale. Yonkers. N. Y.

TWO RIULLIANT "Cncirclilated :}fexican Silver Dollars
$1.00 (Refunded). Universal Services, Box 866. San An
tonio 6-AC12. Texas.

TURKEY CALL Boxes list $5.75, sale $2.25 Postpaid.
ShootinR Glasses. Amber, Clear, Green $2.25 Postpaid.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Esman's, Turtle Creek. Pa .

LEG IRONS, $7 ..95: Handcuffs. $7.95: Thumhcuff" $9.n5.
Leather ltestraints. Collector's specialties. Catl1.1og 50c.
Thomas Ferrick. Box 12-G. Newbun'port. Mass.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. Olig. orily. 1 piece or col
lection: "lists 25c": I.-enkel, 812 Anderson. PaJisal'1es. N..T.

CROSSnO'vs 1 HUNTING Bows! FactorY-Din·ct-Priccsl
Jay Co.. Box 1355, "'icllita. Kansas.

ELECTU()-SCUIBEI Engraves all Metals. $2.00. Beyer
Mfg.. 10511-Q Springfield. Chicago.

CHICAGO E~IPLO"'\"'MENT. Men. 'Vomen. Big Sunday
Classifleds. $1.00. Avers. Box 22, Forest Park. Ill.
IMPOIlTS DHOP Shipped to you. Send stamp for list.
Stanforth. Box 951. Lancaster, Calif.

WANTED Old Shotgun Shells - Factory
loaded or primed empty cases.

No hand loads wanted. Wnnt single shells, box
lots or partial boxes in original boxes; or empty
boxes in any gauge in the following brands: Red
Devil, Kelsey, Eclipse, Essex, Peerless, Mogul,
Superior, Lowell, Bang, Alert, Rocket, ,Reliance,
Winchester XX, Winchester Wonder, Gallager,
Tiger, U.S. Ajax. Want 1. 2, 5, 6,11.15,30 gunge
shells and shells made in South America, China,
Africa, India, Australia, Turkey, Greece, Finland,

CARLOCVINCON Sweden, Nnrwny, Denmark.
J J DAYLIGHT, TENNESSEE

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here's a top quality orl •.
G.1. S~IPER SCOPE for sptg. or military rifle. 2JhX
coated optics. 5%- eye relief post & cross-hairs. hydrogen
IIlled, %' tuhe $22.50 ppd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.
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Deoler
inquiries
inVited

WILMOT, WISCONSIN ..
All phones UNderhill 2-411I

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves. Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords. all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt. custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig. Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

, Oouble your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ingvalueever for $1.00. Mailed Immediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COpy TODAY!

GIL HEBARD GUNS
KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

FAST, EXPERT, PERSONAL ONE-SOURCE SUPPLY
SERVICE-AMERICA'S MOST FAMOUS BRANDS, AT

L.-..-Ql1Itflk'lKou.-taitt----,.---'
~~,~.

only

$1950
Compare these quality features: ,Magnetic
damping action speeds weighing without loss of
accuracy,"Almonox" bearings are sapphire-hard
to assure long life and accuracy , Non-spill,

Shipped pre. extra large, 50S-grain capacity pan with conven
plid within· ient pouring spout, Sensitive to 0.1 grail'.' Easy
cont. limit. reading notched beam' Compact. dust-proof

01 USA. portable case-die cast to last a lifetime.

GanderMountain Shooter.' Supply, Inc. Wilmot, Wis. I
Please send me the Ohaus '505' loading scale at once. :
My check 0 Money Order 0 for $19.50 is enclosed. I

Name ,. l
Arlrlreu l

t . t
L9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~~~~~~~

THE ~:':··~:·~:.====.!U
~ Ii u.s. and Canadian Pat.

tream t
One Complete job as shown

for Most guns $25

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The muzzle brake de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no jump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

-------------------------_.

Plastic Die Boxes
Pacific Gun Sight Company sells their

loading dies in blue plastic boxes that stack
well and keep the dies well protected. Did
you know these boxes can be bought sep
arately, for storing dies or other gun-bench
items? The boxes can be labeled, are made
of resilent plastic that stands abuse well,
and they look neat and tidy on the shelves.
There is enough space in the box to keep a
couple of sample rounds with the dies,~
which is a handy idea in itself. . ~

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.
GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by $.
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEND
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.----------,

I~~I! :r~~n~d? ~:G. CD. I
IN ame _ 1

l~~:r:~:;;;;:::.::: :: :~;.~~::::::::::::J

PENDLETON

(Continued from page 62)
ticular model used also took some .45 ammo
without trouble; but here it would seem
indicated to be sure to hit the disk, bird, or
star rather than the stem the targets are
mounted on. It could happen that a badly
placed bullet could shear the stem off. How
ever, if the spinners are broken or damaged,
they can be replaced at little cost. Spinners
Eor regular ammo are made from cadmium
plated iron, but aluminum spinners are also
made for use with pellet guns. This gadget
can mean a lot of fun on a rainy Sunday
afternoon. Set up the spinning targets in the
garage or the basement, get out the pellet
gun and shoot to see who is going to wash
the dinner dishes . . • low man loses.

Lake Charles, La.

GOOSE CALLS
Deluxe $4.95
Popular 2.95
Honker 7.50

Crow Call 2.50
Squirrel Call. .. 1.50

616 18th Street,

DUCK CALLS
Champion .... $6.00
Deluxe 3.95
Special 2.95
Regular 1.95

Predator Call .. 2.95

FAULK~S
Championship Calls

9 INTERNATIONAL and
WON WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

MANY OTHER GUN BOOKS. At your
bookseller or write for iull descriptive
catalog. The Stackpole Company, Harris
burg, Pa. 'German Sauer, Cal. 7.65 mm auto.

GET THE BEST

HATCHER'S NOTEBOOK, by J. S.
Hatcher, Maj. Gen. U.S.A. (ret.). $8.50.
Answers thousands of questions for gun
smiths, collectors, ballisticians.

HAND TUNED FOR PERFECT TONE
EASY BLOWING-GUARANTEED

NEW 18 PAGE LIST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND 10c FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Actions,
Calt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and Win.
Parts. Will Trade.
CHET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

What is it?

FAULK'S Div. G

THE BOOK OF PISTOLS AND RE
VOLVERS. An encyclopedia reference
work; 750 illustrations. Covers handguns
in use throughout world. $10.00.

THE STORY OF POP,E'S BARRELS, by
Ray M. Smith. $10.00. Saga of the best
rifle barrel craftsman who ever lived.

GUNSMITHING, by Roy F. Dunlap.
$9.00. 800 pages of authoritative text, pic
tures, diagrams. Forreference orinstruction.

If your question is on small arms, you'll
find the answer in Small Arms of the
World, by W. H. B. Smith ($15). This gun
encyclopedia is newly revised; covers all
military small arms, including Soviet. 725
large size pages; 1700 illustrations.

Typical illustration
*(shown greatly re
duced) from "Small
Arms of the World"

THE
CALLS
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/ 'ACCEPT THIS
{ $2,,00 CHRISTMAS
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FIRST SUBSCRIPTION
(13 ISSUES) ~.-.... ':0:0:' '~-"<!:':.f~'::O~.-•• $4.50
The editors of GUNS and its entire staff invites you to

accept this special money-saving Christmas gift offer.

This is the only time of the year GUNS is offered at a

low, low discount rate. Take advantage of this limited

time opportunity and get the best in gun reading infor

mation at a bargain price. We'll start your subscription

with the very next issue. Avoid the late Christmas rush

send your order in today!

BONUS FOR FAST ACTIONI

Act now! . . . use the convenient postage free order en

velope bound opposite; if you include payment and mail

within the next 10 days we'll include an extra bonus issue

free! That means you get 14 issues in all for only $4.50.

EACH ADDITIONAL
GIFT SUBSCRIPTION :.-.'.:-.x"!> ':.0, •.•• •• $4.00
GUNS is the ideal gift for the gun fans on your list.

After your own subscription (or renewal) give GUNS

as a gift and save $2.50 on each. A handsome gift card

with your name on it will be sent to each person on your

list. Everything is timed perfectly to arrive just before

Christmas. Shop from your easy chair and save! . • .

there's no better way to say "Merry Christmas" the year

round. Mail the handy postage-free envelope today!
66 GUNS • DECEMBER 1961



A Rare Antique Collectors Find. Very
good condition $12.95

(Send $1.00 for Shipping)

CUTLASS & SCABBARD= "'''~

Like New
................... ,$28.75

Ammo ... S3.50 Per Box

. SMITH 6. WESSON
REVOLVERS

. $24.95

FRENCH MAB
AUTO

Very rare 7.65 calober. Beaut,ful
blue finish. Walnut grips. Ex
cellent condo $24.95. Near mint $29.95.
Ammo: $4.50 box. Stripper clips: $1.25
each.

Good Condition 380 Caliber
Only $19.95

Browning 380 Auto.

§-----------=-

$29.95

A RARE COLLECTORS 'FIND
.44-.40 Coliber. Orig,inal

Blue Finish, in Excellent Mechanical
and Shooting Condition,. Complete

Rmg. Select gro'de ' $49.95with Saddle

Original blue finish. Walnut-grips.
Good condition. Excellent condition
531.00. Ammo: $3.50 box. Holster:
$3.50. '

COLT 45 CAL.
, REVOLVER

$25.00

=='iilct=;s"=IiWiliill=~J ANTIQUE REMINGTON RIFLES
-trq ~iiIi Fine collector spec, men, 111010 0

blue finish.. Excellent mechan~I
Ical & shootmg condo . . $22.50

SPRINGFIElD 30-06 RIFLES
Genuine Army Rifles-Hi Numbers, Milled Parts, like new condo $46.00I

FRONTIER DERRINGER
fRONTIER REVOLVER SALE §

SIX SHOOTER MFG. In Europe.I
Mfg. in Germany _ The New Over &
Blue Finish 'Stag Grips Under Demnger-

Full Size Single Action. .22 Cal. Blue Finish .. $16.95
Weight 40 Oz.-5Y2" Barrel. .22 Mag. Chrome... . 24.95

.22 Magnum Caliber $39.95 '32~ Csal' CChhrome 3\.99"9951

.22 Short, Long & LR Caliber, .. 39,95 . P . rome. . 5

TOWER FLINTLOCK PISTOL

$49.95

FINEST QUALITY LONG ARMS
Ellfieid SMLE Mark IV .303 Rifles ..•............. $16.95
Enfield Mork III Rifle 14.95
Enfield Mark V with Peep Sight 19.95
Enfield Sniper Rifle .303 .............•.......... 44.95
Enfield Jungle Carbine .303 24.95

Authentic
All Steel
Quality Over & Under
DERRINGERS .38 Spl. or
38 S & W. Blue Finish.
$S9.95 - Made in USA.

MAUSER

MODEL
95

GREAT WESTERN SINGLE ACTIONS

PRICE SCHEDULE
.22 Caliber $ 91.50
.38 Special. . . . . . . . . . 99.50
.44 Special 105.50
.45 Caliber. . . . . . . . . .. 99.50
.357 Atomic .. .. 105.50
.45 ACP Caliber 124.50S.44-40 Caliber 124.50

S~~S~~~~~LI~~'~I~~~~M~2:~:~ce of 4%", 5'h" or 7'h" barrel
I GREAT WESTERN PARTS AVAILABLE (Send For List'

RIFLE ACTIONS Used by Germans in RARE SWEDISH WW II
Good working condo WW11. Beautiful blue Exact Copy of Early Tower Flint. Bayonet & Saber-Very finest quality &,~,o,rk-
(omplete as issued. finish. Excellent Condo lock. Polished Finish, Solid Brass ~manship-Collectors find-mint con-
Bargain 513.00. 529.95. Like NewCond. Mountings., Nice Collector's & Shooter's dition-$4.95

~~i~'~~,::~mm~~DERN"'FI,~~,:~~~:''';~;~L}~~f:l~:~ II
8 PO B 1248 St d" C"t C I"f . ~(Send SOc for Shlpp,ng) --
o=cccr~~J"..cocr~.b..ccaClCC~.#-...oCaaCl~~~.ACClClClClQClClClClCIOCClClClQQClQClClQQf"~



This year...gift-wrap history!
COLT CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL

A hundred holiday seasons ago history was being
shaped by Yank and Johnny Reb with the help of the

famous Colt .44 1860 Army. So a fitting gift this year
is a replica of that gun. Scaled 7Js size in single shot,

.22 cal. short, the Centennial Model is presented
in royal blue with gold-plated strap and trigger

guard ... the single $32.50. Consecutive
s~rial numbered matched pair $59.50.

See your Colt Registered Dealer or write ...

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co., Inc.
Hartford 15, Connecticut
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